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ABSTRACT

The intent of this dissertation is to examine the way Genesis retained progressive
rock elements during its 1978-91 pop-rock period. Genesis began composing music in a
pop-rock style in 1978, adapting to the changes in rock by incorporating progressive rock
elements into a pop-rock style. This study analyzes thirty-four selected songs from six
Genesis albums considered in the pop-rock genre, identifying some of the progressive
rock elements in these songs. The project begins with a historical survey of Genesis,
shedding light on the development of the band‘s progressive style, its transition through
personnel changes and in the music before and after the departure of Peter Gabriel, and
the shift toward pop-rock beginning in 1978. A review of published literature and
analyses addresses the progressive nature of Genesis. The progressive rock elements
pertinent to this study are defined using scholarly literature and analyses of Genesis and
other established progressive rock bands. Analytical charts that indicate form, harmony,
and rhythm are used to examine the common progressive characteristics in each song
addressed in this study.
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I. THE PROJECT AND THE HISTORY OF GENESIS

Genesis has been pushing the boundaries of the rock style for over forty years.
According to Mark Spicer, Genesis is ―one of the most influential and long-lasting groups
of the so-called ‗progressive rock‘ bands that emerged in Britain around 1970 in the wake
of the Beatles.‖1 Despite the significant contribution Genesis has made to progressive
rock music, most people probably recognize Genesis from its success as a pop-rock band
of the 1980s, with such hits as ―Misunderstanding‖ from Duke (1980), ―That‘s All‖ from
Genesis (1983), and ―Invisible Touch,‖ from Invisible Touch (1986). While Genesis may
have been considered a pop-rock band during the 1980s, its music retained many
progressive rock elements the group developed during the 1970s. These elements were
adapted from progressive traditions developed in the 1970s to create songs that are
complex and that challenged the trends of 1980s rock music. According to Spicer, these
features of Genesis make its music ―rich, diverse, and equally worthy of our analytical
attention‖ when compared to the complexity of Arnold Schoenberg‘s twelve-tone
compositions.2 However, a majority of the analyses of Genesis‘ music concentrate on
their progressive rock albums Foxtrot (1972) and The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway
(1974). In fact, most analyses of rock concentrate on the progressive rock style of the
early 1970s, rarely examining the rock music of the 1980s and beyond. John Covach

1

Mark Spicer, ―Large-Scale Strategy and Compositional Design in the Early Music of Genesis,‖ in
Expression in Pop-Rock Music: Critical and Analytical Essays, 2nd ed., ed. by Walter Everett, (New York:
Routledge, 2008), 313.
2

Ibid.
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recognizes the need for further work with post-1970s progressive rock: ―Two decades of
progressive rock music have followed the first wave of the 1970s; most of this music is
yet to be accounted for historically, let alone music-analytically.‖3 This document will
attempt to demonstrate that progressive rock idioms developed in the early 1970s
influenced Genesis‘ pop-rock music from 1978-91.

1. Introduction and Outline of the Project
As defined by Covach, progressive rock combines ―late-‗60s and early-‗70s rock
and pop with elements drawn from the Western art-music tradition.‖4 These influences
of Western classical music in progressive rock are evident in the rock groups‘ choice of
instrumentation, duration, form, harmony, and rhythm.
Genesis was a well-known and established progressive rock band during the early
1970s and helped develop the progressive rock genre. Songs such as ―Supper‘s Ready‖
and ―The Battle of Epping Forest‖ demonstrate the group‘s use of extended song length
in addition to the use of various instruments, complex harmonies and rhythms, extended
forms, and changing meters, to name a few. The music of Genesis also mirrored the
trends and other influences of other progressive rock bands. This is evident in their
release and tour in support of the rock opera ―The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway.‖
In 1978, Genesis began moving away from the progressive rock style, shifting to

3

John Covach, "Progressive Rock, ‗Close to the Edge,‘ and the Boundaries of Style,‖ in Understanding
Rock: Essays in Musical Analysis, ed. by John Covach and Graeme M. Boone (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1997), 24.
4

Ibid., 3.
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a commercial, pop-rock style. This shift may have been partially due to the decline in the
popularity of the progressive rock style as well as the emerging popularity of punk and
new-wave rock. Despite Genesis‘ move from progressive rock to pop-rock, the group
adapted and maintained many progressive rock idioms; these idioms made Genesis‘ poprock music different from other 1980s rock bands.
This project begins by surveying literature that concentrates on published analyses
of art music idioms Genesis used in its earlier music, especially from the albums Foxtrot
and The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway. Using these analyses along with writings about
other prominent 1970s progressive rock groups, a definition of selected progressive rock
elements is constructed. The idioms chosen for this particular study concentrate on
instrumentation, duration, harmony, rhythm, and form. An analysis of these
aforementioned progressive rock idioms gives insight into the progressive rock style and
provides a context for an analysis of Genesis‘ later music.
The move away from progressive rock began for Genesis in the 1978 album And
Then There Were Three. In each subsequent album until We Can’t Dance (1991),
Genesis continued to develop the pop-rock style, with each album on the U.S. pop charts.
In addition, the composing personnel for Genesis remained the same during this time
period, consisting of three members: Tony Banks, Phil Collins, and Mike Rutherford.
Six albums with a total of sixty-one songs fall within the 1978-91 time period.5 This
dissertation analyzes thirty-four songs (from these sixty-one) that represent the

5

The six albums used for this study are as follows: And Then There Were Three (1978), Duke (1980),
Abacab (1981), Genesis (1983), Invisible Touch (1986), and We Can’t Dance (1991).
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juxtaposition of progressive and pop style. A Song Analysis Chart (SAC) for each song
illustrates notable features in a spreadsheet format. Following these analyses, a chapter
discusses recurring characteristics contained within selected songs such as progressive
aspects of duration, instrumentation, harmony, rhythm, and form. The final chapter
investigates three selected songs in detail. These songs best demonstrate the progressive
rock style in Genesis‘ music during a specified timeline. The following section details
the development and history of Genesis, examining the composition process, shifts in
personnel, and the transition from progressive to pop band.

2. The Formation of Genesis and Its Progressive Style
Genesis formed in 1967 with Mike Rutherford (b. October 2, 1950; electric bass
and guitar), Anthony ―Ant‖ Philips (b. December 23, 1951; guitar), Tony Banks (b.
March 27, 1950; keyboard), Peter Gabriel (b. February 13, 1950; vocals) and Chris
Stewart (b. 1950; set percussion). All five members were students at The Charterhouse
School in Godalming, Surrey, U.K., and, along with other students, were members of
three different bands in 1965: Garden Wall, which included Banks, Gabriel, and Stewart;
Anon, which included Philips; and Climax, which included Rutherford and Stewart.
These three bands were discontinued at the conclusion of the academic year in 1967 in
which Banks, Gabriel, Philips, and Rutherford decided to get together and record a demo.
After this first demo, Stewart joined the group (which had yet to decide on a name) as the
drummer.
The group‘s name, Genesis, was decided by music producer and Charterhouse
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alumnus Jonathan King. According to Rutherford, deciding on a name proved to be a
challenge:
We didn‘t have a name when Jonathan King came up with Genesis. We couldn‘t
agree on anything, and we didn‘t have any great alternative to offer him, so that
became the name. Genesis was never a name that I thought was very good, but
after a while it is what it is and you get used to it. I mean, the Beatles is a crap
name really, if you think about it.6
Although King came up with the group‘s name, it was not his first choice. According to
Gabriel, King originally wanted to call the group Gabriel‘s Angels, a name Gabriel liked
for obvious reasons.7 Philips suggested the band be called Champagne Meadow, which,
according to Banks, ―gave some idea of the kind of brick wall we were hitting.‖ 8 The
frustration with choosing a name for the group eventually lead to the band members‘
decision to concede to King‘s suggestion of Genesis, a feeling Banks referred to as ―a
relief.‖9 King later reflected on creating the group‘s name, saying, "I named them
Genesis because I thought it was a good name ... it suggested the beginning of a new
sound and a new feeling.‖10
Jonathan King became more influential with the group‘s development than just in
the realm of naming the group. Originally, the intent of Genesis was only to write music,
leaving performances of the music in the hands of other rock groups. After a short period
6

Genesis: Chapter and Verse, ed. Philip Dodd (New York: Thomas Dunne Books, and imprint of St.
Martin‘s Griffin, 2007), 29.
7

Ibid., 28.

8

Ibid., 29.

9

Ibid.

10

John Tracey, liner notes to Genesis, 1987, Genesis, And The Word Was (London 820 496-2, The Decca
Record Co., Ltd.), 4-5.
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of unsuccessful attempts by King to locate rock groups to perform Genesis‘ music, he
suggested they perform their own music. Banks recalled the reasons for becoming a
performing ensemble was that King became less interested in the group‘s music and
Genesis was becoming more ambitious by writing longer pieces. 11 To please King,
Banks and Gabriel decided to write pop-rock style songs in the style of the Bee Gees of
the late 1960s, noting that King fancied the Bee Gees. 12 The song ―Silent Sun‖ was
Genesis‘ first attempt to perform its own music. This song soon made a good impression
on King and was released as their first single in 1968. Following the success of Genesis‘
first single, ―A Winter‘s Tale,‖ the group‘s second single, came out in May of that same
year. According to Banks, King recommended that Genesis consider replacing Stewart
as the drummer shortly after the release of ―A Winter‘s Tale;‖ as, in his view, the rhythm
section did not blend with the rest of the ensemble. 13 Gabriel also comments about
Stewart‘s skills as a drummer,
[T]he drumming wasn‘t locked in: Chris Stewart is a lovely man, but he was not a
wonderful timekeeper. We somehow got through the first set of demos and that
lead us into a second phase.14
Stewart admits that he was a sub-par drummer and had minimal involvement with the
singles ―The Silent Sun‖ and ―That‘s Me.‖ 15 He further reflects on his departure from
Genesis by saying,
11

Genesis: Chapter and Verse, ed. by Philip Dodd, 29.

12

Ibid., 45.

13

Ibid., 32.

14

Ibid., 29.

15

Ibid., 47.
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I hardly listened to Genesis‘s [sic] music after I left the band. I did listen to some
of Peter‘s music, which I liked very much, and I kept up with Ant for quite a
while. I thought Trespass was really great, but that was the last album I listened
to. I have never been to a concert of theirs. I‘ve always said blithely that Genesis
just didn‘t do it for me, but on reflection it might have been because I had
suffered a great hurt. ‗Schoolboy drummer leaves band‘ is hardly earth-shaking
stuff, but for the schoolboy drummer in question it would have been pretty earth
shattering. 16
Following the release of ―A Winter‘s Tale‖ in May of 1968, the group decided to replace
Stewart with Jonathan Silver (b. 1950). While Silver was an improvement for Genesis,
the band continued to struggle with drummers for the next two years, so much so that the
set percussion part of a song was recorded at a low volume so as to not draw attention to
this particular section. Despite the weakness within the rhythm section, Genesis
continued to grow and develop into a professional progressive rock band.
From Genesis To Revelation was released in March of 1969 and was Genesis‘
first album containing the already-released singles and the song ―A Place To Call My
Own,‖ which is described by Banks as ―one quite long and ambitious piece.‖ 17 ―A Place
To Call My Own‖ was the first attempt by Genesis at a progressive rock style song,
originally written to contain multiple sections and with a duration of three times the
length of the other songs on the album. According to Banks, Genesis eventually decided
to include only the final section of the song on the album, omitting the other sections due
to their inconsistencies. 18 King, without the approval of the band members, decided to
add strings to the songs during the editing process, a decision that caused mixed feelings
16

Ibid.

17

Ibid., 33.

18

Ibid.
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among group members. Banks did think the strings worked on some of the songs.
However, Rutherford and Philips felt differently. Philips in particular detested King‘s
addition of the strings saying,
I felt really angry because it was a complete fait accompli and of course in those
days you couldn‘t get back to a previous version, it was too late, good night,
erase, there was no ‗undo‘ button. And I completely freaked out.19
King‘s intentions for adding strings was to give each song a refined sound, saying ―I
wanted to give them a more progressive, but also more professional, feel with a string
section adding little bridges between the numbers, but sometimes playing on top of the
numbers as well.‖20 Silver commented that people disliked this album because it was
filled with ―wretched strings.‖21 Despite attempts by King to create a more progressive
and refined sound for Genesis, the addition of strings may have proved unsuccessful with
the public as well as with band members. However, later on in Genesis‘ music string
sounds are frequently used in numerous songs, suggesting that King‘s influences are
evident in Genesis‘ later music.
Silver made the decision to leave Genesis shortly after the release of From
Genesis To Revelation. He believed a career as a rock musician was not a good fit and
intended to pursue a very different path. 22 Silver comments on his contribution to
Genesis:

19

Ibid., 38.

20

Ibid., 45.

21

Ibid., 69.

22

Ibid,, 55.
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The serious success of Genesis all happened after I left, so I have merely coattailed behind their success over the years. And because my time with Genesis
was before I went off to university, not only am I a very small cog, I was a very
short-lived cog.23
Following Silver‘s departure from Genesis, the remaining band members began looking
for another drummer. John Mayhew (March 27, 1947 - March 26, 2009) joined Genesis
as its third drummer in August of 1969 and his experience quickly advanced Genesis
toward a more professional sound. 24 Mayhew‘s time with Genesis was less than a year.
He recorded the second album, Trespass, and was asked to leave by the other group
members during the summer of 1970. The year 1970 also saw the departure of Philips, a
founding band member, due to stage fright and health concerns. 25
Genesis needed to replace two group members, a drummer and a twelve-string
guitarist, in late summer of 1970. Two separate ads were placed in the weekly popular
music based British newspaper Melody Maker announcing the search to fill these two
positions. A dozen or so short auditions were held for the drummer position. These
auditions were designed to determine if the prospective musicians were capable of
handling difficult rhythmic patterns quickly, as well as contributing new ideas that
reflected the Genesis style.
Phil Collins (b. January 30, 1951) was one who answered the ad for a drummer in
Melody Maker. As a teenager, Collins had previously worked with The Beatles in 1964,

23

Ibid., 68.

24

Ibid., 56.

25

For more information on Anthony Philips departure, see Genesis: Chapter and Verse, ed. by Philip
Dodd, 75.
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appearing as an extra in the promo of A Hard Day’s Night, and as a drummer on George
Harrison‘s album All Things Must Pass (1970), a performance that, according to Gabriel,
made Collins ―stick out above the rest.‖26 At the time, Collins was playing with pop-rock
band Flaming Youth and was becoming increasingly frustrated because he was not
performing in public as much as he could with a band like Genesis. Collins recalls his
thoughts while waiting for his turn to audition: ―listening to the other drummers, there
was nothing there to scare me. I wasn‘t arrogant, I was just confident.‖27 He
immediately impressed the other band members with his ability to play numerous styles
and adapt; personal contributions to multiple songs from Trespass impressed the group
members. Collins joined Genesis in August of 1970 and immediately became a solid
member of the band. Banks comments,
Phil had something about him that was kind of special. It was a combination of
things. He could make it swing a little bit, he could also tell good jokes and make
us laugh, which was very important. He was able to fit in, but he brought a
lighter, breezier personality than the rest of us. We were all a bit heavy, quite
intense. He had some knowledge of the music business from his time with
Flaming Youth. And he could sing, which was an advantage because Mike and I
were not very good at back-up vocals.28
Collins quickly learned the important role Philips had with the band. However, tensions
soon began as the rest of the group dealt with the personnel changes, and Collins found
himself in the role of tension-diffuser just as much as drummer.
Steve Hackett (b. February 12, 1950) joined Genesis as its new guitarist in

26

Genesis: Chapter and Verse, ed. by Philip Dodd, 81.

27

Ibid., 94.

28

Ibid., 95.
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January of 1971. Unlike Collins, Hackett was contacted for an audition based on an ad
he placed in Melody Maker. He had worked previously with the band Heath Brothers,
leaving for artistic reasons. Although the audition went well with Gabriel and Banks,
when Rutherford and Hackett hit it off well, Genesis knew they had found a good
replacement for Philips. Hackett says,
What was interesting was that straightaway we began swapping chord shapes like
a pair of stamp collectors and found out that we shared a love for first inversion
chords…the kind of chords that are part of the stirring work of Holst and all those
English hymns. 29
Integrating Hackett into Genesis was difficult at times. The first gig with Hackett and
Collins was at University College in London, and was, according to Hackett, ―an absolute
disaster.‖30 To prevent further disasters and miscommunication, Hackett and Rutherford
worked together trading lead and harmonic guitar parts in a very structured manner until
Hackett became more comfortable. These adjustments to appease Hackett led to a less
improvised, more rehearsed sound of Genesis. Banks refers to this as ―a change met with
mixed reviews.‖31
Nursery Cryme was released in November of 1971 and was the first album with
Collins and Hackett. One noteworthy difference in Nursery Cryme when compared with
Trespass was that there was less improvisation and more structure to the music. Banks
remarks that fans noticed this different sound as well as criticized and complained about
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it.32 Despite the fans reaction the more structured Genesis, Banks states that the Nursery
Cryme caused Genesis to become a ―much stronger group.‖33 Additionally, this album
also resulted in many firsts for Genesis. The song ―Absent Friends‖ was the first for
which Collins wrote the lyrics and sang. Another was the significant use of the mellotron
by Banks in the song ―The Fountain Of Salmacis.‖ Banks wrote this song years ago
while he attended Sussex University but hesitated to suggest it earlier for fear that it did
not fit the style of the band.34 In addition to the mellotron, Banks also created a chord
sequence that, according to him, became a ―Genesis trademark.‖35 This chord sequence
was a VI and VII in a minor mode over a pedal point tonic.
The mellotron became an important instrument for Genesis during the albums
Nursery Cryme and later Foxtrot (1972). The mellotron is an electro-mechanical,
polyphonic keyboard instrument that uses analog tape to reproduce sounds of the
orchestra when a key is depressed. The instrument contains two separate keyboards, one
for each hand. The right-hand keyboard contains orchestral sounds such as brass, strings,
and organ while the left-hand keyboard reproduces prerecorded rhythmic patterns as well
as other riffs. Due to the ability to reproduce orchestral sounds, the mellotron became a
popular instrument during the 1970s for progressive rock groups, including King
Crimson. Robert Fripp of King Crimson sold one of his three mellotrons to Banks,
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claiming it had been the one used on In The Court Of The Crimson King.36 According to
Banks, ―we had always had a tendency toward an orchestral sound, so the mellotron was
a natural addition to our work.‖37 Banks used the mellotron as well as the Hammond
organ, each instrument performing a different role in the music. The mellotron was
typically used for its sustaining qualities and the Hammond organ as a rhythm-instrument
rather as a substitute for a pipe organ sound.38 It is important to note that the mellotron,
although used by Banks to sustain chords, could not sustain a note for longer than eight
seconds. To compensate for this, the performer would have to invent creative methods of
arpeggiation in order to achieve a sustained chord for longer than eight seconds.
Foxtrot was released in October of 1972. One noteworthy song on this album is
the multi-movement song, ―Supper‘s Ready,‖ the longest song on any album by Genesis.
This epic-length song is 22‘54‖ and is divided into seven sections: ―Lover‘s Leap,‖ ―The
Guaranteed Eternal Sanctuary Man,‖ ―Ikhnaton and Itsacon and Their Band of Merry
Men,‖ ―How Dare I Be So Beautiful,‖ ―Willow Farm,‖ ―Apocalypse in 9/8 (Co-Starring
the Delicious Talents of Gabble Ratchet),‖ and ―As Sure As Eggs is Eggs (Aching Men‘s
Feet).‖ Each of these sections contains leitmotifs that reappear throughout other sections
as well as changing time signatures, multiple time signatures, and mixed meters. For
example, the section ―Apocalypse in 9/8‖ contains a 9/8 riff created by Banks and
Collins. Gabriel explains that he did not want to be restricted to a specific key signature,
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as set up by Collins and Banks, so he decided to sing in 4/4 time, slowly creating an
unstable, almost ―sinister and unsettling,‖ feel to evoke a sense of ―not quite sure where
it‘s going to go.‖39 Despite concerns about its duration from band members Hackett and
Banks, ―Supper‘s Ready‖ became an iconic work by Genesis, which Hackett claimed to
be the ―band‘s anthem.‖40
The following year brought the album Selling England by the Pound, released in
October of 1973. According to Banks, this album was not their best collection of songs,
stating,
What we found was that we had about three or four pieces we were playing all the
time because we didn‘t have that many things to do. One of those songs because
‗The Battle of Epping Forest,‘ which probably ended up having too much in it,
because we were adding new bits on a daily basis. 41
Banks also mentions that ―I Know What I Like‖ was released as a single and the success
of that song led to Genesis‘ invitation to be on the show Top of the Pops, which the band
turned down due to the ―quirkiness‖ of groups that were appearing on that show.42 This
later became a decision that Rutherford regretted: ―I couldn‘t believe we wouldn‘t do it!
That was in the days, though, where you were either a singles band or an album band and
the singles charts were musically different.‖43 Another song on the album, ―Firth of
Fifth,‖ contains a collection of ideas mostly by Banks and is arguably the major
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progressive rock song of the album. 44 ―Firth of Fifth‖ features multiple progressive rock
elements: uncommon time signatures including measures of 12/16 and 15/16 that
alternate between measures of 2/4, flute-driven melodies that were later developed on
other instruments, and the use of an acoustic piano as opposed to an electric piano or
synthesizer.
Genesis began work on the concept album The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway in
early 1974 and recorded from August to October, releasing it in November of that year.
This album was Genesis‘ first and only attempt at a rock opera, which, according to
Gabriel, ―contained elements of West Side Story but it was also a kind of punk Pilgrim’s
Progress.‖45 According to Platts, Gabriel wrote the libretto as a combination of John
Bunyan‘s 1678 novel The Pilgrims Progress and Gabriel‘s own personal life. 46 The
Lamb was a different type of album for Genesis. It was the group‘s first double-length
album, which Rutherford remarks ―allowed for more improvisation, freedom with the
music, and a lot more lyrics.‖ 47 According to Holm-Hudson, The Lamb contains musical
elements of 1960s rock and pop, such as the use of modulating transitions between
songs.48 He also remarks that The Lamb received mixed reviews; partially because in
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1974, progressive rock music and large albums began to decline in popularity. 49 That
said, The Lamb remains an important development within Genesis‘ music. It represents
an apex in complexity unmatched that of the preceding or following albums by Genesis.
Also, The Lamb is reflective of the output of other progressive rock bands around that
time.
Tensions mounted among members during 1974, yet Genesis continued to show
enthusiasm toward its music and ambition to complete Large-Scale projects, as noted by
Gabriel commenting about the process of putting The Lamb together:
Although there was a sense of frustration and anger and poison building in the
room sometimes, we were excited by the music. I still think it‘s one of the best
things that we did together. But it had not been an easy or sunny process. 50
Despite these moments of excitement, tensions continued increasing as the year 1975
unfolded. Holm-Hudson states that Gabriel ultimately wanted complete creative control
with the story and lyrics, which led to his working separately from the rest of the group.51
In addition, Gabriel had begun working with film director William Friedkin, who directed
The French Connection and The Exorcist, and who wanted Gabriel‘s involvement for his
next screenplay. These tensions, coupled with Gabriel‘s involvement with Friedkin and
desire to spend more time with his family, eventually led to his departure from Genesis in
May of 1975. Gabriel‘s final performance with the band was announced an hour before
the concert at St. Étienne, France. According to Banks, only the band members and a few
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people within the immediate circle knew this was Gabriel‘s final show.52 Gabriel‘s
departure was not publically announced until he wrote and personally delivered a letter to
the British music press in August of 1975.
The remaining four members of Genesis decided to take a two-month hiatus to
work on individual projects. The members of Genesis regrouped in July of 1975 to
discuss the future, with Gabriel‘s departure the most important issue—there was no
longer a lead singer for Genesis. The group decided to continue as a four-member band,
originally as an instrumental group without any vocal part or lyrics. The decision to
become an instrumental group did not sit well with Banks, who believed that Genesis was
a song based band and insisted that the group retained vocals within its music. 53 Collins
became the new lead singer while retain his role as the drummer. For recording, Collins
would play drums first and then sing over the recorded track. Trick Of The Tail was
released in February of 1976 and was the first album to have Collins as lead singer.
The album Wind and Wuthering came out in January of 1977. Shortly after its
release, Hackett decided to leave Genesis and pursue a solo career, citing the
repetitiveness of studio recording and his eagerness to perform his own compositions. 54
Unlike earlier departures of band members, there was not a question of whether or not
Genesis would continue as a group.
When [Philips] and [Gabriel] left, those were major moments which raised
significant questions: are we done now, should the band stop, has the band run its
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course, was it time to move on to something else? This time, when [Hackett] left,
we didn‘t think that.55
One of the reasons for the group‘s attitude towards Hackett‘s departure was that most of
the parts Hackett played were rhythm guitar and could be easily handled by another
guitarist. Rather than search for another band member, the group decided to have
Rutherford play the part of rhythm guitarist and electric bass, a move that would
restructure Genesis as a trio. To do this, Rutherford had a double-neck guitar built,
combining a twelve-string and electric bass guitars. Genesis continued as a threemember band through the rest of the ‗70s, the ‗80s, and into the ‗90s, hiring extra
individuals to assist with live performances.

3. The Transformation of Genesis from Prog Band to Pop
Genesis worked mostly as a trio during this period, with Rutherford on guitar and
electric bass, Collins on drums and lead voice, and Banks on keyboards. Rutherford took
Hackett‘s place as lead guitarist for the album And Then There Were Three, which was
released in April of 1978, the album‘s title being reflective of yet another personnel
change for Genesis. While the title suggests a jocular outlook on the now-trio Genesis,
Hackett‘s absence from the band created challenges and frustrations for the remaining
band members. One challenge was Rutherford‘s timid lead guitar playing. This resulted
in Banks‘ increased use of synthesizers. According to Platts, the synthesizers dominated
the instrumentation more on And Then There Were Three than in any other subsequent
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Genesis album. 56 The frustrations with Hackett‘s absence coupled with Rutherford‘s
guitar playing caused Banks to describe And Then There Were Three as the ―weakest‖
album in their output, noting particularly Rutherford‘s guitar solo in the song ―Burning
Rope‖ as an example:
If Steve had been playing the solo, I would probably have hoped to have gone
further and expanded it, but Mike just played the notes—and it still sounds all
right. He obviously needed to gain confidence to feel comfortable in the role. 57
Despite being considered a weak album by Banks, it had a few songs that became hit
pop-rock singles. ―Follow You, Follow Me‖ is the most popular single from And Then
There Were Three, peaking at #7 in the U.K. and #23 in the U.S. pop charts. According
to Banks, this song was the simplest and most light-hearted song on the album, stating:
The most exciting moment for me in the studio was when Mike played a big
flanged guitar riff and I started playing a few chords along to it; suddenly the
combination sounded fantastic, this very simple thing, which became ‗Follow
You, Follow Me.‘ And having worked it up, we decided, ‗Lets keep this really
simple.‘… It was a whole new experience.58
―Follow You, Follow Me‖ began getting airtime on the radio, which resulted in Genesis
being exposed to a broader range of listeners. And Then There Were Three was the first
album that sold in a significant quantity, going platinum in the U.S.
In addition ―Follow You, Follow Me,‖ along with other songs such as ―Many Too
Many,‖ demonstrated a change in musical direction for Genesis in response to developing
rock genres. Punk and new wave rock, which were created in response to the progressive
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movement, saw a surge in popularity around this time. Genesis began incorporating
smaller, pop-rock style songs along with progressive songs. While Genesis maintained
its own style of music, ―Follow You, Follow Me‖ and similar songs were being played on
the radio, creating a juxtaposition of musical genres: progressive and pop-rock.
In 1979 Collins moved to Vancouver while Banks and Rutherford decided to put
Genesis on hold for a while and to have each member pursue a solo album. Upon
returning to Britain later in 1979, Collins mentioned that he began experimenting with a
Roland drum machine, presented to him during a concert in Japan. 59 He used this drum
machine to begin recording, on his own, a few solo songs, which included a synthesizer,
electric piano, the Roland drum machine, and vocals. While crude and, as Collins puts it,
―just small doodles,‖ these songs would eventually end up on his first solo album, Face
Value, released in January of 1981.60
Genesis regrouped in early 1980 and began working on the Duke album, which
was a resurgence in collective song composition typical of the band‘s early progressive
rock days. After Gabriel‘s departure in 1976, the members of the band began
contributing their own songs rather than working together. And Then There Were Three
contained mostly songs written by Banks and Rutherford. By 1980, Banks and
Rutherford had completed a solo album each and, as Rutherford states, ―I felt, probably
subconsciously, it would be good to get back to what we used to do, which was writing
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together.‖61 Collins remarked that the reason for the band writing together is that the
group had used up all their ideas with their outside recording projects. 62 The
collaboration among the three group members working together allowed for the
introduction as well as development and expansion of musical ideas, as stated by Banks
recalling the beginning of the song ―Behind the Lines,‖
Mike and I were slightly more devoid of ideas. So we started writing in the
rehearsal room, improvising and developing ideas. I had one little four-bar idea
and didn‘t know where it would go or what we could do with it but working with
the group, it became an extended instrumental piece leading into ‗Behind the
Lines.‘63
Small riffs and phrases composed from previous solo projects or songs were developed
into new songs. The song ―Turn It On Again‖ was originally a link between the songs
―Duke‘s Travels‖ and ―Duke‘s End;‖ however, as Banks states, ―when we heard it back
we thought, ‗This is much too good to be just a link‘ so we doubled it up, spanned out the
chorus at the end and wrote a song on top of it.‖64
The work for the album Abacab began in early 1981, around the same time
Collins‘ first solo album was released. The intention of Abacab was to reinvent, or
update, Genesis‘ sound to answer the changing popular music trends and the punk rock
movement. Banks explains that Genesis scaled back the music, removing tambourines
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and big choruses and writing more streamlined and straightforward music. 65 By this time
the punk rock movement was established and, according to Collins, was one reason that
Genesis was trying to reinvent themselves:
We felt the hand of punk was shaking the tree. We didn‘t like most of the bands
they didn‘t like either, so we were all for it, but unfortunately the punk period saw
us as one of the things they were trying to shake out of the tree.66
Abacab, like And Then There Were Three, contained songs written by individual band
members as well as some written as a collective. Following the release of Abacab, the
band members decided it was no longer necessary to contribute individual songs. All
individual songs were used for the Bank‘s, Rutherford‘s, and Collin‘s solo albums and all
collective music was created as Genesis. According to Collins, ―This gave Genesis a
genuine reason to carry on, because the band‘s music was something we couldn‘t do
individually and therefore anything we created as Genesis was nothing like what we did
on our own records.‖67
The album Genesis was released in October of 1983. Banks recalls that the group
was having trouble coming up with ideas for songs, saying ―that‘s why there are no spare
songs from that period and perhaps on a couple of the tracks it felt at times as though we
were stretching the material as far as we could.‖ 68 Banks notes the song ―Mama‖ as
being very strong, the idea derived from experimentation with a drum machine:
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It produced a wonderful slappy sound and once we heard it we knew, ‗That‘s a
good song, we don‘t really need any more,‘ I added a dark atmospheric drone
down at the bottom of it and a spooky sound on one of the synthesizers. I had this
way of pulsing the keyboard in time with the drum machine, and when we put all
those ingredients together and Phil bluesed some vocals on top of that, it sounded
really strong: and the result was ‗Mama.‘ Phil‘s laugh on the track was great,
something which came from a record he‘d been listening to. ‗Mama‘ was one of
those songs that obviously had to build. It was a question what to build to. My
idea was to have very minimalist chords throughout the song and then at a certain
point bring in these massive major chords—I thought that would do the trick. It
was an unusual single, but still a big hit for us.69
The album Genesis went on to become another hit record, going 4x platinum in the U.S.
and 2x platinum in the U.K. Genesis‘ hit singles from this album and the previous
albums exposed the group to a larger range of listeners. According to Rutherford, the hit
singles on Genesis attracted a new type of fan base and caused the public to perceive
Genesis as a pop and not progressive rock band. 70
Invisible Touch was released in May of 1986 and reached number one on the U.K.
pop charts, number three on the U.S. pop charts, and went 6x platinum. Additionally, the
song ―Invisible Touch‖ became a number one pop single in the U.S. in 1986. Banks
recalls that writing pop-style songs during the mid-1980s had become much easier than it
previously had been, commenting: ―We were writing songs left, right, and center. The
improvisation was producing results.‖71 Additionally, Banks states that the group
―suddenly got really good at writing these shorter songs,‖ making reference to the epic
length songs such as ―Supper‘s Ready‖ from earlier albums released in the first half of
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the 1970s.72 Invisible Touch produced many hit pop singles: ―Invisible Touch,‖ ―Land
of Confusion,‖ ―Throwing It All Away,‖ and ―In Too Deep,‖ which completed a
transition from progressive to pop-rock begun with the song ―Follow You, Follow Me‖
from And Then There Were Three.73
Collins, Banks, and Rutherford worked on solo albums between 1988 and 1990.
The following year, Genesis released We Can’t Dance, which became number one on the
pop charts in the U.K. and number four in the U.S. in November of 1991. Banks
remarks that both Invisible Touch and We Can’t Dance are related to each other, even
though they are separated by about six years, and ―a prime example of the way we were
working together.‖74 Once again Genesis released another hit pop album—and the tour
that followed was successful.
Despite the success of We Can’t Dance and the previous two albums, the group
was unsure if it was going to be able to continue. Collins‘ solo career was taking off and
demanding more of his time. Additionally, after the success of Collins‘ recent solo
albums, he no longer had the desire to compromise and work in a band environment. 75
Collins left Genesis in 1996. Banks and Rutherford decided to continue without Collins,
a decision Collins was happy to hear:
I was relieved that they were going to carry on. My biggest fear had been that
suddenly there would be all these people out of work. Because hey, I‘m a rich
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guy, and Tony and Mike are rich guys, but it‘s the guys who work for you who
are suddenly out of a job and have got families to support and they have spent
their working life supporting you.76
Banks had a hunch that We Can’t Dance would be the final album with Collins and
decided with Rutherford to write some more and ―see what happens.‖ 77
After Collins departure, Genesis released its final album, Calling All Stations, in
September of 1997. While this album represented a new Genesis sound that most people
would not consider ―classic‖ Genesis, it did contain some of the previous musical
elements. According to Platts, Banks‘ harmonic language and use of chords can arguably
be considered a modernization of ―Watcher of the Skies‖ from Foxtrot.78 While the
album did well in Britain, it did poorly in the U.S. According to Rutherford, the music
industry had changed between the release of We Can’t Dance and Calling All Stations
and older bands were no longer receiving ample radio time as before. 79 The lack of radio
play and a changing industry most likely contributed to the failure of Calling All Stations,
especially in the United States, where the live tour was cancelled due to lack of ticket
sales. 80
Banks, Collins, Gabriel, Hackett, and Rutherford met in November of 2004 to
discuss a 30th anniversary tour of The Lamb as a Genesis reunion. However, shortly after
deciding to reunite and go on tour, Gabriel and Hackett opted out, leaving the trio again.
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On July 11, 2007, Genesis began the Turn It On Again Tour at Olympic Stadium in
Helsinki performing mostly music from 1978-91, although some earlier songs such as
―Firth of Fifth‖ and ―The Cinema Show‖ were included. As of 2010, Genesis is neither
touring nor working together on any new projects, yet rumors are continuously floating
on forums and chat rooms about reunions. Collins remains active with his solo career.81
The band members once again went their separate ways to continue work on solo careers,
leaving the option of a reunion tour a possibility. 82 Robin Platts characterizes the
longevity of Genesis best: ―Genesis have been loved and loathed—quite often by the
same people at different points in their career—but their resilience and ability to change
and reinvent themselves has sustained them and, for the most part, helped them avoid
lapsing into stagnation.‖83
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND ANALYSIS

The past twenty or so years have seen an increase among scholars writing on the
topic of rock music. These writings include more than analytical studies on specific
songs but define the rock genre in regards to harmony, form, and rhythm, to name a few.
This chapter begins with an in-depth look at the scholarly literature concerning Genesis‘
progressive rock music. This summary includes numerous observations, tools, and
tendencies selected scholars have found noteworthy about Genesis‘ music. Following
this summary, progressive rock elements pertinent for this dissertation are addressed.
These definitions are compiled from numerous writings from previously published works
on the progressive rock genre. Lastly, the pop-rock style is examined utilizing songs that
the members of Genesis characterize as pop-rock in style.

1. Review of Literature on Genesis
Mark Spicer and Kevin Holm-Hudson are two scholars who have contributed
specifically to progressive rock Genesis. Both Spicer and Holm-Hudson investigate the
1970-75 years of Genesis focusing on the albums Foxtrot and The Lamb Lies Down on
Broadway. In their investigations, the Western classical influences are highlighted. In
some cases, direct comparisons are made to specific songs and an example of Western
classical music. These comparisons shed light on the close relationship Genesis‘ has with
other Nineteenth- and Twentieth-century European composers.
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Mark Spicer‘s essay, ―Large-Scale Strategy and Compositional Design in the
Early Music of Genesis,‖ primarily focuses on the epic-length, multi-movement song
―Supper‘s Ready‖ from Foxtrot. Spicer claims that Genesis‘ use of large-scale melodic
and harmonic motives in ―Supper‘s Ready‖ is similar to the Romantic-era style.
According to Spicer, ―Genesis was indeed concerned with achieving motivic and
harmonic coherence at deeper levels of the musical structure, similar to what we would
expect from large-scale pieces by their nineteenth-century predecessors.‖84 Within his
analysis, Spicer illustrates nineteenth- and early twentieth-century practices contained
found within ―Supper‘s Ready‖ through use of harmonic ambiguity, ostinato, mixed
meters, and pitch class sets. These techniques are some examples of Genesis‘
juxtaposition of Western classical music with rock, a practice common with 1970s
progressive rock groups.
Genesis, as well as Yes and ELP, continued to develop musically throughout the
1970s creating complex albums with musical elements not characteristic of rock music.
Alban Zak identifies these elements as including non-tertian harmonies, expanded
musical forms, and previously composed Western classical pieces adapted to the rock
groups‘ instrumentation. 85 Spicer remarks that harmonic practices found in Genesis‘
earlier music are similar to those of nineteenth-century German Lieder (art song) stating,
―from a harmonic standpoint, ‗Lover‘s Leap‘ [by Genesis] also features several of the
characteristic quirks normally identified with composers of that era [nineteenth century
84
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common practice music].‖ 86 The quirks to which Spicer refers involve the use of tonal
ambiguity, where the song does not cadence in its tonic. He comments that the opening
verse of ―Lover‘s Leap‖ has ―a beginning reminiscent of Schumann‘s Dichterliebe cycle
in its tonal ambiguity,‖ which is found in the first six measures of ―Im wunderchönen
Monat Mai.‖ 87 The cadential progression, iv6-V7 in mm. 1-2, anticipates the tonic
harmony by use of predominant to dominant motion. Instead of a cadence on the tonic,
Schumann repeats the iv6-V7 motion twice more. A cadence on the relative major in m.
6, the first cadence in the song, gives the illusion that the song‘s tonic key is A major, the
submediant, rather than F minor.
Spicer elaborates on the opening measures of ―Lover‘s Leap‖ and compares this
song to nineteenth-century art song. According to Spicer, the first verse of ―Lover‘s
Leap‖ begins in the key of E major where the tonic sonority is set up using a strong
predominant to dominant harmonic progression, ii-V.88 The expectation is a cadence on
the tonic triad in m. 3, following this strong predominant-dominant progression. Instead,
a B minor rather than an E major triad occurs. Measures 3-4 contain a B minor triad
followed by its dominant F major. Measures 5-6 repeat the music of mm. 1-2. Once
again rather than tonicizing E major—as one would expect with a ii-V cadential
pattern—or repeating the music found in mm. 3-4, the music modulates to B major in m.
8 with the use of a predominant-dominant-tonic harmonic progression in m. 7. Having a
variable chord placed after strong predominant-dominant cadential motion illustrates a
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similarity between Romantic and progressive rock era music.
Spicer also suggests that specific chords in ―Supper‘s Ready‖ have significant
roles beyond functional harmony. He particularly highlights the opening chord in
―Lover‘s Leap,‖ Fø7/A, a significant chord for the following reasons. First, it is an
uncommon sonority for rock. A majority of rock sonorities tend to be major or minor
triads with the occasional seventh chord. Second, the Fø7/A chord is borrowed from the
parallel minor. While many chords are borrowed from the parallel mode in rock music,
this particular function, iiø65, is a common borrowed chord in Romantic-era music as
well. Lastly, ―Lover‘s Leap,‖ which is the first movement or tableau in the song
―Supper‘s Ready,‖ begins on a diminished seventh chord borrowed from the parallel
minor mode. While the aforementioned reasons may be enough alone to cite the
importance of the opening chord of ―Supper‘s Ready,‖ Spicer takes it one step further,
citing that the opening chord acts as a ―transposed ‗Tristan chord.‘‖89 Like the Tristan
chord, this specific half-diminished seventh chord returns throughout the song at
climactic moments. As Spicer explains, this chord acts ―almost in the manner of a
Wagnerian leitmotif‖ recurring throughout the seven tableaus of ―Supper‘s Ready.‖ 90
Recurring motives are frequently found in the progressive style. The opening
harmony in ―Lover‘s Leap‖ is an Am7 chord that functions as a borrowed predominant in
the key of E major arpeggiated by the second guitar, with a sustained bass note in the
electric bass and cello. Another example of a recurring motive Spicer cites is found in
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the fourth tableau of ―Supper‘s Ready,‖ called ―How Dare I Be So Beautiful?‖ 91 In this
song, the chord is located in the first pair of oscillating harmonies, functioning as a
leading-tone chord in the key of G major and located in the piano.92 The final example
Spicer cites is in the sixth tableau ―Apocalypse in 9/8.‖93 Here the chord has a
nonfunctional role in the key of C major and is found in the guitar. Furthermore, Spicer
notes that the Tristan chord is part of the bass ostinato and contained within the
prominent pitch class set 6-Z25. While these are just a few examples of the recurring of
this ―transposed Tristan chord,‖ its function within the song illustrates the complexity and
large-scale harmonic strategy that Genesis incorporated in their progressive rock music
through its repeated use in various keys and song sections.
Holm-Hudson‘s book, Genesis and the Lamb Lies Down on Broadway,
concentrates heavily on the history of Genesis, particularly focusing on the origins of the
band, and the composition, recording, and live performances of The Lamb. Chapter three
is the only chapter that provides detailed musical analyses and transcriptions of The
Lamb, taking a song-by-song approach while discussing a few major musical points
about each song. However, a majority of Holm-Hudson‘s analysis focuses on the
interpretation of the lyrics, social semiotics, and cultural inflections during a turbulent
time in world history as well as the band‘s history.
Chapter three is a song-by-song discussion of significant musical elements and
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their role with the text. One pertinent example illustrates the importance of Rutherford‘s
electric bass line in the songs ―Cuckoo Cocoon‖ and ―In the Cage.‖94 Holm-Hudson
begins his analysis by reducing the final chord of ―Cuckoo Cocoon‖ and labeling it as a
D/F triad, making specific reference to the fact that the tonic triad, D, is in first inversion
with the electric bass playing the third of the chord, F. At the beginning of ―In the
Cage,‖ the harmony changes to a root position tonic triad in the key of B minor. Shortly
after Gabriel begins his vocal line, the electric bass line descends to F, creating the
sonority B/F. He states that, ―interestingly, by this time Gabriel‘s vocal reaches the low
B at [0:37]—which should be the point of greatest stability—Rutherford‘s bass line has
also descended, to F. Thus, Rutherford‘s bass puts the B minor ‗goal‘ in its least stable
inversion.‖95 The key changes at [0:42] from E minor to E minor, with F acting as a
common tone enharmonically respelled as G, which Holm-Hudson calls a common-tone
transition. He also notes that after the modulation, the Eminor tonic triad at [0:56] is
also in first inversion. 96 This Em/G is a reference to the D/F# chord at the end of
―Cuckoo Cocoon‖ in two ways: the bass note is enharmonically the same and the tonic
harmony is in first inversion.
Holm-Hudson also investigates Bank‘s keyboard harmony, noting that Banks
favors a mathematical approach to harmony by creating small and symmetrical chord
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progressions.97 An example of Bank‘s symmetrical keyboard harmony is the five-voiced
reduction found in the introduction to the song ―The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway,‖ the
first song of the album.98 Between each of the reduced chords are bracketed integers that
represent the voice-leading motion by semitones. A positive integer indicates a semitone
increase, a negative integer indicates a semitone decrease, and a zero integer indicates no
change. Holm-Hudson illustrates that the sum of the integers contained in each of the
brackets is zero, which he refers to as a balanced harmonic progression. 99 These
harmonic relationships are found throughout the album, such as in ―Broadway Melody of
1974‖ and the instrumental interlude in ―The Lamia.‖

2. Defining Progressive Rock Elements
Progressive rock is a genre that borrows directly from the Western classical
tradition of composition, form, and/or performance practices in conjunction with modern
instruments, technology, and rock. Nors Josephson suggests that the progressive rock
genre appeared around 1965 when British rock groups, such as The Beatles and The
Rolling Stones, began expanding their music beyond the stylistic and performing
traditions of rock established during the 1950s. 100 Covach describes progressive rock as
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―characterized by a pronounced attempt to blend European classical music with rock.‖101
Although Western classical music is a significant part of the progressive rock style, other
influences such as studio and electric instrument technology are also associated with the
progressive style. Atton states that progressive rock seeks to ―fuse classical models of
composition and arrangement with electric instruments and extend the form of rock
music from the single song to the symphonic poem, even the multi-movement suite.‖102
Defining exactly what constitutes a progressive rock element is difficult, given
contradictions among scholars as to the parameters of the progressive rock style. Ken
Stephenson cites multiple cases of contradictory descriptions in his review of Kevin
Holm-Hudson‘s Genesis and “The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway.”103 For example,
Stephenson points out that ―on pages 8 and 21 the music has no roots in or connection
with African-American music, yet on page 14 (quoting Macan), ‗Progressive rock is
thoroughly grounded in African-American musical concepts.‘‖104 This discrepancy
illustrates the challenge inherent in identifying and defining progressive elements.
Overall, the literature provides no actual textbook definition of progressive rock music;
rather, based on the published work of scholars and his/her own research, it is up to the
analyst to determine the parameters for the progressive rock style. Nevertheless, there
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are several elements on which scholars agree that are common to progressive rock.
These elements are consistently referenced in the scholarly writings and have been
addressed in multiple publications.
This chapter section attempts to define parameters for progressive rock elements,
with analysis, discussion, and conclusions based upon the published writings of scholars.
The writings referenced pertain specifically to the musical style or are analyses of wellknown and established progressive rock songs. According to the literature, five broad
categories are considered important musical elements in the progressive rock style: extra
instrumentation not commonly associated with a rock group, songs that have atypically
long durations, extended formal structures including Western classical and rock forms,
complex harmonies including overlapping keys and sectional tonality, and intricate
rhythms such as mixed and/or asymmetrical meters. While these five are not the only
elements of progressive rock, they are the most common musical characteristics that
appear within the literature.105

Instrumentation
The use of diverse instrumentation is one example of the Western classical
influences on the progressive rock movement. Randall Pembrook claims that the typical
instrument lineup of a rock band consists of the following instruments: an electric guitar
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(rhythm and/or lead), electric bass, set percussion, and occasionally a keyboard. 106
According to John Palmer, these instruments fulfill a comprehensive spectrum of texture
in four layers: rhythm (set percussion), treble (lead guitar), bass (electric bass), and
midrange (keyboard or rhythm guitar).107 In addition to this core set of instruments,
progressive rock musicians expanded the instrumental palette by adding Western and
non-Western instruments to the ensemble. Although there is no specific instrumentation
for a progressive rock band, there are some favorites including a string ensemble or
synthesized string ensemble, a Hammond organ, one or more synthesizers generating
original electronic sounds, orchestral instruments, one or more saxophones, and mallet
percussion. Whatever the rationale for the choice of the instruments, the addition of
atypical instruments and sounds provide the genre with a more classical inflection.
The Beatles were one of many groups experimenting with the addition of different
instruments as one way of juxtaposing rock with the classical style. Multiple songs from
the album Revolver (1966) demonstrate this expanded instrumentation: double string
quartet in ―Eleanor Rigby,‖ trombone in ―For No One,‖ organ in ―Doctor Robert,‖ and
the brass/saxophone ensemble in ―Got to Get You into My Life.‖ Following Revolver
was the concept album Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967), which Allan
Moore considers the starting point of the progressive rock style. 108 The fusion of
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classical and rock instrumentation, in addition to the electric guitar, electric bass, and
drum set, appears in most of the songs throughout the album. According to Everett, the
song ―A Day in the Life‖ arguably best demonstrates The Beatles‘ fusion of classical
elements with rock through instrumentation, which makes use of a full orchestra, piano,
drums, sound effects, and vocals.109
The Beatles were not the only rock group in the 1960s experimenting with
instrumentation; the Hammond organ plays a vital role in Pink Floyd‘s ―Careful with that
Axe, Eugene‖ (1968). In this song, the organ provides a critical role in the song‘s
melodic structure, a melody that is later expanded and developed with other instruments.
John Cotner examines the role the organ plays in the opening theme:
In measure 9, it [the organ] breaks from a sustained D 4, elaborating a
Dorian/Aeolian melodic gesture with Phrygian coloring, and gradually increasing
in loudness. Like the other source sounds, the organ functions in a semiimprovisational capacity: now developing a modal theme, later providing an
arpeggiated accompanimental layer: and, during the latter half of the track,
loosening exuberant flourishes and dissonant pitch cluster in the lower
registers.110

Like the Hammond organ, synthesizers create an artificially and completely electric or
digital sound. The importance of the synthesizer in defining progressive rock is twofold.
First, a synthesizer incorporates the latest in sound producing technologies to create
different timbres and musical effects. Second, the reproduction of sounds or creation of
new sounds is similar to the role of the pipe organ in which different shapes, sizes, and
109
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materials of tubes were used to recreate sounds of the orchestra, such as trumpet and
oboe, or produce an original tone, such as the Prinzipal or Gedackt.
Genesis‘ use of synthesizers is a common characteristic of its progressive rock
style, which allows for an array of different instrument sounds to be used within the
music without the awkward or expensive tasks of scoring and hiring musicians. Genesis
uses synthesizers to recreate the harp, oboe, various electric piano sounds, and string and
choral ensembles. In addition to these musical instruments, synthesizers are also used to
create new sounds, not based on an actual instrument, which are specifically created for a
particular song. One such example is the saw-tooth lead, which has a specific tone color
based on the sound wave reproduced.

Duration
Progressive rock songs generally last longer than pop-rock songs, a characteristic
Stephenson notes as ―extended length‖ in his analysis of the ELP song ―The Endless
Enigma,‖ which has a length of 10‘36‖. 111 Likewise, Covach commented that Yes
―explored ways of creating pieces of extended length,‖ citing the song ―Close to the
Edge‖ as an example. 112 ―Close to the Edge‖ lasts 18‘38‖, taking up the entire first side
of the LP album and is divided into four parts.113 Genesis also created lengthy songs
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during the height of the progressive rock period of the early 1970s; for example, ―The
Musical Box‖ (10‘29‖) from Nursery Cryme (1973), ―The Cinema Show‖ (11‘06‖) and
―The Battle of Epping Forest‖ (11‘46‖) from Selling England by the Pound (1971), and
―Supper‘s Ready‖ (22‘54‖) from Foxtrot (1972).
Scholars diverge with respect to the reasons for rock musicians‘ decisions to
expand their songs to such lengths. Covach attributes the longer durations to the
experimentation of expanded forms, in which the song greatly expands the typical AABA
form with added verses, multiple choruses, instrumental solos, bridges, and interludes. 114
Moore attributes lengthy songs to the use of LSD and the psychedelic movement of the
late 1960s.115 Whatever the reasons were for extending the song, the duration was
limited only by the amount of recording time allotted for one side of an LP album. There
was no goal to make the song marketable for radio broadcast, as was the case with a
majority of pop-rock music. Palmer observes that pop-rock songs lasted for a specific
time because these songs needed to be ―compositions of a duration appropriate for
airplay, generally under four minutes in length.‖116 The progressive rock song, on the
other hand, lasts as long as is needed. It contains all necessary sections, improvisations,
and developments as the group sees fit.
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Form
The form of a progressive rock song contains more contrast than repetition.
Sheinbaum in ―Progressive Rock and the Inversion of Musical Values‖ lists multiple
characteristics of progressive rock form. 117 These characteristics include embellishment
of traditional shapes (AABA, verse-chorus), less reliance on traditional shapes, and
unconventional forms. Sheinbaum suggests that the progressive rock style either
manipulates preexisting established rock forms or creates a new form that may be
considered unconventional by rock music standards. However, Sheinbaum does not
examine the use of preexisting Western classical forms, such as sonata, rondo, binary,
and ternary. Of these forms, sonata has been discussed at length in the literature with
respect to specific rock songs of the 1970s, especially Yes‘ ―Close to the Edge.‖ Dirk
von der Horst indicates that ―Close to the Edge‖ is in sonata form, in which two themes
are introduced in the first section, developed, and repeated in the following three
sections. 118 According to von der Horst, ―Close to the Edge‖ contains an expanded form
that is arguably a sonata form.
Josephson in his article ―Bach Meets Liszt: Traditional Formal Structures and
Performance Practices in Progressive Rock,‖ also focuses on the formal structures used
by Yes along with Genesis and ELP. 119 Unlike von der Horst, Josephson analyzes
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selected progressive rock songs and categorizes them according to elements reflected in
specific musical time periods (Renaissance, Baroque, etc.). Josephson also cites an
example from ―One for the Vice,‖ a Genesis song from Wind and Wuthering (1976), for
using ―fusions of variation and sonata form‖ and classifies it in the section titled
‗Classical- and Romantic-Style Variation Structures.‘120
Although Western classical forms are used in a number of rock songs, the AABA
form is arguably the most common used in most rock genres, including progressive.
Typically, the A section includes at least one verse and a chorus while the B section is a
bridge or middle verse (discussed later as an interverse). The presence of verse-chorus
pairs in addition to a contrasting middle section is defined by Covach as compound
AABA form. 121 The following statement by Covach concerns the compound AABA
form as it pertains to Boston‘s song ―More than A Feeling:‖
After a six-measure introduction, a verse-chorus pair appears once and is
repeated. After the second chorus, a bridge section occurs that functions much
like a bridge in an AABA form: it prepares the return of the third verse-chorus
pair, which follows immediately. Thus the features of a contrasting verse-chorus
form are combined with those of an AABA to form a ‗compound AABA form.‘ 122
Covach also includes the number of measures along with the harmony of each section
illustrating any differences among each of the three A sections and the B section.123 To
illustrate differences between the B section and the three A sections, Covach
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includes the number of measures, harmony, and a notation that the bridge contains a
guitar solo.

Harmony
Harmony is a widely-discussed element of the progressive rock style. Most of the
writings address the harmonic structure, function, and individual chord choices in
addition to modulations, modes, chromatic chords, and Romantic-era influences. The
degree to which harmony is addressed in the literature suggests that progressive rock
music contains complex and deeper-level harmony than most pop-rock style music that is
less reliant on simple tonic-predominant-dominant harmonies. This tendency for
progressive rock to favor complex harmonies indicates that progressive rock has a
relationship with the Western classical style that is stronger than its relationship with
rock-n-roll. Atton notes about this connection between progressive rock and the
Romantic era: ―The very existence of progressive rock depended on its borrowings and
manipulation of form, structure and harmony from predominantly the nineteenth century
Romantic composers.‖124
The link between Western classical and rock genres validates the investigation of
any progressive rock song‘s harmonic structure using tools similar to those that theorists
use for the Romantic era or any Western classical-era music. Everett and Covach use
Roman numeral labels in their various books and articles analyzing progressive rock
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music. The analysis of progressive rock songs using functional harmonic symbols
illustrates two things: the use of and traditional functional harmony, and new trends in
functional harmony. A new trend in functional harmony could be represented by
innovative cadences, recurring harmonic progressions not commonly found, if at all, in
the Western classical tradition, and the use of harmonies more operative for color than
function.
Most harmonic analyses suggest the song‘s key as major or minor. However,
rock music uses a variety of chord functions borrowed from the opposite mode, creating
modal inflection. Everett noticed the tendency rock has toward modality and developed
six specific modes based on the harmonic language used within a variety of rock
genres. 125 The modes begin with the ones closest to traditional Western classical
major/minor systems; these modes may or may not include borrowed chords from the
opposite mode. Each successive rock mode becomes further removed from the Western
classical tradition until the harmony is heavily chromatic. Everett states that ―the greatest
percentage of all songs succeeding on the pop charts falls into the first group [rock mode
1a and 1b] in this conservative pair,‖ suggesting that a majority of rock music is written
in a major or minor mode with the possibility of harmonies borrowed from the opposite
mode. 126 For example, if a song is in a major key, the dominant may be a VII triad
rather than V, or the song may use I, IV, and V along with III, VI, and/or VII.
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Whatever the specific harmonic functions contained in the song, Everett‘s statement
suggests that rock music can be classified generally as either being in a major or minor
mode, with the addition of modal mixture.
The key and mode of the selected song is determined by the harmonic functions.
Covach demonstrates this with his analysis of Yes‘ ―Close to the Edge‖ in which he
comments on A Dorian being the mode of the A section motive while the rest of the
song‘s keys are closely related to the Western classical major and minor modes. 127 Also,
Palmer states that one characteristic of progressive rock music is ―a colorful harmonic
palette,‖ which would include modal mixture. 128 For example, in Holm-Hudson‘s
analysis of ELP‘s ―Trilogy,‖ he notes that the theme‘s key is in B major. 129 However,
with the addition of accidentals (D, C, A, and G), the theme sounds as if it is in B
Phrygian rather than B major. The use of modal mixture not only expands harmonic
diversity but also hints at a specific mode(s) within the key.
Bimodality and modal mixture are not the only methods for adding harmonic
diversity to a song. In some songs sections, two or more keys are tonicized at the same
time, which is referred to as overlapping keys, and explains the functionality of specific
chromatic chords. Charles Smith in his article ―The Functional Extravagance of
Chromatic Chords‖ uses overlapping harmony as a method for analyzing the chromatic
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harmonies of Romantic era music.130 Smith uses two keys for his graph of Chopin‘s
Sonata in B minor, opus 35, and six keys, which Smith reduces to three, in Beethoven‘s
Opus 53, II.
While rock harmony may not contain the extreme chromaticism of Chopin or
Beethoven, there are examples of songs that can be harmonically analyzed in two or more
keys simultaneously. In some songs, all chords function in other keys besides the
primary key. In this case, there is a key ambiguity where the harmony is functional in
other keys besides the primary key.
Modulations are frequent in progressive rock music. According to Stephenson,
modulations in progressive rock typically occur between formal sections, such as cases in
which the chorus and verse are in different keys. 131 Guy Capuzzo defines this
phenomenon as ―sectional tonality.‖132 According to Capuzzo, the keys within a song
exhibiting sectional tonality ―may or may not be related, and may or may not connect via
a pivot chord, but the overall key succession is not governed by a single tonic.‖133 In
other words a song can begin and end in different keys. Capuzzo cites ―Good Day
Sunshine‖ by The Beatles as an example of sectional tonality. 134 This song is in four
different keys: the chorus in B major, verse in A major, bridge in C major, and the coda
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in D major. Capuzzo asserts that the final chord in the chorus functions as the dominant
of the verse and the final chord of the verse is the dominant of the chorus. Capuzzo
believes that songs like ―Good Day Sunshine‖ are tonal, stating that because ―each
section of a song projects a tonal harmony, then it is not a stretch to deem the entire song
tonal—not monotonal, just tonal.‖ 135

Rhythm and Meter
Progressive rock rhythm and meter rely on the use of complex and changing
metrical accents and mixed meters throughout a single song, as opposed to a repeated
accent pattern and the simple duple meters common to the pop-rock style. Sheinbaum
defines progressive rock rhythm as containing ―syncopations and tricky rhythms.‖ 136
While, syncopation itself is a well known characteristic in pop-rock music, syncopated
rhythms cannot be considered a progressive rock element exclusively due to the
popularity of syncopation in jazz, pop, and Tin Pan Alley. 137 That said, syncopation may
play an important role in other facets, such as a method to separate the formal sections.
Christopher Endrinal comments about the role syncopated rhythms play in the U2 song
―Babyface,‖ claiming that the use of syncopation is confined only to the verses, with a
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more basic rhythm in the chorus section.138 A ―tricky rhythm‖ can be an unusual accent
pattern, a measure containing an added or dropped beat, triplets or duplets, hemiola,
unusual or oddly-accented harmonic rhythms, multiple metric layers among the
instruments and vocals, or rhythmic ostinato. In addition to Sheinbaum‘s tricky rhythms,
progressive rock makes use of various meters and metrical accent patterns, sometimes
within the same song.
A repeating idea, or ostinato, is a practice that has been used in music for
centuries. According to Middleton, the repetitious nature of an ostinato, along with its
popularity with black music, made it a popular compositional technique among rock
musicians beginning in the 1960s. 139 Ostinatos in rock are typically riffs that combine
rhythmic, harmonic, and/or melodic elements among the set percussion, guitar, and vocal
lines. Multiple electric guitar and electric bass ostinatos are found in Yes‘ ―Close to the
Edge.‖ According to Matthew Bourque, these ostinatos differ from each formal section
and are the ―backbone‖ of each section. 140 Middleton illustrates the harmonic structure
created by combining the guitar riff ostinato with the vocal line in ―(This Could Be) The
Last Time‖ by The Rolling Stones.141 Additionally, Middleton provides a contrasting
example of ostinato in The Beatles‘ ―It Won‘t Be Long,‖ which uses two different
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harmonic ostinatos.142 The first ostinato, chords C and A, repeats as expected at the
beginning of the measure. The second contains a compromise, a variance of the already
established pattern. The chords for the second ostinato toggle between Am and C at the
outset of the bar, as in the case of the first ostinato. At the cadential point, the second
ostinato is compromised to create a cadence on the chords F-Fo-C.
Progressive rock meter relies less on the common time simple-quadruple or
simple-duple meters and more on simple-triple, compound-triple, compound-duple, or
asymmetrical meters.143 In addition, progressive rock songs may use multiple meters in a
song, resulting in metrical modulation or additive rhythms producing accent patterns that
are characteristic of Stravinsky. One example is the use of multiple and asymmetrical
meters found in Yes‘ song ―Long Distance runaround,‖ analyzed by Matthew Bourque. 144
According to Bourque, the introduction contains two noteworthy rhythmic ideas. First, a
shift of accents in the sixteenth-note section creates a triplet rhythm-feel within a simple
meter-feel. Bourque states, ―In m. 5, the metric accent of the melody shifts from the
beginning of beats one, two, and three to every third sixteenth note, creating a feeling of
triplet rhythm.‖145 Second, a measure of 7/8 is used as a link to connect the introduction
to the verse. This measure retains the same metrical shift in m. 5 of the introduction.
According to Bourque, this link is part of neither the introduction nor the verse, but rather
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acts as a transition between the two sections. 146
Rhythmic and metric analysis in rock has been given less attention when
compared to the writings and research on harmonic and formal aspects. Since the early
1960s, scholars began taking a new look at rhythm and experimenting with new
approaches to the analysis of this important facet of music. While these new approaches
to rhythmic analysis were focused on music from the Western classical tradition, a few
rock scholars have adapted these newer trends of rhythmic analysis to rock and pop
music. Using these tools along with other elements of rhythm found in the Western
classical tradition illustrates the progressive rhythmic elements found in Genesis‘ poprock style.

3. The Genesis Pop-Rock Style
Genesis‘ pop-rock style began with the songs ―Follow You, Follow Me‖ and
―Many Too Many‖ from the album And Then There Were Three. Subsequent albums
also contained numerous songs in the pop-rock style. While many songs fit pop-rock
criteria, ―Invisible Touch‖ stands out as a straightforward example of Genesis‘ pop-rock
style. ―Invisible Touch‖ has a duration of 3‘30‖, a typical pop-rock song length. Also, all
of the song sections are proportional. The verse sections are sixteen measures long; the
chorus, bridge, and introduction are eight. The instrumentation is made up of percussion,
electric bass, and synthesizer. Although the synthesizer is a progressive element, its use
is more pop-rock. The synthesizer mimics a ―clean‖ electric guitar sound by its sound as
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well as the voicing and harmonic rhythm of harmonies.
The form for ―Invisible Touch‖ is AABA, in which every A section contains a
single verse followed by the chorus (Figure 2.1). A direct modulation up a M2 occurs
between V3 and the final reprise of the chorus at [2:43]. Everett refers to these types of
modulations as ―truck driver modulations‖ (a reference to changing gears abruptly) and
usually occurs before the final reprise of the chorus section. 147 The B section contains a
bridge that is harmonically based around the dominant function, in this case VII. The
bridge does not contain any harmonic rhythm or chord changes. Also, the bridge
contains no melody or instrumental solo.
The harmony in ―Invisible Touch‖ is also straightforward (Figure 2.2). A
majority of the chords used are I, IV, and V. Although there is a V/V chord in each verse
section, the rest of the harmonies are diatonic to the major mode. Additionally, the
harmonic progressions follow patterns commonly found in the pop-rock genre.
The rhythm is also typical of 1980s pop-rock songs. A rhythmic characteristic of
pop-rock music during the 1980s is the consistent use of an accent pattern throughout the
entire song. A pop-rock accent pattern is typically a repeated one or two measure pattern
of accented beats or subbeats. While most pop-rock songs use a single accent pattern,
some may use different patterns to indicate the formal section, such as the verse and
chorus. Don Traut shows that ―Invisible Touch‖ contains accents on the third and fifth
subbeat of each measure.148 This beat pattern is a common beat pattern in 1980s pop-
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A
A
B
A

0:00-0:16
0:17-0:45
0:46-1:00
1:01-1:29
1:30-1:44
1:45-1:59
2:00-2:13
2:14-2:42
2:43-2:57
2:58-3:30

i
V1
C
V2
C
B
C
V3
C
o

Figure 2.1. AABA form of ―Invisible Touch.‖

Introduction = 2a
Verse = 2b + 1c
Chorus = 2a
Bridge = F: VII

a = F(G): I | IV V | I | IV V |
b = F: vi | IV | iii | I V I | (note: entire last measure is V on the second time)
c = F: V/V | | IV | I V I | IV | I V I | IV | IV V |

Figure 2.2. Harmony and harmonic patterns contained in "Invisible Touch."

1980s music,‖ Popular Music 24 (2005): 60.
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rock, and is present in all the song sections contained in ―Invisible Touch.‖
This dissertation investigates the use of compound AABA form in Genesis‘
songs, along with any variances. These variances include similarities and differences in
the A sections, expanded middle sections, and smaller forms within each section, which
may reflect a rock or Western classical form. In the event that a song does not follow the
AABA format, the form of the specific song is defined and discussed accordingly. In
some cases, these non-AABA songs may use common practice forms, such as binary or
ternary, demonstrating the progressive rock style. Additionally, an in-depth look at the
expansion of the introduction and coda sections as well as the enlarged B sections may
give insight on how Genesis incorporated progressive rock in and around some of these
songs.
This dissertation also examines six harmonic idioms that appear throughout
Genesis‘ music. These include bimodality, overlapping keys, tonal ambiguity, modal
ambiguity, modulation, and sectional tonality. While not the only harmonic phenomena,
these six idioms provide evidence to link Genesis‘ pop-rock music to the progressive
rock and/or Western classical traditions. The harmonic graphs use standard Roman
numeral analysis accompanied by the bass line and/or chord symbol tablature.
Additionally, this dissertation focuses on complex rhythmic elements not typically found
in pop-rock. The elements include ostinato, irregular meter, and uncommon song section
lengths. Irregular meter includes any meter that is not 4/4 time, such as 9/8 or 3/2.
Common song section lengths are four measures or multiples of four measures. For
example, ten measures is considered an uncommon song section length.
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III. DEFINITION OF FORMAL TERMS

This chapter defines multiple song sections and forms found in Genesis songs as
well as the SACs used to illustrate each selected song. Citations of scholarly writings and
examples from selected Genesis songs provide support for observations and conclusions.
Only the forms found in the studied songs are addressed; these forms include binary and
ternary forms as well as AABA and its variants. Cumulative and accumulative
techniques offer additional material for examination. The SAC is defined, followed by
an explanation of the seven columns in the chart along with any tablature that has not
been addressed previously.

1. Song Sections
The song sections in a typical rock song have been defined by scholars within
numerous publications. Covach, Everett, Moore, and Stein have contributed definitions
and examples of song sections. Some scholars, such as Endrinal, created new labels that
better describe the role certain song sections assume within a song. Using published
literature from these aforementioned scholars, this chapter defines all the song sections
used for the analysis by citing specific scholars. Additionally, each song section is
assigned a letter, which is in parentheses after the term is first introduced. These letters
are used in the SACs as well as when this dissertation is referring to specific sections.
Lastly, examples from the analyzed Genesis songs are cited to illustrate the examined
song section.
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Verse
The verse (V) is a recurring section that has distinctive melodic, harmonic,
rhythmic, and/or instrumental characteristics. Deborah Stein defines the verse of a rock
song as ―the passage that is repeated numerous times, often in alteration with the
chorus.‖149 Each verse section contains different lyrics. Stein states that ―[the lyrics] in
the verse sections often change, unfolding aspects of the story or the idea a song is meant
to express.‖150 Occasionally, the melody and rhythm may be embellished or altered
slightly to accommodate the different text or to build intensity as the song progresses.
The instrumentation may be altered as well. Instruments may be added or removed to
create different timbres reflective of the text, or support vocals may be added, creating
descants or harmony. According to Everett, the first statement of the verse typically
occurs after the song‘s introduction. 151 Most rock songs contain three or four verses;
however, some have more. Rarely does a song contain only one verse. Everett cites this
rare occurrence as happening in two songs by The Beatles: ―Love Me Do‖ and ―Not a
Second Time.‖152
Twenty-nine songs (85%) contain between two and four verses. Of these,
eighteen (52%) contain three verses, six (18%) contain two verses, and five songs (15%)
contain four verses. One particular song, ―That‘s All,‖ contains three different verses and
one verse reprise, giving this song a total of four verse sections. Thus, it is not
149
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immediately clear whether ―That‘s All‖ has three or four verses. The reprise of V1 at
[3:06] is followed by a fadeout coda, whereas V1, V2, and V3 are followed by a chorus
section. Although it is still considered a verse section, the reprise of V1 is not labeled as a
fourth verse due to the lack of original lyrics and placement within the overall context of
the song.
The remaining 15% of the songs are examples that contain more than four verses
or less than two. ―Misunderstanding‖ contains one verse, ―No Reply at All‖ has five
verses, and ―Man on the Corner‖ has six. Two songs, ―Domino‖ and ―Driving the Last
Spike,‖ are divided into two large parts. If the parts were combined, both songs
―Domino‖ and ―Driving the Last Spike,‖ would contain a total of six verses each.
However, the music for these verses differs, given that there are two separate parts of the
music.
―The Brazilian‖ does not contain lyrics, so determining the separate verses is a
challenge. The verses in this song are distinguished by harmonic motives over a common
Latin percussion beat, which is introduced in the first nine seconds and remains a
constant ostinato throughout the entire song. Each verse has its own harmonic and
melodic motive in the key of B minor. V1 (Musical Example 3.1) is the longest, with a
duration of fourteen measures and is the first occurrence of harmony, which enters in on
the fourth measure, beat three at [0:49]. V2 (Musical Example 3.2) is slightly shorter,
with a duration of eleven measures, and begins at [1:35]. In a way similar to V1, the V2
harmony enters later, this time at the sixth measure, beat three at [1:44]. The third and
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Musical Example 3.1. V1 section in "The Brazilian."

Musical Example 3.2. V2 section in "The Brazilian."
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final verse (Musical Example 3.3) is ten measures long, with the harmony beginning on
the downbeat of the first measure.

Chorus
The chorus (C) is a recurring section that contains distinctive and unchanging
lyrics, melody, harmony, rhythm, and instrumentation. Stein defies a chorus as ―the
section of a popular song that is heard several times, repeating the same lyrics.‖ 153 The
lyrics in the chorus often contain the title of the song. According to Gary Burns, the
song‘s title typically functions as the lyrical (text) hook of the song.154 Bob Monaco and
James Riordan define a hook as ―a musical or lyrical phrase that stands out and is easily
remembered.‖155
The first statement of the chorus occurs after the first or second verse, recurs after
subsequent verses, and then typically reappears as the last section before the coda.
Covach calls this occurrence ―verse-chorus form‖ in which a verse, two verses, or partial
verse is followed by a chorus section.156 For example, ―Since I Lost You‖ has three
verse-chorus pairs: V1 + C beginning at [0:20], V2 + C at [1:17], and V3 + C at [2:31].
―Invisible Touch‖ and ―Living Forever‖ also contain verse-chorus pairs in which
the chorus immediately follows a single verse (Figure 3.1). In some songs, a verse
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Musical Example 3.3. V3 section in ―The Brazilian.‖

Figure 3.1. Verse-chorus pairs in "Invisible Touch."
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section is followed by another verse. ―No Son of Mine‖ contains two verses before the
first statement of the chorus; thus, V1 at [0:28] is immediately followed by V2 at [1:05].
Other songs contain two verses followed by a chorus after a verse-chorus pair. This
phenomenon is seen in the song ―Man on the Corner,‖ where V2 at [1:26] is followed by
V3 at [1:44] and then C at [2:00].
Although most chorus sections are consistent throughout the song, variations may
occur on each reprise of the chorus section. The song ―Duchess‖ provides a clear
example of a song where each chorus section contains a variation (Figure 3.2).
―Duchess‖ has four chorus sections and each one contains altered lyrics, which also
causes adjustments to the melodic rhythm as a result. These chorus sections develop
from the previous verse section to continue the narrative of the song while retaining the
cyclical role of the chorus section.
Alterations to the chorus often occur in the final reprise. These may include, but
are not limited to, the following: altered lyrics, altered harmony, modulation, and added
support vocals. The final chorus reprise in ―Land of Confusion‖ contains altered lyrics
from the preceding chorus song sections (Figure 3.3). In many cases, an altered chorus
section appears directly after the already-established chorus, such as in ―Land of
Confusion.‖ In addition to text alteration, harmonic alteration is another way of changing
the final chorus reprise. The final chorus of ―Misunderstanding‖ is altered harmonically
by omitting the final chord, C major, found in the seventh measure of the chorus section.
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Figure 3.2. Chorus sections in "Duchess."

Figure 3.3. Chorus and final chorus sections in "Land of Confusion."
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The harmony and melody for the two chorus sections found at [0:21] and [1:32]
contain the final, C-major chord (Musical Example 3.4). However, the final chorus
reprise at [2:23] is different (Musical Example 3.5). The seventh measure and final tonic
triad are omitted in the final chorus reprise. This causes the absence of a cadence and
thus establishes a continuous phrase that repeats and eventually fades. Support vocals are
sometimes added to the final chorus, either as a harmonic support or melodic descant.
―Jesus He Knows Me‖ contains a chorus-final chorus pair where the final chorus at [3:35]
has added support vocals underneath the melody. The final chorus section of ―No Son of
Mine‖ contains, at [3:05], melodic embellishments added as a descant above the melody
line.

Refrain
A refrain (R) is defined by Moore as a recurring phrase attached to the end of a
verse. 157 According to Covach, refrains are typically found in the music of Tin Pan Alley
and Blues.158 A majority of rock songs do not contain a refrain. Endrinal notes in his
dissertation on the analysis of U2 that only 16% of the U2 songs analyzed in his study
contain a refrain. 159 Of the thirty-four songs used for this dissertation on Genesis, a
refrain occurs in only three, making it a rarity in Genesis‘ pop style. ―Tell Me Why‖
contains a refrain, first appearing at [0:24] after V1a and again at [0:40] after V1b, forming
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Musical Example 3.4. Chorus section in "Misunderstanding."

Musical Example 3.5. Final chorus section in "Misunderstanding."
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the pattern: V1a, R, V1b, R. This pattern repeats again at [1:21] with the second verse and
a third time at [2:57] with the third verse (Figure 3.4).
―No Reply at All‖ has two refrains that are introduced separately and later
consecutively combined. Both refrains contain the song‘s lyrical hook ―no reply at all.‖
The difference in the two refrains is in the melody line. The first refrain, R a, appears for
the first time at [0:30] (Musical Example 3.6) and has the text ―no reply‖ on an F. A
shortened version of Ra occurs at [0:53] and is labeled as Ra1 (Musical Example 3.7).
Immediately following Ra1 is the second refrain, Rb at [0:56]. Rb is has a slightly
different melody from Ra, with the text ―no reply‖ on an E (Musical Example 3.8). Ra
and Rb combine consecutively after V3 at [1:19] to form section Rab (Musical Example
3.9). Throughout the remainder of the song, Rab is the only refrain section used,
appearing after V4 at [2:11] and after V5 at [3:39].

Prechorus
A prechorus (P) is a recurring, multi-phrase section of similar music and lyrics
acting as a transition between the verse and chorus sections. While similar to the refrain
in location, the prechorus can display noteworthy differences. The prechorus is
significantly longer, containing multiple phrases, cadences, and may be of similar length
to the verse and/or chorus sections. Similar to a verse or chorus, the prechorus is an
independent section, containing its own melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic structure. The
prechorus is not attached to the end of a verse; rather, it leads into the chorus. ―Many
Too Many‖ contains a prechorus section before each chorus (Figure 3.5). The first
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Aa
a
b
Aa
a
b
B
Aa
a
b

Time
0:17-0:23
0:24-0:32
0:33-0:39
0:40-0:48
0:49-1:20
1:21-1:27
1:28-1:36
1:37-1:43
1:44-1:52
1:53-2:24
2:25-2:32
2:33-2:56
2:57-3:04
3:05-3:12
3:13-3:19
3:20-3:38
3:29-4:00

Song
Section
V1a
R
V1b
R
C1
V2a
R
V2b
R
C2
I
N
V3a
R
V3b
R
C1

Figure 3.4. Verse and refrain pattern in "Tell Me Why."

Musical Example 3.6. "No Reply At All," section Ra.

Musical Example 3.7. "No Reply At All," section Ra1.

Meter
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4

Duration
4 mm.
4 mm.
4 mm.
4 mm.
16 mm.
4 mm.
4 mm.
4 mm.
4 mm.
16 mm.
4 mm.
12 mm.
4 mm.
4 mm.
4 mm.
4 mm.
16 mm.
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Figure 3.5. Outline of song sections in "Many Too Many" illustrating the location of the prechorus.

Musical Example 3.8. "No Reply At All," section Rb.

Musical Example 3.9. "No Reply At All," section Rab.
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occurrence of the prechorus comes after V2 at [1:02] and again after V3 at [2:00]. Each of
these two prechorus sections contains the same melody line, but has slightly different
lyrics.
Some songs have a prechorus where the melody remains unchanged but the lyrics
are completely different. These types of prechorus sections fall into two categories: the
final reprise of the prechorus section contains different lyrics, or each prechorus section
contains different lyrics. ―Land of Confusion‖ has three prechorus sections. The first and
second occurrences of the prechorus (Musical Example 3.10) at [0:42] and [1:42] contain
the same melody and text, whereas the third occurrence (Musical Example 3.11) at [3:38]
contains the same melody but different lyrics. ―Jesus He Knows Me‖ also contains three
prechorus sections; however, unlike the aforementioned examples, each prechorus
section contains different lyrics. The first prechorus section follows V 1 (Musical
Example 3.12) at [0:40], the second follows V2 (Musical Example 3.13) at [1:31], and the
third enters after V3 (Musical Example 3.14) at [3:05]. Because the lyrics are different
for each prechorus, the harmony and melody are altered in each section to accommodate
the changing meter of the text.

Bridge and Interverse
Some middle sections in rock songs contain a wide range of diverse
harmonizations, textures, and durations. Early rock songs typically contain a contrasting
middle section before the final verse and/or a reprise of a chorus. A middle section can
act as a bridge between one verse-chorus pair and another, leading to the common term
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Musical Example 3.10. First and second occurrence of the prechorus in "Land of Confusion."
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Musical Example 3.11. Third (final) occurrence of the prechorus in "Land of Confusion."

Musical Example 3.12. First occurrence of the prechorus in "Jesus He Knows Me."

Musical Example 3.13. Second occurrence of the prechorus in "Jesus He Knows Me."
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Musical Example 3.14. Third occurrence of the prechorus in "Jesus He Knows Me."
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―bridge‖ as an appropriate label for this type of section.
Most pop-rock songs contain a middle section commonly referred to as a bridge
(B) that differentiates the verse and chorus. Covach defines the bridge as a section of
contrasting material lasting eight or more measures, harmonically unfettered, and
centered on a dominant function.160 Deborah Stein compares the rock music bridge with
the Western classical bridge, stating:
In classical music, a bridge is a transition or modulating section. In popular music, a
bridge connotes a section that contrasts with the verses and chorus. It frequently begins
with a tonicized subdominant and often leads to a tonicized dominant, ending with a
dissonant, retransitional dominant seventh to prepare the return of the following verse. 161
Stein‘s definition indicates a significant difference between the classical and popular
bridge from a harmonic standpoint. The goal of the bridge is to end on a dominant
function leading to either the final verse or chorus reprise. ―Invisible Touch‖ contains a
typical example of a bridge at [1:45] that is eight measures long, instrumental, and
centered around a single harmony, VII. Likewise, ―Follow You, Follow Me‖ has an 8measure bridge at [2:24]. This bridge features the synthesizer and has the same harmonic
structure as found in the preceding chorus section.
In progressive rock, middle sections are often greater in scope and more
developed than those found in pop-rock music. First, progressive rock bridges vary in
length, some lasting considerably longer than the verse or chorus. Second, progressive
rock bridges usually vary harmonically, modulating to distant keys and returning back to
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the home key with a retransition that fits Stein‘s definition of a classical bridge. Lastly,
progressive rock musicians use middle sections to show off their skills on a given
instrument, including solos featuring one or more instruments. These solos may contain
motivic material that develops over the same harmonic progression. One example is the
bridge in ―Fading Lights‖ at [3:39], which is a synthesizer solo lasting close to five
minutes.
Stephenson describes the bridge in his book What to Listen for in Rock, stating
that bridges in rock music are usually instrumental, including ―textless vocals.‖ 162 In
other words, the bridge section in rock is typically an instrumental feature that may
contain a vocal line using neutral syllables such as ―ah‖ or ―oh.‖ Stephenson does not
address any cases of songs whose bridges contain actual text in which a type of verse can
be identified. He does discuss the possibility that text may exist in a bridge section,
stating ―It [the bridge] appears only once or twice in a given song and, if twice, generally
carries the same text.‖163
Many Genesis songs have a middle section with text creating a complete
supplemental verse that sometimes serves to contrast the verse and chorus section texts.
Endrinal investigated this phenomenon in his dissertation ―Form and Style in the Music
of U2.‖ 164 In his document, Endrinal coins and defines the term interverse (N) as a type
of developed middle section that ―tends to provide a formal break in the song as well as
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to build tension that is eventually resolved in the subsequent material, that is, it serves as
a kind of push toward the end of the song.‖ 165 These breaks commonly occur in the same
general section of a song that the bridge would occur. However, the use of contrasting
melodies, harmonies, and texture along with lyrics makes this inner section act more as a
verse and not as an 8-measure break for a short instrumental solo. Therefore, the term
interverse is applied to all middle sections that contain complete lyrics under an original
melody and/or harmony.
Endrinal is the only individual who uses the term interverse in his analyses. He
further analyzes interverses into four categories depending on the harmonic structure,
cadences, and melody of the interverse. However, for the sake of this dissertation, an
interverse is labeled as an interverse, regardless of minor variances in presentation. In the
case of multiple interverses with differing text and/or music, a number suffix is attached
to the label to distinguish the interverse sections.
The interverse contains no limits on duration, harmonic structure, or melody.
Interverses are intended to be contrasting sections and may be eight measures long, in a
different key, disproportionately long, and supplied with different lyrics in the case of
multiple interverses. The interverse in ―Since I Lost You‖ is eight measures long and
appears at [2:13] between the second statement of C and V3. This interverse uses a
harmonic structure similar to the introduction combined with an original melody. The
final two measures contain a dominant harmony leading to the following verse. The
interverse of ―Living Forever‖ begins after the second statement of the chorus at [1:53]
165
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and is the only section in a different key. This song is in the key of B major, whereas the
interverse is in the key of G minor. In addition, the interverse is nine measures long,
which is an irregular section length but not disproportionately long.
A few Genesis songs contain both an interverse and a bridge section. ―Tonight,
Tonight, Tonight‖ has an interverse at [2:28] followed by a chorus reprise at [2:57] and
then the bridge at [3:16]. Similarly, ―Dreaming While You Sleep‖ has an interverse at
[2:48] followed by a partial chorus, which uses the first four measures of the chorus at
[2:36], and then the bridge at [3:47]. Both of these bridge sections are used to feature the
instruments: the percussion section in ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ and the synthesizer in
―Dreaming While You Sleep.‖

Introduction
The introduction ( i ) is the first section of a rock song that typically contains a
hook motive found in the chorus or a vamp that later becomes part of the opening verse‘s
music. Introductions in pop-rock are typically four or eight measures in length, whereas
progressive rock introductions may be significantly longer. On a rare occasion, the
introduction may contain motivic material not found in either verse or chorus, but that
may reappear later in the song as an interlude or coda. Introductions can also be
instrumental and not contain any lyrics except for the occasional textless vocals (similar
to the bridge).
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Coda
The coda (o) comes at the end of final statement of the chorus. Pop-rock songs
typically contain a coda that repeats the entire chorus or the song‘s hook, gradually
fading out. While the aforementioned coda uses material from the chorus, the fadeout
causes the passage to become a coda rather than another reprise of the chorus. The coda
may vary in length, some lasting less than a minute while others may be half the length of
the song‘s track. In the latter case, the coda may include new or improvised instrumental
material.

Interlude
The interlude (I) is a small section, typically one to four measures long, that
connects two larger sections together, such as a chorus with the following verse or a
bridge with the following verse. Like introductions, interludes do not contain any lyrics.
Harmonically, an interlude may consist of a single chord or a small progression. The
interlude may also act as a transition containing a modulation. In this case, the term
interlude may still apply, with an indication of a modulation.

Transition
A transition (T) is similar to an interlude where two larger song sections surround
it. The difference between a transition and an interlude lies within the harmony.
Transitions begin in one key and modulate to another, whereas an interlude remains in a
single key. ―Behind the Lines‖ contains a transition at [4:33], which connects N to V3.
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This transition is eight measures long and modulates from the key of E major to the key
of C major, which is the tonic key of the song.
Some of the middle sections may contain a transition at the beginning before the
interverse or bridge sections and again before the final verse or chorus reprise. In these
cases, the second transition, which connects the middle section to the final verse or
chorus reprise, is referred to as a retransition (RT). In ―Jesus He Knows Me,‖ the
transition occurs at [2:01] (Musical Example 3.15) and remains primarily in the key of D
minor, which is the tonic key of the song. This particular transition ends with a
modulation to the key of A major at [2:11], the beginning of the interverse section. This
section is labeled a transition rather than an interlude because the tonic chord, D major,
acts as a subdominant chord for the following key, A major. Following the interverse, a
retransition occurs at [2:39] (Musical Example 3.16) tonicizing the key of D minor.

2. Forms and Technique
Rock songs represent a diverse array of formal designs. Covach lists four forms
that are typical of rock music since 1950: twelve-bar blues, AABA, verse-chorus, and
compound forms. 166 However, progressive rock musicians also used other forms.
According to Sheinbaum, progressive rock form embellishes traditional rock form, such
as AABA and verse-chorus.167 This chapter section defines the forms found within the
selected Genesis songs and examines any variations.
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Musical Example 3.15. The transition section in "Jesus He Knows Me."

Musical Example 3.16. The retransition section in "Jesus He Knows Me."
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AABA
According to Covach, AABA form is the most frequently used form in rock. 168
The A section typically contains a combination of verses and chorus sections and the B
section, or middle section, includes the bridge and/or interverse. Introductions and codas
as well as most interludes and transitions are typically not included in the AABA section.
The three A sections of a song may follow the same verse-chorus formula, or these three
sections could have differing designs, such as two verses plus a chorus, a verse plus a
chorus, and two choruses.
For a song to be labeled as a strict AABA form indicates that all three A sections
have the same formula. For example, each A section in the song ―Since I Lost You‖ is
made up of one verse and one chorus (Figure 3.6). Eleven of the songs analyzed for this
study are in strict AABA form, i.e. within a specific song, whatever design the first A
section displays will recur–exactly as first presented—in subsequent A sections. Of these
eleven, eight have A sections that are comprised of a verse plus a chorus and three have
A sections that are comprised of a single verse, containing no chorus section at all.
Genesis songs‘ such as ―Invisible Touch,‖ ―Living Forever,‖ and ―Abacab‖ are in strict
AABA form.
Other songs have differing A sections, which create combinations such as
AABA1, AA1BA, and AA1BA2. In these songs, there are various verse/chorus
combinations for each of the A sections. ―Jesus He Knows Me‖ is in AABA1 where
section A is a verse/prechorus/chorus set and section A1 is a verse/prechorus/2 choruses
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Covach, Form in Rock Music, 69.
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Figure 3.6. AABA form of "Since I Lost You."
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set (Figure 3.7). Seven of the analyzed songs for this project are in AABA1 form,
including ―Follow You, Follow Me,‖ ―Domino,‖ and ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight.‖ Six
songs are in AA1BA2 including ― Anything She Does‖ (Figure 3.8), ―The Brazilian,‖ and
―Man on the Corner.‖ In the song ―Anything She Does,‖ section A is two verses, an
interlude, and a chorus. A1 is a verse, interlude, and chorus, and A2 is a verse and two
choruses. Only one song, ―Misunderstanding,‖ is in AA1BA where A is the chorus and
A1 is the verse. However, despite the differences in lyrics, the music is the same in both
A and A1; therefore, this song arguably can also be in AABA form if one does not take
the text into consideration.

Non-AABA Song Structure
Ten songs are not in AABA form or any variation thereof. These songs can be
placed into four categories: AA, AA1, ABA, and ABA1. Most of the songs, seven total,
are AA1 such as ―Taking It All Too Hard‖ (Figure 3.9). The A section contains the
following song sections: C1a, I, V1, C1a reprise, and C2. Section A1 contains V2, C1a, C1b,
and C1a reprise. In ―Taking It All Too Hard,‖ the first occurrence of I is included in the A
section, as it connects C1a with V1. The second occurrence of I connects section A with
section A1. ―Throwing It All Away‖ (Figure 3.10) is in AA form, where both A sections
are melodically and harmonically similar. Each A section consists of two verses, a
prechorus, and a chorus section. Unlike ―Taking It All To Hard,‖ there is no interlude
between each of the A sections.
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Figure 3.7. AABA1 form in "Jesus He Knows Me."

Figure 3.8. AA1BA2 form in "Anything She Does."
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Figure 3.9. AA1 form of "Taking It All Too Hard."

Figure 3.10. AA form in "Throwing It All Away."
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Two songs include a B section sandwiched between A sections, reflecting forms
often identified with the Western classical tradition rather than pop-rock. ―Mama‖ is in
ABA or ternary form (Figure 3.11) where each A section is two verses and the
contrasting B section is the song‘s only chorus statement. The B section is surrounded by
an interlude, which arguably could have been a transition and retransition had the chorus
been in a different key than the verses. ―Heathhaze‖ is in ABA1 or rounded binary form
(Figure 3.12) where the A1 section consists of a reprise of chorus 1 found in the first A
section. ―Heathhaze‘s‖ A and B sections have the same song section formula; however,
the reprise of chorus 1 before the coda causes each verse/interlude/chorus set to be
significantly different and thus appropriate for A and B labels respectively.

Cumulative and Accumulative Techniques
Besides the aforementioned large-scale formal structures, Genesis incorporated
other techniques within its music. According to Spicer, the term ―cumulative form‖ was
coined by J. Peter Burkholder to describe the compositional technique used in selected
late nineteenth-century works.169 Cumulative form is where fragments of the main theme
are introduced gradually through the opening movements of a work, developed, and
eventually built to a climactic point at or near the end of the piece. Spicer cites as ―the
most famous example‖ of cumulative form Beethoven‘s ninth symphony, ―where
fragments of the ‗Ode to Joy‘ are introduced long before the theme makes its first
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Mark Spicer, ―British Pop-Rock Music in the Post-Beatles Era: Three Analytical Studies,‖ (PhD diss.,
Yale University, 2001), 29.
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Figure 3.11. ABA/ternary form of "Mama."

Figure 3.12. ABA1/rounded binary form in "Heathhaze."
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complete appearance.‖170
Rock songs employ a similar compositional strategy, commonly used in the
introduction. For example, a rock song may begin with an electric bass riff followed by a
drum beat. After a few measures, a rhythm guitar is added to fill out the harmonies
followed by the lead guitar, perhaps using a fragment of the song‘s hook. Finally, the
lead vocals enter, marking the end of the introduction and the beginning of the opening
verse. Spicer coined the term ―accumulative form‖ for this type of buildup, stating that
―this technique of building up a groove gradually from its constituent parts is often the
defining feature of smaller formal units within larger compositions, and so it seems to
merit a descriptor all of its own which I will henceforth refer to as accumulative.‖171
The introduction to ―Mama,‖ from Genesis‘ 1983 album Genesis, makes use of
the accumulative technique. This song begins with a drum machine beat, adding
sustained harmonies with the synthesizer beginning at [0:15], a contrasting synthesizer
sound playing fragments of a melody line at [0:23], subdivisions fading in at [0:47], then
the completed synthesizer melody, which is the first phrase of the verse melody at [0:52]
that builds into the opening verse at [1:04].

3. Song Analysis Chart (SAC)
Each song analysis is graphed by use of a Song Analysis Chart (SAC), which
illustrates notable features using a spreadsheet format. The SACs are specifically
170
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designed to address the progressive rock elements in each song. The top of the SAC
identifies the song, album, date, and duration. There are seven columns indicating the
following items:
Large-Scale Formal Structure – Each formal section is indicated
by capital letters such as A and B. Any significant structure contained
within these larger sections is indicated with lower case letters.
Time – This column indicates the start and end time of the selected
section of the song.
Section – This represents the various sections of a song such as the
verse, chorus, etc. Each section is followed by an abbreviation that may
be used in the discussion of that particular song. These abbreviations are
also defined earlier in this chapter.
Meter – This indicates the meter of the selected section. Most
meters are labeled as a time signature; however, examples of mixed meters
may be labeled in a different manner depending on the specific
circumstances with the selected song.
Duration – This represents the length of a particular section in
measures. In the event of a significant phrase within each section, those
phrases are represented in parentheses after the total number of measures.
For example, if a verse contains two phrases of four measures, the
duration would read: 8mm. (2x 4).
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Large-Scale Tonal Motion – This indicates the overall key used for
the section. A major key is represented by a capital letter; a minor key is
represented by a capital letter followed by a lower case ―m.‖ In the event
of modal ambiguity or a double tonic complex, both keys are represented,
separated by a forward slash. For example, C/Dm indicates that both C
major and D minor keys are present. A dash between two keys indicates a
modulation occurring within that particular section. For example, C – E
indicates that the particular section modulated from the key of C major to
the key of E major.
Comments – This section is reserved for any additional
commentary necessary for each section.

Beneath the spreadsheet diagram, a summary includes general comments about
the song and its instrumentation, duration, form, harmony, and rhythm/meter.
Instrumentation focuses on the various instruments and synthesized sounds produced in
each song. In some songs, the synthesizer may reproduce an already existing instrument,
such as harp or strings. Other sounds are original to the synthesizer and are thus
described in ways that convey the nature of the sound, texture, and timbre as effectively
as possible. Comments about the duration include any disproportionate sections as well
as other noteworthy remarks. The summary of the harmony outlines the key and chord
functions contained in each section. Borrowed chords are underlined in order to draw
attention to them. To eliminate any redundancies, as well as to illustrate any common
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harmonic progressions, the SAC represents harmonic progressions as variable and/or an
equation. This equation contains two parts, a number indicating the times a progression
is stated, and a variable indicating the harmonic progression. Each variable is defined
elsewhere on the graph and applies only for that particular song. Following the harmonic
analysis, comments pertaining to harmonic tendencies are addressed including, but not
limited to: the subtonic as a dominant substitute, modal mixture, modulation, double
tonic complex, and bimodality. The section on rhythm and meter discusses specific
rhythmic anomalies, including harmonic rhythm and ostinato as well as the meter in
which the song is presented in.
While Genesis uses the same formal song sections as most other pop-rock bands
do, it is the manipulation of these sections that makes these songs progressive. Genesis
also pushes the boundaries by the variations of AABA form as well as the use of binary
and ternary forms within its music. Additionally, the incorporation of cumulative and
accumulative form as well as ostinato increases the progressive nature of Genesis music.
The SACs illustrate how each song utilizes both progressive and pop-rock elements.
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IV. PROGRESSIVE CHARACTERISTICS IN THE MUSIC OF GENESIS

Genesis used expanded form, expanded harmony, and rhythmic complexity as
progressive rock elements in its pop-rock music. These elements were found in Genesis
progressive rock music during the early to mid 1970s. In the late 1970s, Genesis chose to
retain and adapt progressive rock elements; this provided each song with distinct features
that made Genesis stand out from other pop-rock bands of the time.

1. Expanded Form
One of the hallmark features that make progressive rock different from pop-rock
music is the expansion of formal structures, such as the introduction, coda, and internal
units. Expanding these sections encourages developed motives, disproportional measure
amounts, and longer durations, such as an introduction section with two or more large
phrases and multiple motives. Although Genesis clearly embraced the pop-rock traits of
the 1980s, many songs written during this time period contain expanded sections
characteristic of progressive rock.

Introductions
A majority of the introductions in Genesis are instrumental, with most of the
thematic material recurring in the verse, prechorus, and/or chorus sections and lasting for
20-45 seconds. For example, the introduction to ―Invisible Touch‖ is eight measures
long: one four-measure phrase repeated verbatim, with a cumulative duration of sixteen
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seconds. The harmonic rhythm and harmonic progression are the same as in the chorus.
With the exception of the lyrics, the introduction and chorus sections of ―Invisible
Touch‖ contain identical music.
Some other introduction sections are not so straightforward and thus are reflective
of the progressive rock tradition. Genesis employs an uncommon number of measures in
the introduction section rather than the typical eight (or two phrases of four) measures
used in a majority of rock songs. The introduction section in ―Misunderstanding‖ is
seven measures, an unusual amount for any rock music section. ―Abacab‖ (Figure 4.1)
has an introduction of eighteen measures broken up into three phrases: the first phrase
contains six, the second eight, and the third, four measures. The second and third phrases
have typical measure lengths for rock music, but the first phrase does not. In addition,
the first phrase of six measures is broken into three smaller phrases, which are also
atypical in length; the first smaller phrase contains 1.5, the second 3.5, and the third, one
measure.
The introduction to ―Misunderstanding‖ contains more than just an uncommon
number of measures: it establishes a harmonic and rhythmic motive, as well as a formal
structure, for the entire song. The introduction is in four phrase segments over seven
measures. The first three units, each of which is designated as ―a,‖ are two measures each
and contain the same harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic motives. The final unit, referred
to as ―b,‖ consists of a single measure, resolving the harmonic motion established in the
first three phrases. This resulting form, aaab, is used throughout the song in the verse and
chorus sections.
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Time
0:00-0:13

Section
Introduction 1 - i1 6 mm. 1.5 mm.

2.5 mm.
1 ms.
0:14-0:26

Introduction 2 - i2 8 mm.

0:27-0:34

Introduction 3 - i3 4 mm.

Figure 4.1. The introduction section in "Abacab."
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The introduction section in ―Abacab‖ is similar to the introduction in
―Misunderstanding‖ only in the respect that the ―Abacab‖ introduction performs an
integral part in establishing the song‘s rhythm, texture, and key. In ―Abacab,‖ the
introduction consists of three separate sections, each having different motives and
textures. Introduction-1 (i1) establishes the rhythm through an accumulative form divided
into the three smaller phrases.172 The first small phrase of i1 contains the drum set
providing a steady beat and the electric bass vamping on a single pitch. The second
smaller phrase adds the electric guitar playing a syncopated melody line. The third
smaller phrase, the final measure of i1, introduces a soft synthesizer playing a
neighboring second inversion chord resolving as expected to a root position triad.
Introduction-2 (i2) establishes the tonal center but not the mode. C is the tonic note, but
at this point, it is unclear whether the song is in C major or C minor. A second
synthesizer of contrasting sound plays syncopated quartal melodic material over
suspension-like harmonies played by the first, softer synthesizer introduced at the end of
i1. Although functional harmony is present in both synthesizers, the lack of a tonic triad
makes it difficult to determine the intended mode. Introduction-3 (i3) is the shortest and
most important of the three introduction sections, establishing the key and mode of the
song, C major, accomplished through the first, softer-sounding synthesizer. This
synthesizer continues playing the same harmonic progression and harmonic rhythm
throughout the next section, which is the opening verse. The similarity between i3 and
the first verse makes i3 sound like the typical rock introduction. ―Abacab‖ demonstrates
172

The term ―accumulative‖ is used as defined in Mark Spicer, ―British Pop-Rock Music in the PostBeatles Era: Three Analytical Studies,‖ 29.
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how Genesis expands introductions through the use of multiple sections, in this case
three, with the final section being closely related to the music contained in the opening
verse.
The introduction in ―Behind the Lines‖ is not only greatly expanded, but is also a
developed section with its own form, making it more than just an introduction to the
song. Unlike a majority of Genesis‘ songs, this introduction (Figure 4.2) is the largest
section of the song, with a duration of 2‘27‖, almost half the song‘s total length. The
disproportionate length is due to the progressive development of the introduction, which
is a five-part rondo form followed by an interlude. The ―a‖ sections of the rondo are
labeled as i1, i3, and i5 ; the ―b‖ section as i2 ; and the ―c‖ section as i4. The interlude is not
part of the rondo form; rather, the interlude acts as a link between the introduction rondo
and the opening verse. The similarity between the interlude and the opening verse makes
the interlude an integral part of the overall introduction, although the interlude it is not
connected to the five-part rondo form.
The ―a‖ sections in the rondo have identical harmonic rhythms and similar
harmonic structures. The harmonic structure in i1 and i5 is identical and is illustrated as
Harmonic Progression X in Musical Example 4.1 and Harmonic Progression Y in
Musical Example 4.2. The order of the harmonic progressions contained within sections
i1 and i5 are as follows: XYYX, XYYY1. The difference between Y and Y1 is the voicing
of the final chord in the progression. The soprano notes in Y form a lower neighbor
motion whereas the soprano notes in Y1 form a descending stepwise motion.
Each of the five sections contained within the introduction to ―Behind the Lines‖
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Time

Section

Meter

Duration

0:00-0:51

Introduction 1 - i

1

a

4/4

32 mm. (4x 8)

b

0:52-1:15

Introduction 2 - i2

4/4

15 mm.

a1

1:16-1:27

Introduction 3 - i3

4/4

16 mm. (2x 8)

c

1:28-1:51

Introduction 4 - i4

4/4

10 mm.

a2

1:52-2:16

Introduction 5 - i5

4/4

16 mm. (2x 8)

2:17-2:27

Interlude - I

4/4

8 mm.

Figure 4.2. The introduction in "Behind the Lines."

Musical Example 4.1. "Behind the Lines," Harmonic Progression X.

Musical Example 4.2. "Behind the Lines," Harmonic Progression Y.
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contrasts with the other sections in several ways. Introduction-2 (i2) begins with a similar
harmonic rhythm and structure to i1 but quickly digresses, with a different harmonic
rhythm and new harmonic motives. Instrumentally, melodic riffs in the solo guitar and
synthesizer change the texture of i2, giving a solo feel, in contrast to the ritornello feel of
i1and i3. Section i2 is also fifteen measures long, whereas the surrounding sections, i1 and
i3, are thirty-two measures and sixteen measures long respectively. The asymmetrical
song section length of i2 contrasts the symmetrical and typical song sections lengths of i1
and i3. Introduction-3 (i3) has an identical harmonic rhythm and beat pattern as i1 but
contains different harmonies. The first two measures of i3 sound like a reprise of i1.
Following these two measures, an F minor triad replaces the F major triad in the
harmonic progression. Borrowed chords from the minor mode continue throughout the
rest of i3, creating a sense of modal mixture. Introduction-4 (i4) contains three similarities
to i2. First, i4 has a duration of ten measures, an unusual number of measures. Second,
the texture of i4 changes, spotlighting the piano through the first two-thirds of the section
and the electric guitar in the last third. Lastly, the ―b‖ and ―c‖ (i2 and i4) sections of the
introduction rondo (abaca) contrast with ―a‖ sections (i1, i3, and i5) instrumentally,
texturally, harmonically, rhythmically, and melodically. Introduction-5 (i5), the final
section, contains the same harmonic progression, rhythm, and texture as i1. The only
difference between i1and i5 is the number of measures; i5, sixteen measures long, is half
the length of i1.
An eight-measure interlude follows the rondo, connecting the developed
introduction to the opening verse. Both the interlude and subsequent verse share the
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same musical harmony, rhythm, and texture; however, the interlude does not contain any
lyrics. The interlude section acts as a typical pop-rock introduction rather than an
interlude. If the interlude acts more like an introduction, then what purpose does the
rondo ―introduction‖ section serve? The song ―Duke‘s End‖ provides an answer to this
question. ―Duke‘s End‖ is 2‘10‖ long and begins with a reprise of sections i1 and i2 from
the introduction rondo in ―Behind the Lines.‖ Following these reprised sections, a third
section lasting 1‘25‖ contains new instrumental music that is developed throughout the
rest of the song.
―Behind the Lines‖ is the first song on the Duke album. The introduction rondo
acts more like an introduction to the album than to the individual song. ―Duke‘s End‖ is
the final song on the album, making a reprise of the introduction music appropriate. This
practice of opening and closing an album with similar music – almost as a ―bookend
effect‖ – has been done before; most notably in The Beatles‘ Sgt. Pepper album,
considered to be the first progressive rock concept album.

Codas
The coda section of a pop-rock song typically repeats the entire chorus, or a
section thereof, and fades within the course of a minute or less. For example, the coda
section of ―Follow You, Follow Me‖ begins at [3:25] and lasts thirty-four seconds. This
coda fades while repeating the final chorus section stated at [3:05]. Twenty-five songs
analyzed follow a similar pattern in which the final chorus is repeated and fades out. The
remaining songs have codas that do not fade and end with a cadence. Three songs, ―Land
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of Confusion‖ (Musical Example 4.3), ―Driving the Last Spike‖ (Musical Example 4.4),
and ―Never a Time‖ (Musical Example 4.5) contain final cadences that end on the tonic
harmony.
Some songs contain codas that are significantly expanded beyond one minute.
These extended codas fall into three categories: improvisatory, sectional, and what may
be called retroaccumulative or reverse-accumulative. 173 ―Abacab‖ contains an
improvisatory coda in which the synthesizer and electric guitar take turns improvising.
This coda begins at [3:32] and lasts almost three-and-a-half minutes, which is half the
track. In addition, there is no reprise or development of previously-stated material, and
the coda eventually fades without a definite cadence.
Two songs, ―Tell Me Why‖ and ―Living Forever‖ contain sectional codas. These
codas are broken up into sections, labeled coda-1 (o1), coda-2 (o2), and so on. ―Tell Me
Why‖ has three coda sections. Section o 1 begins at [4:01], has a duration of eight
measures, and is the same as a verse-plus-refrain but with different lyrics. The
introduction and o1 are the same except o 1 contains lyrics whereas the introduction is
instrumental. Section o 2 begins at [4:17] and also has a duration of eight measures. This
section is similar harmonically and melodically to o 1 with the exception of the melody
being embellished. The final coda section, o 3, is a repeat of o2 that fades.
―Living Forever‖ also has a sectional coda; however, unlike ―Tell Me Why,‖ each
of these coda sections is markedly different. Section o 1 begins at [3:03] and has a
duration of twenty-eight measures. This section contains a harmonic vamp on a D 7 chord
173

The term ―retroaccumulative‖ is coined for this study to describe the phenomenon of removing tracks at
the end of a song until a single instrument is playing.
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Musical Example 4.3. Coda section in "Land of Confusion."

Musical Example 4.4. Coda section in "Driving the Last Spike."

Musical Example 4.5. Coda section in "Never a Time."
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while the synthesizer player improvises melodically. Section o 2 begins at [4:10] and has
a duration of eleven measures. This section begins with an ascending bass line and chord
progression, which spans for eight measures. The final three measures are a repeated I VII harmonic motion with a syncopated harmonic rhythm. Section o 3 elides with the
end of o2 at [4:37] and has a duration of eight measures. The final coda section, o 4,
begins at [4:56] and has a duration of seventeen measures. This section does not fade,
rather it cadences on the tonic.
―Duchess‖ has a retroaccumulative coda section, which demonstrates the reverse
of an accumulative introduction. A retroaccumulative coda removes selected voices,
instruments, or tracks until the texture is at a minimal level. The coda for ―Duchess‖
begins at [5:37] and has a duration of twenty measures. This coda begins with all
instrumental parts: piano, synthesizer harmony, solo synthesizer melody, electronic set
percussion, and electronic auxiliary percussion. Throughout the coda, each track fades
out until the piano is playing a single melody. The piano is the only track that does not
fade; rather, it slows to a stop and the song ends with a cadence on the tonic.

Internal Units
Progressive rock elements are seen in the expanded middle sections of a song.
These expanded middle sections fall into three categories: expanded bridge, two or more
interverse sections, or bridge and interverse. 174 The bridge section in ―Fading Lights‖
begins at [3:39] and lasts until [8:12], a duration of approximately five minutes. This
174

75.

The term ―interverse‖ is used as defined by Christopher Endrinal, ―Form and Style in the Music of U2,‖
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bridge section is divided into nine separate bridge subsections labeled bridge-1 (B1),
through bridge-9 (B9). In addition to these nine bridge sections, a 4-measure interlude
appears, within the bridge, at [5:41] that contrasts with the timbre and texture of the
surrounding bridge sections. All sections, bridge and interlude, are in the key of
B. B1, B2a, B2b, and B5 are eight measures long; B3, B4, and B9 are sixteen
measures; B8 is six measures; and B6 is twenty measures long. All of these
aforementioned bridge sections are in 4/4 meter. Section B7 is the only bridge section not
in 4/4 time; rather, it is in a mixed meter that is not amenable to identification based on
the recording (there is no notated score). Bridge-2 is reprised twice after the initial
statement. Bridge-2 first appears at [3:56] with the entrance of the synthesizer and is
labeled as B2a. The first reprise of bridge-2 at [4:48] contains the same synthesizer
harmonic rhythm and textures; however, an alternate harmony at the latter half of the
section results in an altered bridge -2 section and thus is labeled as B2b. The second
reprise of bridge-2 occurs at [7:21] and is the same as the initial statement.
Two songs, ―Land of Confusion‖ and ―Never a Time‖ have two interverse
sections. The interverse in ―Land of Confusion‖ has two versions. The first occurrence
of the interverse, N1, at [2:24] does not have lyrics. Ordinarily, this section would be
labeled as a bridge and not an interverse due to the lack of lyrics; however, the reprise of
this section, labeled as N2, at [2:40] adds lyrics over exactly the same music and is
therefore classified as an interverse. Had N1 been different musically and harmonically
from N2, N1 would have been labeled as a bridge and N2 as an interverse. ―Never a
Time‖ also contains two interverse sections. Unlike ―Land of Confusion,‖ both
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interverse sections contain lyrics and have different music. Interverse-1 (Musical
Example 4.6) is eight measures long and in the key of C major. Interverse-2 (Musical
Example 4.7) is also eight measures long but contains a different melody and begins in
the key of F major, modulating back to C major by pivot chord on the final measure of
the section.
Three songs, ―Abacab,‖ ―Dreaming While You Sleep,‖ and ―Tonight, Tonight,
Tonight,‖ contain both a bridge and an interverse. ―Abacab‖ has an 8-measure bridge
section at [2:07] followed by a 6-measure interverse at [2:21]. Both sections are in the
key of A minor, which is the relative minor of the song‘s key of C major. The transition
at [2:33] acts as a modulation, returning the key to C major. ―Dreaming While You
Sleep‖ has a middle section containing an interverse at [2:48], a partial chorus at [2:36],
and a bridge at [3:47] (Figure 4.3). The interverse returns as N 2 at the end of the song
before the coda at [5:37]. Interverse-2 contains different lyrics and has a shortened
ending, resulting in N2 having a duration of eighteen rather than twenty measures.
The middle section in ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ begins with N 1 at [2:28]
followed by C at [2:57], B at [3:16], N2 at [5:07], and N3a at [5:36] (Figure 4.4). This
middle section is the most diversely expanded within the selected songs. All three
interverses are in different keys, have different durations, and have different music. As in
―Dreaming While You Sleep,‖ ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ contains an interverse reprise
at the end of the song. N3b is at [7:07] with different lyrics and a different final chord
from N3a. Following N3b are two reprises of the chorus section and the coda.
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Musical Example 4.6. Song section N1 in "Never a Time."

.
Musical Example 4.7. Song section N2 in "Never a Time."
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Time
2:48-2:35

Section
Meter
1
Interverse 1 - N
4/4

Duration
20 mm.

2:36 - 3:46

Chorus 3 - C3

4/4

4 mm.

3:47-4:39

Bridge - B

4/4

8 mm.

Figure 4.3. Middle section in "Dreaming While You Sleep."

Time
2:28-2:56

Section
Interverse 1 - N1

2:57-3:15

Chorus - C

4/4

8 mm.

3:16-5:06

Bridge - B

4/4

44 mm. (11x4 )

5:07-5:35

Interverse 2 - N2

4/4

12 mm. (3x 4)

4/4

8 mm.

5:36-5:52 Interverse 3a - N3a
Figure 4.4. Middle section in "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight."

Meter
Duration
4/4 12 mm. (2x 6)
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The expanded introduction, coda, and middle section found in a majority of
Genesis songs written during the 1978-91 time period illustrate Genesis‘ continued use of
progressive rock traditions during its pop-rock era. In some examples, the expanded
sections contain smaller forms, such as the five-part rondo in ―Behind the Lines.‖ Other
songs contain sections with improvisatory material used to showcase the virtuosic
abilities of the individual group members, such as the coda of ―Abacab.‖
Middle sections are also expanded with the use of multiple interverses, bridge sections, or
both bridge and interverse sections. Nevertheless, expansion of form is a primary
example of progressive rock elements in Genesis‘ pop-rock music.

2. Expanded Harmony
The harmony in Genesis‘ music is complex and colorful. This music contains
modal mixture and multiple chromatic chords that connect Genesis to the nineteenthcentury Romantic tradition. Chord functions alone do not define the progressive nature
found in the harmony of Genesis. Other harmonic devices used in the Western classical
tradition also define Genesis‘ progressive style. Evidence of progressive elements is seen
in the widespread use of pedal points, modulations, sectional tonality, and key ambiguity.

Key Ambiguity
Key ambiguity is a phenomenon in which one or more keys are present in the
background beneath a primary key. For example, a song may contain a passage in C
major with functional harmonies in both keys of C major and B major, in which each
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chord in the section is functional in one or both keys. Song sections in the keys of C
major and C minor are bimodal and are not examples of key ambiguity.
The introduction to ―‖Way of the World‖ is an example of key ambiguity (Figure
4.5). The introduction sounds as if it is in the key of F major. All four chords are strong
in the key of F major and the C pedal point acts as a dominant pedal point. The following
verse section begins in D minor, with a D minor triad held for a majority of the section.
Although the introduction section sounds as if it tonicizes F major, it actually tonicizes D
minor by use of the subtonic (in this case C major) pedal point and triad. The C pedal
point is a subtonic, which also acts as a dominant substitute, and the final chord in the
introduction section, VII, acts as a dominant substitute for the eleven measures of D
minor tonic following. Likewise, the introduction section to ―Anything She Does‖
illustrates the same phenomenon. The introduction section tonicizes D major, which is
the subtonic of the song‘s overall key of E major. It is not until the opening verse section
that E major is actually tonicized. Therefore, the introduction section can be considered
functional in both keys of D major and E major.
The verse and chorus sections in ―Misunderstanding‖ (Musical Example 4.8)
contain ambiguous keys between the keys of C major and D minor. C major is tonicized
with a ii-V-I harmonic progression. The same passage also tonicizes D minor through
the use of a i-IV-VII harmonic progression. Furthermore, the final two measures of the
interverse section strongly tonicize D minor with a iv7 - V progression (Musical Example
4.9). The A major dominant triad at the end of the interverse section resolves to the Dm
tonic triad at the beginning of the following chorus section. This resolution, combined
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Figure 4.5. The introduction section harmony, including electric bass pedal points, in "Way of the World."

Musical Example 4.8. Verse and chorus harmony in "Misunderstanding."

Musical Example 4.9. Interverse harmony in "Misunderstanding."
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with the prolongation of the D minor triad, creates a D-centered mode. To complicate
matters further, there is no actual final cadence in ―Misunderstanding.‖ Rather, the first
two measures of the chorus section are repeated, eventually fading out, omitting the final
C major triad. This section, effectively a coda, then contains a ii-V progression in C
major and a i-IV progression in D minor, both progressions creating a pull to either the
key of C major or D minor.
The verse, prechorus, and chorus sections of ―In Too Deep‖ also contains
examples of key ambiguity. These sections tonicize the third-related keys of F minor and
A major (Musical Example 4.10). All chords found in the verse, prechorus, and chorus
sections are functional in both keys. While an F minor triad frequently appears in these
sections tonicizing the key of F minor, the tonic triad of A major does not appear until
the chorus section. The verse and prechorus sections set up a cadential figure with a
deceptive resolution, A: IV-ii-V-vi, with the chorus section tonicizing A major. All the
chords in the bridge section (Musical Example 4.11) are functional in the keys of F major
and A major. The A major triad is the only harmony that is not located on a beat; rather
it is on the second eighth-note subdivision of the fourth beat.

Modulation and Sectional Tonality
The use of two or more keys in a song occurs frequently during this period of
Genesis. Nineteen of the thirty-four songs contain two or more different keys. These
may include a modulation (a song section that begins in one key and ends in another) or
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Musical Example 4.10. Verse and prechorus harmony in "In Too Deep" with ambiguity between the keys
of F minor and A major.

Musical Example 4.11. Chorus harmony in ―In Too Deep‖ with ambiguity between the keys of F major and
A major.
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sectional tonality, whereby each song section or group of song sections can be
represented by a specific key. 175 Additionally, the selected keys exist in diverse
relationships to each other. They may be closely related to the tonic key—such as a
relative major/minor or third relation—or a distant relation.
Two keys are present in ―Duchess,‖ which share a third relation between them
(Figure 4.6). The three verses are in G major and the chorus, bridge, and coda sections
are in E major. The final chord of the V1, B minor, acts as a minor dominant, tonicizing
the first chord of C1, which is E major. The final chord of C1, B major, is the dominant of
E major as well as a third relation to the G major chord that begins V 2. The final chord of
B has the same relationship as the final chord of V 1, V2, and eventually V3. However, the
harmony pivots to G major from E major rather than to E major from G major.
―Heathhaze‖ contains modulations within the song sections, sectional tonality,
and overlapping keys. 176 ―Heathhaze‖ stays in E major/minor throughout the
introduction. The verse section (Musical Example 4.12) begins in E major and modulates
to D major via a pivot chord, Em7. Each of these sections in the verse, E major and D
major respectively, is distinguished further by the cadence types used for tonicization. E
major is tonicized by authentic cadences, followed by a modal authentic cadence in E
minor. D major is tonicized by use of a repeating double plagal cadence (VII – IV – I).
The final occurrence of this pattern modulates the harmony to B major at the beginning
of the interlude section. The interlude (Musical Example 4.13) sections at [1:25] and
175

The term ―ssectional ttonality‖ is used as defined in Guy Capuzzo, ―Sectional Tonality in Rock,‖ Music
Theory Spectrum 31 (2009): 157-74.
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The term ―overlapping keys is used as defined in Charles Smith, ―The Functional Extravagance of
Chromatic Chords,‖ Music Theory Spectrum 8 (1986): 94-139.
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Figure 4.6. Sectional tonality in "Duchess."

Musical Example 4.12. Verse harmony in "Heathhaze."

Musical Example 4.13. Interlude harmony in "Heathhaze."
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[3:01] contain a modulation from B major to B major using a common-tone diminished
seventh chord as a pivot.
Sections C1 and C2, as well as the coda, are in two overlapping keys: B major and
C major. C major is tonicized in C1 with a ii-VII-I harmonic progression. The
predominant, ii, is the first chord of C1 and is prolonged through a majority of this
section. The final four bars of C1 contain two statements of the progression VII – I.
Section C2 differs from C1 in the content of its final four bars, which succeed in
prolonging the dominant rather than offering a VII – I cadence. Subsequent to the
prolongation of the dominant in section C2, C1 enters with a return to the predominant,
which in turn progresses to VII and then I.
―Heathhaze‖ also contains examples of sectional tonality (Figure 4.7). Five keys
are represented, and each section contains two keys or modes. Both introduction sections
are in E major/minor and are the only song sections that contain both major and minor
modes. The other song sections each contain two different keys, both of which are a step
apart. The verse begins in E major and modulates to D major. The interlude begins in B
major and modulates to B major. Both chorus sections are simultaneously in B major
and C major.
The harmony points to the C1 section as a focal point of the song. While the
chorus contains functional harmonies in B major and C major, Cmajor is the presiding
key of C1. First, C1 is preceded by an F major triad, which is a strong dominant function
in B major. With a B major triad stated multiple times in C 1, it is easy to think that B
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Figure 4.7. Sectional tonality in "Heathhaze."
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major may be the intended key of C1. However, the F major triad also acts as a
predominant to C major. At the start of C1, the predominant is prolonged via a ii chord
(D minor), eventually moving toward the dominant, VII (B major), and then the tonic of
C major. This creates a strong predominant-dominant-tonic progression in C major.

Pedal Points
Genesis frequently uses pedal points under its harmonies, as already illustrated in
many of the previous examples. These pedal points are typically played in the electric
bass with the synthesizer playing triads or seventh chords above. In many cases, the
pedal points are on the tonic or dominant note and have a duration ranging from a few
measures to entire sections. For example, ―Way of the World‖ uses pedal points played
in the electric bass during the entire introduction, verse, and prechorus sections. The
introduction has all of its harmonies over a C pedal point, eventually ending with a C
major triad in the eighth measure, a dominant-functioning triad in the keys of F major and
D minor (Figure 4.7). From the harmonic standpoint, the verse is mostly a D minor triad,
giving the illusion that there is a D pedal point in the verse. However, the final few
measures of the verse contain the chord progression B - C – Dm, so the verse contains
no pedal points. The D pedal point returns during both prechorus sections at [0:56-1:31]
and [2:55-3:30] (Figure 4.8).
The pedal point also contrasts larger formal parts as well as song sections.
―Domino, Part II: The Last Domino‖ beginning at [4:27] contains a D pedal point in the
electric bass throughout the song with the exception of sections I5, I8, and Nb. The D
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Figure 4.8. The introduction section harmony, including electric bass pedal points, in "Way of the World."

Figure 4.9. The verse section harmony, including electric bass pedal points, in "Way of the World."
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pedal point serves two functions. First, the steady eighth-note pulse of the electric bass
drives the harmony as well as the rhythm forward. Second, the pedal point contrasts the
lyrical first part of Domino, most notably from the preceding, slower N a song section.
The harmony, tempo, and texture are reprised at Nb, acting as a reprise of material from
Part I. The only difference between Na and Nb is a slight change in the lead vocals
melody and lyrics.
The use of pedal points, modulation, sectional tonality, and overlapping create a
colorful and complex harmonic language that is more associated with the progressive
rock tradition than pop-rock. In addition to these harmonic practices, Genesis‘ use of
pop-rock elements, such as the subtonic chord and chromaticsm, further allows for a
juxtaposition of progressive and pop-rock styles. Nevertheless, the use of a diverse
harmonic language within a pop-rock style allows for Genesis to maintain progressive
rock traditions while adapting to a different style of rock music.

3. Rhythmic Complexity
Genesis made use of progressive rock rhythmic features such as ostinato, irregular
meter, and uncommon song section lengths. These rhythmic features add to the
progressive style present in its music from this era and also supply contrast to
surrounding sections. While it is speculative to draw conclusions about the group‘s
decision to use ostinato, irregular meters, and disproportional song section lengths, the
presence of these rhythmic features separates this music from contemporaneous poprock.
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Ostinato
Rhythmic ostinato is when the rhythm section repeats a rhythmic figure in the set
percussion and/or auxiliary percussion. Around 1979, Phil Collins experimented with a
drum machine he acquired during a tour in Japan. 177 Although it is uncertain which exact
the device, if any, Collins used to create and repeat these ostinatos, it is plausible that
these ostinati are the result of his experimentations with the Roland drum machine during
Genesis‘ 1979 hiatus.
―The Brazilian‖ uses a rhythmic ostinato as a unifying feature of the verse section.
Each verse section contains a distinctive harmony and duration but the same rhythmic
ostinato. This ostinato is first introduced by itself in i1 as a Latin percussion feature. An
electronic drum flourish is added along with the synthesizer motive based on the tonic
and subtonic notes in section i2 at [0:10]. The following i3 section at [0:26] adds a new
synthesizer motive using the subtonic and leading-tone notes while maintaining the
rhythmic ostinato already established in section i2. Section V1 is where the harmony is
first introduced and each subsequent verse section contains a different harmonic
progression. The ostinato continues through the chorus section, which contains the same
melody and harmony. However, the ostinato is not as prominent during the chorus
section, covered up by the synthesizer melody and eventually the solo guitar in the C2
section beginning at [3:20].
―Dreaming While You Sleep‖ uses rhythmic ostinato in addition to melodic and
harmonic motives to distinguish among song sections. The introduction is accumulative,
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Genesis: Chapter and Verse, ed. by Philip Dodd, 214.
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beginning with an electronic auxiliary percussion ostinato and adding marimba at
[0:04].178 The marimba is omitted and the ostinato slightly altered at the entrance of V 1
at [1:15], with another slight ostinato alteration with the entrance of C 1 at [1:15]. Section
I1 at [1:34] contains the same ostinato with marimba as the introduction section. Section
I2 at [2:30] contains a reprise of the marimba ostinato from I1 but with harmonic and
melodic motives that differs from the ones in I 1. The bridge section at [3:47] uses the
ostinato with marimba and the addition of set percussion to provide rhythmic drive to the
synthesizer and electric guitar solos. The coda section is similar to section N 1 in which
the rhythmic ostinato is buried under the thick texture of the guitar, set percussion, and
lead vocal sections. The ostinato is present, although just barely.
―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ begins with the statement of the ostinato (Figure
4.23) and then adds an Alberti-style iteration in the synthesizer at [0:10]. This ostinato is
unchanged throughout the verse, chorus, and interverse-1 sections. The bridge section,
along with sections N2 and N3a are sections in which the ostinato is omitted for the first
time and replaced with various percussion, synthesizer, and guitar solos. Following these
sections, the ostinato returns at section i2r at [6:03] accompanied by a thicker texture of
rhythm and harmony. The ostinato is permanently removed with the entrance of section
C3 at [6:46].
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The term ―accumulative‖ is used as defined in Mark Spicer, ―British Pop-Rock Music in the PostBeatles Era: Three Analytical Studies,‖ 29.
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Musical Example 4.14. Rhythmic ostinato in "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight."
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Irregular Meter
The use of non-4/4 time indicates the group‘s desire to incorporate complex
rhythms and accent patterns not typical of the pop genre. Six songs are written in a meter
other than 4/4 time. These songs and meters are: ―Anything She Does‖ with a measure of
2/4 inserted in between measures of 4/4, ―Keep it Dark‖ in 6/4, ―Misunderstanding‖ in
12/8, ―Since I Lost You‖ in 6/8, ―Turn it on Again‖ in mixed meter, and ―Way of the
World‖ in 12/8.
―Since I Lost You‖ is in 6/8 time with the piano, electric guitar, and electric bass
playing chords on each beat while set and auxiliary percussion are subdividing each beat.
This groove, established by the aforementioned instruments, is in the introduction and is
then continued with embellishments and slight alterations throughout the verse, chorus,
interverse, and coda sections. One such example of an alteration occurs where the electric
guitar ceases its role as a rhythm instrument and becomes a solo instrument in the coda
section at [3:27]. Despite any changes to the rhythmic structure of the song, the beat and
subdivisions are retained throughout the entire song, firmly establishing a compound
meter.
―Misunderstanding‖ and ―Way of the World‖ are each in 12/8 time. 12/8 is
closely related to 4/4 in which both meters contain four beats for each measure. The
difference is contained in the rhythm instruments‘ approach to the subdivision. The
compound subdivision in ―Misunderstanding‖ is in the high-hat cymbal heard at the
beginning of the song. In ―Way of the World,‖ the compound subdivision is contained in
both set and auxiliary percussion, most notably in the shaker. Both examples consistently
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use the keyboards, electric guitar, and electric bass to establish the beat and the
set/auxiliary percussion to present the subdivision. The compound meter is further
enforced by the melodic line in the lead vocals and by melodic fills by the keyboards and
electric guitar on select fourth beats.
Mixed meter is present in two songs: ―Anything She Does‖ and ―Turn it on
Again.‖ ―Anything She Does‖ is mostly in 4/4 time with the exception of a measure of
2/4 inserted at or near the end of the following sections: i, ir, V 2, V3, V4 and C1. The 2/4
measures acts as a transitional measure. A measure of 2/4 is inserted at the end of the
introduction section, most notable in the trumpet solo (Musical Example 4.15). The
inserted 2/4 measures act as transitional measures, leasing into the verse section. A 2/4
measure is also inserted in the verse sections that continue on to the next song section.
―Turn it On Again‖ contains sections in 4/4 time and mixed simple meter. The
two introduction sections introduce both common time and mixed meter. Section i1 is in
4/4 time and acts as the introduction for the refrain and prechorus sections. Section i2
introduces the verse sections as well as sets up the mixed meter feel of the chorus
sections. The meter for the second half of i2 (Musical Example 4.16) at [0:29] is identical
to the meter for the verse sections, i2 reprise at [2:44], and the coda section at [2:56]. The
chorus section is grouped into three larger sections (Figure 4.10). The first two of these
beat groups contain the same number of beats, sixteen, but contain contrasting accent
patterns. The third group of beats in the chorus section contains fourteen beats, a number
not divisible by four. Combined, these three beat-group sections contain 11.5 measures
of 4/4 time. The fraction remainder indicates that it is best to use mixed meter to explain
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Musical Example 4.15. The introduction section in "Anything She Does" illustrating the trumpet melody
and added 2/4 measure. The lead vocal line designs the start of V1.

Musical Example 4.16. Mixed meter contained in the i2 and coda sections in "Anything She Does."
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Figure 4.10. Metric grouping contained in the chorus section in "Turn it on Again."
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as well as notate the various accents occurring within the chorus section.

Disproportional Song Sections
A majority of the song sections have a symmetrical phrase structure in which the
total number of measures contained is divisible by four. For example, each verse and
chorus section along with the bridge in ―Duchess‖ is eight measures long, with the chorus
sections being made up of two equal phrases. Likewise, the verse and refrain sections in
―Tell Me Why‖ are four measures long each, with the chorus sections containing sixteen
measures each and the interverse with twelve measures. A significant number of songs,
however, contain an uncommon number of measures in each section, particularly the
verse, prechorus, chorus, bridge, and interverse song sections. These songs may include
one or more of the aforementioned sections with an uncommon or asymmetrical quantity
of measures.
The chorus and verse sections in ―Misunderstanding‖ (Musical Example 4.17)
each contain seven measures, which is an uncommon and asymmetrical number. Despite
the atypical number of measures, each verse/chorus section is made up of two parts. The
first part is a two measure phrase, repeated three times, the sum of which is six measures.
These two measures contain the predominant and dominant harmonies. The seventh and
final measure has a sustained tonic harmony, resolving the predominant and dominant
preparation that had been repeated three times prior.
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Musical Example 4.17. Bass line graph of the verse/chorus section of "Misunderstanding."
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Some songs contain a section that contrasts previously-occurring sections by
adding or removing measures on each reprise. Section V1 in ―Behind the Lines‖ at [2:28]
is thirty-five measures long, with an aab phrase structure (8mm. + 8mm. + 15mm.).
Section V2 at [3:20] follows V1 and contains a total of 36 measures (8mm. + 8mm. +
16mm.). The extra measure at the end of V2 is necessary to transition into N. These final
four measures contain a harmonic change, harmonic rhythm change, and texture change.
Similar to the verse sections in ―Behind the Lines,‖ each of the chorus sections in
―The Brazilian‖ contain a different number of measures. Section C1 in ―The Brazilian‖ is
restated three times, each time with a different ending. C1a at [1:10] is twelve measures
long and is in aab form (4mm. + 4mm. + 4mm.). C1b at [2:17] adds an extra measure of
tonic harmony at the end, making this chorus song section thirteen measures long.
Section C1c at [2:58] omits the final measure from C1a, making C1c eleven measures long.
C2 at [3:20] is made up of sixteen measures following an aabb format (4mm. + 4mm. +
4mm. + 4mm.). Section C2, the final chorus section, provides the symmetry and common
phrase lengths that one may expect from the final song section.
The number of measures contained in the middle section acts as another was in
which the bridge or interverse differentiates the other song sections. ―Hold on to my
Heart‖ contains a seventeen-measure interverse, contrasting with the surrounding three
sixteen-measure verse sections. Although not extremely disproportionate, the added
measure in N further contrasts the other song sections by use of an added measure.
A middle section may also contrast with surrounding song sections in the opposite
fashion, where the middle section contains a typical amount of measures and the
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surrounding song sections, such as verse and chorus, contain an uncommon number of
measures. ―The Brazilian‖ (Figure 4.11) has verse and chorus sections that contain
asymmetrical and/or disproportional amounts of measures. The bridge section, however,
has a total of eight measures, which is the standard length of a bridge section.
The use of ostinato, irregular meter, and uncommon song section lengths adds a
progressive flavor to the pop-rock style of Genesis‘ music during this era. Whatever the
case may be, Genesis made use of the aforementioned rhythmic techniques to perpetuate
progressive traditions.
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Time
0:42-1:09

Section
Verse 1 - V1

Meter
4/4

Duration
14 mm.

1:10-1:34

Chorus 1a - C1a

4/4

12 mm.

1:35-1:56

Verse 2 - V2

4/4

11 mm.

1:57-2:16

Verse 3 - V3

4/4

10 mm.

2:17-2:41

Chorus 1b - C1b

4/4

13 mm.

B

2:42-2:57

Bridge - B

4/4

8 mm.

A2

2:58-3:19

Chorus 1c - C1c

4/4

11 mm.

3:20-3:52

Chorus 2 - C2

4/4

16 mm.

3:52-5:04

Coda - o

4/4

(4 mm.)

A

A1

Figure 4.11. Form outline of "The Brazilian."
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V. COMPLETE SONG ANALYSES

Three songs, ―Illegal Alien,‖ ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight,‖ and ―Driving the Last
Spike,‖ best demonstrate the use of multiple progressive rock elements. All three songs
are taken from albums that were released during the height of Genesis‘ pop-rock era.
These albums are the final three released by the Genesis trio (Banks, Rutherford, and
Collins), and are the best selling of all albums released throughout the band‘s thirty-plus
year history. Due to the popularity of the albums on the U.S. and U.K. pop charts, these
three songs are considered to be pop-rock. Nevertheless, each of the selected songs
illustrates ways in which Genesis retained its progressive traditions.

1. ―Illegal Alien,‖ Genesis, 1983
The purpose of the introduction section in ―Illegal Alien‖ is to establish the
tempo, harmonic rhythm, and key of the song. ―Illegal Alien‖ begins with a short 20second introduction divided into two equal parts of ten seconds each. Section i1 contains
non-musical sound effects such as car horns and a sound resembling that of magnetic
recording tape played at high speeds. This sound, as well as the section itself, is
reminiscent of electro-acoustic music in which magnetic tape was manipulated to create
specific timbres and sounds. One example of such music John Cage‘s ―William‘s Mix‖
(1958), an electro-acoustic piece composed for 8-track tape containing spliced samples of
selected sounds. Section i2 is made up of two identical phrases of four measures each
(Musical Example 5.1). The four-measure phrase contains an instrumental melody that
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Musical Example 5.1. Harmonic analysis and the synthesizer melody of i 2 in "Illegal Alien."
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recurs as a sequence in the transition section at [2:01]. Harmonically, the introduction
establishes the key of B major as the home key of the song by use of a tonicpredominant-dominant-tonic progression, which firmly establishes B major as the home
key.
The verse section (Musical Example 5.2) destabilizes the key of B major by
means of two harmonic practices: modal mixture and non-traditional harmonic
progressions. The first chord is G major, which is a third-related chord in B major.
While modal mixture is common in rock, the preceding harmonies to this particular G
major triad create a sense of tonal ambiguity within the opening measures of the verse
section. The G major triad that begins V1 and V3 is a whole step above the previous triad,
F major, the final triad of sections i2 and C. This same G major triad in V2 is a third
relation from the previous B major triad that ends V1. Furthermore, the four-measure
harmonic progression is repeated in each verse section. A third relation exists between
the final chord of B major that ends the first half and the G major chord that begins the
second half. The lack of a dominant-tonic progression in the verse section also lends
tonal ambiguity to the verse. While there are two occurrences of tonic triads in the key of
B major, the preceding harmonies do not establish the B chords as tonic functioning
triads. For example, each four-measure phrase of the verse section ends with an atypical
progression, Cm-B, or B: ii-I.
Another noteworthy harmonic tendency in the verse manifests chords followed by
their dominants. G major has D major as its dominant; these are the first two chords.
The following two chords, B major and F major, share the same relationship. The final
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Musical Example 5.2. Bass line graph illustrating key ambiguity in the verse harmony in ―Illegal Alien.‖
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occurrence of this tonic-dominant pattern is between the triads F major and C major. The
C major triad, labeled as B: V/V, is preceded by an F major triad, labeled as B:V. This
pattern is one example of where a secondary dominant does not resolve as expected;
rather the secondary dominant is preceded by its expected resolution.
The harmonies found within the verse section are functional in three different
keys (Musical Example 5.3), in addition to comprising atypical progressions. While all
three referenced keys contain a tonic triad, there are no examples of a dominant-tonic
progression, making it difficult to determine the intended key. The indicated key of G
major contains both tonic and dominant functioning triads, but as in B major in this case,
the dominant follows the tonic triad. Also, if analyzed in G major, the final chord of the
verse section is III (B major triad), a borrowed chord and not a dominant or tonic
functioning triad. The third key used to analyze the verse, D major, contains only two
diatonic functioning chords, I and IV, and no dominant functioning triad. The C minor
chord creates a problematic function, D: vii. While C minor arguably functions as a
minor subtonic chord, there is an explanation that follows the harmonic pattern
established in the verse. The C minor chord, along with the C major chord, is a
dominant-realm variant in relationship to the preceding F major triad. Analogous tonicdominant progressions are found in the other keys at various points within the verse.
Although it is possible to analyze all the harmonies in the verse in three different
keys, the key for the verse remains B major. The evidence for this is seen in the final
chord, which is tonic when analyzed in B major. The key of B major contains four
diatonic functioning triads, the largest number of diatonic functioning triads when
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Musical Example 5.3. Bass line graph of P1 in "Illegal Alien." The repeat signs are omitted in P2.
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compared to the other two keys. Additionally, the surrounding song sections are also in
the key of B major, making the verse section a chromatic development of B major
rather than a modulation to another key.
Section P1 reestablishes B major as the intended key and is made up of two
phrases of two measures each (Musical Example 5.4). The first phrase, repeated three
times, toggles between a tonic and subdominant triad. The second phrase is similar to the
first with the exception of the fourth beat in its second measure, which contains a
dominant triad. The second phrase is continued in the chorus section (Figure 76). The
harmonic progression, as well as the harmonic rhythm, in C is the same as in i, where the
tonic is established through a tonic-predominant-dominant-tonic progression. Section P2
is slightly different from P1. P2 omits the repeat signs, as seen in Figure 3, resulting in a
section that is four measures rather than eight; half the length of P1.
The transition section begins at [2:01] and modulates by sequence from the key of
B major to G major (Musical Example 5.5). T begins on a B major triad sustained for
two measures underneath the melodic motive introduced in section i2. The following two
measures contain the melodic motive repeated, on the same pitches, over an A major
triad. The A note present in the electric bass leads to the note G, which indicates the
beginning of the bridge and is the tonic note of the new key.
The bridge section (Musical Example 5.6) is in the key of G major, a third
relation below the home key of B major. This new key is established in three ways. The
first triad of this section is a G major triad. This G major triad is sustained by use of
arpeggiation within the synthesizer throughout the entire bridge over a changing electric
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Musical Example 5.4. Bass line graph of C in "Illegal Alien."

Musical Example 5.5. Transition section in "Illegal Alien."

Musical Example 5.6. Bridge section in ―Illegal Alien‖ illustrating the synthesizer melody, sustained
harmony, and electric bass parts.
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bass note and background keyboard harmony. These electric bass and softer sustained
keyboard triads provide a fundamental harmony that eventually ends on dominant
functioning chords at the end of each phrase: V and VII. Two phrases make up the
bridge, the second phrase ending with a D major triad. This final D major triad is the
dominant of G major and acts as a pivot chord to a new key for the interverse and
interlude sections. These sections are in the key of D major, a third relation above the
home key of B major and the dominant of the previous key of G major.
The interverse sections are each made up of two phrases, each of which contains
the same eight-measure harmonic progression (Musical Example 5.7).179 This
progression establishes the key of D major through the use of a tonic-predominantdominant-tonic harmonic progression. The interlude section is also made up of two
phrases; however, each phrase is four measures in length, as opposed to the eightmeasure phrases in the interverse section. The interlude is instrumental and contains a
repeated four-chord harmonic progression (Musical Example 5.8). The final dominant
triad of this progression reinforces the key of D major. Following the final statement of
the interlude, at [3:54], a direct modulation occurs, returning to the home key of B major
and leading to the prechorus section.
The large-scale form of ―Illegal Alien‖ is AA1BA2 , in which the three A sections
contain differing amounts of verse, prechorus, and chorus sections. Section A, which
lasts from [0:21]-[1:13], contains the song sections V1, V2, P1, and C, making a total of
twenty-four measures and a duration of 52 seconds. All four of these song sections also
179

75.

The term ―interverse‖ is used as defined by Christopher Endrinal, ―Form and Style in the Music of U2,‖
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Musical Example 5.7. Bass line graph of the first phrase of N in "Illegal Alien."

Musical Example 5.8. Bass line graph of I in "Illegal Alien."
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follow the same phrase structure. They each contain two, four-measure phrases. Having
all the song sections creates symmetry within the opening formal section.
Section A1 consists of the song sections V3, P2, C, and C. Aside from the single
verse and extra chorus section, there are other noteworthy differences within section A1.
Section A1 consists of twenty measures, four fewer than section A. Additionally the
duration of A1 is 46 seconds less than A. The missing four measures are due to P 2, which
is half the length of section P1. There are also differences in the chorus sections. The
first chorus section of A1 adds support vocals and the second statement of C adds
harmony within these support vocals. Furthermore, the second statement of C in section
A2 contains melodic embellishments in the lead vocal line.
Section A2 contains no verse; rather, A2 has a reprise of P1 followed by four
statements of C. These four chorus sections form an aa1 ba2 form within section A2
(Figure 5.1). Chorus-a is a reprise of the previous chorus section found at [1:46] with the
addition of harmony in the support vocals and melodic embellishments in the lead vocal
part. Section Ca1 at [4:07] is almost identical to Chorus-a except that the synthesizer
plays the melody down an octave on selected phrases within this section. At [4:33],
synthesizer and electric bass parts are omitted, leaving a simple beat on the high-hat
cymbals accompanying a cappella vocals. This is a significant change to the texture and
timbre of the chorus, thus separating C b from the three surrounding chorus-a sections.
The accompaniment returns for Ca2, the final reprise of the chorus section, at [4:46]. The
synthesizer continues to develop the melodic motive in Ca2 with the addition of
embellishments. In addition, the song sections in A2 share a similar characteristic with
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A2

3:54-4:06

P1

• direct modulation

a

4:07-4:19

C

• added harmony in support vocals

a1

4:20-4:32

C

• synthesizer melody plays down the octave in selected phrases

b

4:33-4:45

C

• no harmony, only vocals with embellishments
• set percussion remains to keep time

a2

4:46-5:00

C

• harmony returns
• embellished synthesizer melody

Figure 5.1. A2 section of "Illegal Alien."
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those found in A. As in A, each song section is comprised of two four-measure phrases.
A2 contains the same phrase and song section symmetry as A, with the addition of eight
measures.
The middle or B section of the song is divided into three smaller sections, creating
an abb format (Figure 5.2). The first of these smaller sections consists of only the bridge.
The following two b sections each contain two statements of the interverse followed by
an interlude. The interverse sections establish the key of D major using a tonicpredominant-dominant-tonic harmonic progression over contrasting melodic lines, lyrics,
and textures, in similarity to the previous song sections in A. The interlude is
instrumental, with a similar texture to the interverse connecting N1 to N2 and N2 to P1.
The use of three keys, two of which are a third relation away from the primary
key, and the establishment of a tonal center by use of a tonic-predominant-dominanttonic harmonic progression, are two ways in which Genesis used progressive rock
harmony in ―Illegal Alien.‖ Furthermore, the use of ambiguous keys in the verse creates
a sense of harmonic instability that is later resolved by cadential patterns in the primary
key within the prechorus and chorus sections. But the progressive rock features are not
limited only to the harmony. The extended and disproportionately large middle section
demonstrates progressive rock traditions carried over from Genesis‘ earlier style. In
addition, the middle section‘s abb form illustrates that the purpose of this particular
section is to contrast the verse-prechorus-chorus song sections of the surrounding A
sections as well as to develop motivic material first stated in the song‘s introduction.
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B a
b

b

2:07-2:33
2:34-2:46
2:47-2:59
3:00-3:13
3:14-3:25
3:26-3:39
3:40-3:53

Figure 5.2. Middle, or B, section of "Illegal Alien."

Bridge - B
Interverse1a - N1a
Interverse1b - N1b

Interlude - I
Interverse2a - N2a
Interverse2b - N2b

Interlude - I
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2. ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ Invisible Touch (1986)
Rhythm and synthesizer ostinati are a common feature that is consistently
contained in the song sections of ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight.‖ These ostinati appear in
most but not all of the song sections (Figure 5.3). Two ostinati are present: auxiliary
percussion and synthesizer. The rhythm ostinato is in the first 3‘15‖ of the song,
stopping at the start of B. The synthesizer ostinato, however, is retained throughout most
of the song.
The auxiliary percussion ostinato (Musical Example 5.9) is a common motive
contained in all song sections before B. The tambourine keeps a steady beat by
repeating a rhythmic pattern. The bass drum further reinforces the beat by playing on the
downbeat of each measure. In addition, the bongo drum plays on every other beat, with
an embellished anticipation. The tenor and snare drums act as embellishments. If the
auxiliary percussion ostinato is considered to be a two-measure phrase, the tenor drums
are used in the first measures and the snare is used in the second measures. The rhythm
ostinato is also used as the time keeper, with set percussion replacing the role of the
auxiliary percussion ostinato at N2.
The synthesizer ostinato is retained in the majority of the song. This ostinato has
a percussive timbre similar to the upper octaves of a xylophone. As in the auxiliary
percussion ostinato, this ostinato is in two-measure phrases with a single sonority in each
phrase. For example, the synthesizer ostinato of i2 is based on two chords: B major and
D minor (Musical Example 5.10). Each of these two harmonies is sustained through
arpeggiation over two measures. During the duration of the song, this ostinato is
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0:00-0:09
0:10-0:29
0:30-1:03
1:04-1:23
1:24-1:33
1:34-2:07
2:08-2:27
2:28-2:56
2:57-3:15
3:16-5:06
5:07-5:35
5:36-5:52
5:53-6:02
6:03-6:12
6:13-6:45
6:46-7:06
7:07-7:28
7:29-7:45
7:46-8:04
8:05-8:54

i1
i2
V1
C
i2
V2
C
N1
C
B
N2
N3a
I
i2
V3
C
N3b
C
C
o

auxiliary
percussion synthesizer
ostinato
ostinato
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Figure 5.3. Form chart of ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ illustrating the section in which the auxiliary
percussion and synthesizer ostinati are present.

Musical Example 5.9. Auxiliary percussion ostinato in "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight."

Musical Example 5.10. Section i2 synthesizer ostinato in "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight."
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modulated and manipulated depending on the harmonies used. For example, the
beginning of C is a D minor triad with the ostinato beginning on the note D, a M3 higher
than the note B that begins the ostinato at i1 and at the start of V1.
Both percussion and synthesizer ostinati are tacet at B. The ostinati remain out
during the interverse sections and interlude. The synthesizer ostinato recurs at the second
reprise of i2 at [6:03]. As in the middle section, N3b does not have synthesizer ostinato.
Although the synthesizer ostinato is present throughout a majority of the second half, its
presence is obscured by the thickened texture of other instruments, including the set
percussion.
The middle section of ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ is disproportionately large,
containing both a bridge and several interverse sections. This section begins with N 1 at
[2:28]. N1 is the only interverse section that retains both ostinati. The texture of N1 is
also thickened with the addition of wind chimes and a faster harmonic rhythm, with
rhythm changes occurring at every measure rather than every other measure. Also, N1 is
the only song section where the harmony modulates midway (Musical Example 5.11).
N1 begins in F major. The first four measures of N 1 tonicize F major with a ii7-V
harmonic pattern. This harmonic progression is resolved in the fifth measure by the F
major chord, which is sustained for two measures. On the seventh measure, the same ii7V progression recurs with the same two triads, Gm7 and C major. However, the resolving
triad is D major and not F major. This indicates that the Gm7-C harmonic progression is
actually D: iv7-VII, constituting another manifestation of a predominant-dominant-tonic
progression. As in the case of the F major triad, D major is also sustained for two
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Musical Example 5.11. Section N1 in "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight" illustrating the modulation from F major
to D major.
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measures. The F major and D major chords sustained for two measures while the other
harmonies are held over a single measure provides argument that the important chords,
and thus the key, are indicated by the F major and D major triads.
The bridge section acts as the song‘s divider as well as a contrasting middle song
section. The duration of B is 1‘50‖ and is forty-four measures long, the longest of the
song sections. During this time, improvisatory solos appear in the auxiliary percussion
and synthesizer over an ostinato (Musical Example 5.12). The ostinato is comprised of
three parts: bass drum, tambourine/shaker, and synthesizer. At the outset, the solos are
sparse and simple, gradually becoming more rhythmically and melodically complex. In
addition, two noteworthy instrumental parts enter, causing the texture to become thicker
and adding an orchestral flavor to latter half of B. The first is a series of sustained chords
on a synthesized-string ensemble sound at [4:15]. This chord begins soft and continues
with a gradual crescendo throughout the rest of the song section. Second is the addition
of the synthesized oboe at [4:28]. The oboe melody contains a sustained and legato line
that contrasts the already continuing synthesizer melody.
The bridge also divides the song into two sections. This division is made clear in
the percussion section. Prior to B, time is kept by the auxiliary percussion ostinato; no
set percussion is used. During B, the bass drum is introduced at the beginning and the
snare is introduced at [4:31], contrasting with the bass drum by playing on beats two and
four. Shortly before the start of N2, the set percussion texture gets thicker as the
percussionist begins to fill out using other drums. Set percussion becomes the timekeeper
for N2 as well as all other subsequent sections.
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Musical Example 5.12. Auxiliary percussion and synthesizer ostinato contained in B in "Tonight, Tonight,
Tonight.‖
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One interverse section, N3, is reprised after the conclusion of the song‘s middle
section. Each N3 section is distinguished by the addition of a suffix letter. N3a is
contained within the middle section, N3b is reprised after the V3-C pair. There are two
distinct differences between N3a, which concludes the middle section, and N3b. The lyrics
are slightly different, with only two words changed. The final chord is also different.
N3a cadences on a D minor triad, returning to the home key for V 3. N3b cadences on G
major, which is the key of the surrounding chorus sections.
―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ is mostly composed in two keys, D major/minor and
G major. Sections i2, B, N3a, N3b, and I are in D minor and the three verse sections are in
D major. The chorus, N2, and coda are in the key of G major. Since the conclusion of
the song consists of two chorus sections followed by the coda, the key of the song is G
major. Section i2 does not contain a tonic functioning D minor triad (Musical Example
5.13). The harmony for i2 is a B major chord followed by second inversion D minor
chord. Although the D minor triad has a root on the tonic note, it does not function as a
tonic triad. Rather, the Dm/A chord functions as a neighbor chord (with respect to the
bass) embellishing the B triad.
Although all three verse sections contain a harmonic pattern similar to i2, most of
the harmonies in the verse are functional in D minor. However, there are a few harmonic
and melodic features that put the verse in the D major mode and not D minor (Musical
Example 5.14). The final chord of the verse is D major and is the only tonic harmony in
the verse. Also, the lead singer sustains an F during these final two measures. This note
is significant and plays an important role in the melodic shape of the verse. The F is the
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Musical Example 5.13. Bass line graph of i2 in "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight."

Musical Example 5.14. The verse section in "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight" illustrating the primary melodic
note, bass note, and harmony.
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highest point in the verse melody line. Significant notes in the verse melody ascend by
whole step starting on D. The melodic notes are embellished with neighbor tones,
appoggiaturas, and escape tones. The F is held without embellishment for a measure,
followed by another measure of neighbor motion. Also, the bass and primary melodic
notes are always a M3 interval apart, with the exception of a P4 that outlines the Dm/A
chord. In order to maintain this pattern, the F is needed.
Sectional tonality is used in ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ through the use of three
keys (Figure 5.4).180 Section V1(2) tonicizes D major, with the predominant, IV,
prolonged in the preceding introduction section. The chorus begins with a D minor triad,
giving the illusion that a D-centered mode is intended. However, this D minor triad acts
as a modal pivot chord to the next key, G major. The D minor triad actually becomes the
minor dominant, v, in G major. Thus, the chorus is in G major and not a D-centered
mode. The transition to N1 from C is the same as the transition to C from V, but uses
other keys. C tonicizes G major and ends on a G major tonic triad. N1, which follows C,
begins on a G minor triad, giving the illusion that a G-centered mode is the intended key
for N1. However, this G minor triad is actually a pivot chord and becomes a
predominant, ii, chord in the new key of F major. As mentioned before, N1 tonicizes F
major and then modulates to D major. This modulation to D major returns the harmony
to the key associated with the verse. But V3 does not occur at this point; instead the
chorus is reprised after N1. Since the previous section, N1, tonicized D major, the
following chorus section maintains the same pivot chord relationship as earlier chorus
180

The term ―sectional tonality‖ is used as defined in Guy Capuzzo ―Sectional Tonality and Sectional
Centricity in Rock Music,‖ Music Theory Specturm 31 (2009): 157-74.
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Figure 5.4. Sectional tonality in "Tonight, Tonight, Tonight."
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sections. Section N2 ends on a G major chord, which acts as the pivot chord to the next
section, N3a. This G major chord becomes the predominant, IV, in D major and is
followed by the minor dominant, v, at the start of N3a. N3a tonicizes D major and
prepares for the i2 reprise at [6:03] and V3. Following the V3-C pair, section N3b brings
the harmony back to D major a final time. The following chorus sections tonicize G
major through a plagal relationship. No final authentic cadence in G major is present;
rather, the chorus is repeated and fades.
―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖ contains numerous progressive rock elements. The
duration of this song is slightly over ten minutes. The middle section is over three
minutes long and contains three contrasting interverse sections as well as a chorus reprise
and a bridge. The bridge is also disproportionately long, lasting approximately two
minutes, and contains melodic solos incorporating synthesized orchestral instruments.
The use of three different ostinati in the percussion and synthesizer parts is a device that
allows Genesis to connect many contrasting song sections together. Additionally, the use
of multiple keys, as well as the decision to begin and end the song in a different key,
demonstrates a large-scale harmonic development.
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3. ―Driving the Last Spike‖ We Can’t Dance, 1991.
―Driving the Last Spike‖ is in a rounded binary form (Figure 5.5). The A and
BA1 sections contain contrasting verse, prechorus, and chorus song sections. These song
sections are labeled Va, Pa, and Ca for the songs sections located within the A section and
Vb, Pb, and Cb for those in the B section. Interludes are only found in A(1) and thus
contain no suffix letter. The A1 section is a reprise of I1, I4, and Ca1. Between A and BA1
at [5:35] is I5, connecting both of these binary sections. I5 is divided into two different
sections, each containing separate music, harmonic structure, and texture. In addition to
acting as a transition between the two binary sections, I 5a also acts as a coda for A, and I5b
also acts as an introduction to BA1.
The song sections in each of the binary sections, A and BA1, are in an AA1BA2
form, further distinguishing each of the two binary sections. Thus, this song contains two
separate AA1BA2 forms. In binary section A, aa1ba2 is illustrated in lower case letters.
Each ―a‖ section has a single, distinct verse. However, sections a 1 and a2 contain a
chorus and a1 inserts I2 to connect Va2 with Ca1. The b section is comprised of N and Ca2.
Ca2 differs from Ca1 in two ways: Ca2 has different lyrics, and the final two measures
contain melodic embellishments. I4, followed by a reprise of I1,connects section b to a2.
Binary section BA1 also contains an AA1BA2 form. However, there are many
differences between this AA1 BA2 form and the one in binary section A. The first
difference is the presence of a prechorus section. P b1 and Pb2 are found in sections A and
A1 respectively, and there is no prechorus in A2. The chorus sections also differ. Cb1 and
Cb2 contain differing lyrics and are not reprised. The third chorus song section at [9:37]
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A

a
a1

b

a2

0:48-1:28
1:29-1:53
1:54-2:32
2:33-2:40
2:41-3:00
3:01-3:10
3:11-3:40
3:41-4:00
4:01-4:09
4:10-4:36
4:37-5:14
5:15-5:34
5:35-5:53

Va1
I1
Va2
I2
Ca1
I3
N
Ca2
I4
I1
Va3
Ca1
I5a

Figure 5.5. Rounded binary form of "Driving the Last Spike."

B

A

A1

A1

B
A2

5:54-6:02
6:03-6:22
6:23-6:39
6:38-7:19
7:20-7:45
7:46-8:05
8:04-8:33
8:34-8:53
8:52-9:09
9:10-9:36
9:37-9:54

I5b
Vb1
Vb2
Pb1
Cb1
Vb3
Pb2
Cb2
I4
I1
Ca1
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is the third reprise of Ca1. While Ca1 is different musically from the two preceding Cb
sections, Ca1 is a chorus section justifying the use of A2 to define its role in the AA1BA2.
The combined reprise of I4 and I1 also plays a significant role. This interlude pair acts as
a bridge as well as a reprise of earlier music.
―Driving the Last Spike‖ also uses a cumulative technique. The climax of the
song begins at [7:46] with Vb3 and continues through the reprise of Ca1. Song section
Vb3 begins the climax for the following reasons. It is the final verse section of the song,
whereby all of the following music after Vb3 is reprised musical material and/or lyrics.
Vb3 is also the only song section that includes the title of the song within the lyrics.
Typically, the title of the song is included within the chorus sections and is repeated
throughout the entire song, in some cases with multiple occurrences at the end. However,
in the case of ―Driving the Last Spike,‖ the title does not appear until V b3 and is only
used once. Following Vb3 are song sections Pb2 and Cb2. Cb2 leads to the reprise of two
interlude sections: I4 at [8:52] and I1 at [9:10]. This is the second time I4 and I1 have
been paired together, as well as the third reprise of I 1.
The final song section before the coda is a reprise of Ca1 at [9:37]. This section is
important because, as in the previous two song sections, it has appeared earlier in the
song. This particular reprise of Ca1 also contains melodic embellishments. The key of
Ca1 separates itself from the preceding sections and the following section. Ca1 is in E
major, whereas the previous verse, prechorus, and chorus sections are in D major. The
preceding section, I1, is in G major, which is a third relation from Ca1. Following Ca1, the
short coda modulates back to D major and cadences.
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While the entire song is cumulative, there is also an example of accumulative
technique within the introduction. 181 The introduction section begins with the electric
guitar playing rolled chords on the downbeat of every other measure, accompanied by
auxiliary percussion. In the background are soft synthesizer sounds filling in any empty
space. The synthesizer enters in with prominent ―choir Aahs‖ at [0:29]. This synthesizer
motive creates a series of neighbor patterns in the melody line (Musical Example 5.15).
The addition of the note B (sixth measure of the illustrated melody line) changes the
neighbor motion to passing motion. The electric bass enters at [0:33] and holds a pedal
point G throughout the rest of the introduction section. These embellishments in the
synthesizer and electric bass parts complete the accumulative form and drive the
introduction into the opening verse at [0:48].
The harmony in ―Driving the Last Spike‖ demonstrates sectional tonality. This
song is in three different keys: G major, D major, and E major/minor. Each of these three
keys plays an important role in the development of the song. G major is the opening key
and the primary key for the first half of the song. D major is the final key as well as the
primary key for the second half of the song. E major/minor is the only key in which both
the major and minor modes are represented. E major is the key of C a1 as well as the key
for Ca2 and I3. N is in E minor, containing a double plagal motion in the opening
measures and allowing for the establishment of E minor as the tonic rather than E major.
As N progresses, the mode becomes obscured with the repetition of three major triads,
none of which is tonic. Since the opening harmonies of N establish E minor, the rest of N
181

The term ―accumulative‖ is used as defined by Mark Spicer, ―British Pop-Rock Music in the PostBeatles Era,‖ 29.
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Musical Example 5.15. Synthesizer melody and harmonic analysis of the introduction section in "Driving
the Last Spike."
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is in the key of E minor. However, the latter half of the N obscures the mode so as to
allow a transition back to E major for Ca2.
―Driving the Last Spike‖ contains numerous examples of pivot chords, some of
which include a harmony borrowed from the parallel minor mode. For example, this type
of parallel-mode pivot is found in the modulation from the key of G major in section I2,
to E major in section Ca1 at [2:40] (Musical Example 5.16). The final chord of I2 is a V
chord in the key of G major and is a VII chord in the key of E major. Since VII also
serves as a dominant function, the final chord, D major of I 2, helps establish E major as
the key of Ca1. Also, the VII-I harmonic progression found in E major is present in I 2
when analyzed in D major. This common harmonic progression suggests that both I 2 and
the pivot to Ca1 are linked by a common harmonic progression that is also used as part of
the pivot chord (Musical Example 5.17).
The modulation from song sections Ca1 to I5a at [5:35] is more than a diatonic
pivot chord modulation (Musical Example 5.18). The final chord in Ca1 is A major,
which is IV in the current key of E major and V in the following key of D major.
Following the A major chord at the end of Ca1 is a D major triad, the tonic of the new
key. While modulations typically concentrate on the pivot and following chords, the
preceding G major triad contains some noteworthy features. This G major triad acts as a
predominant to the new key of D major. This G major to A major chordal progression is
repeated four times before the statement of the tonic, D major, at the beginning of B. The
electric bass line performs an important role in the establishment of D major in the last
four measures. The electric bass plays a pedal point G for two measures, followed by a
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Musical Example 5.16. Bass line graph of the modulation from I2 to Ca1 at [2:40] in "Driving the Last
Spike."

Musical Example 3.17. Electric bass line and harmonic analysis of Ca1 at [5:15] and the modulation to I5a in
―Driving the Last Spike.‖

Musical Example 5.18. Bass line graph of the prechorus in "Driving the Last Spike" illustrating the
differences between Pb1 and Pb2.
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pedal point A for two measures, creating another layer of predominant-dominant
progression in the new key. In a way, the four measures before I 5a establish D major,
rather than just the one pivot chord.
There are some song sections that contain an atypical number of measures that
add to the progressive style of ―Driving the Last Spike.‖ I1 contains eleven measures,
thus standing out beyond the other interlude sections for two reasons. Section I 1 is
reprised three times throughout the song. The following song sections also contain an
atypical number of measures: N with thirteen, Cb1 with eleven, and Pb2 with thirteen.
Binary section B contains two examples of shortened song sections. There are
eleven measures in Cb1, whereas Cb2 has eight measures. The final three measures of C b1
are omitted in Cb2. In addition, the final measure of Cb2 elides with I4. This final elided
measure is different from the corresponding measure from Cb1 in rhythm and texture.
Likewise, Pb1 contains sixteen measures and Pb2 has thirteen measures. The first phrase
of the prechorus is repeated three times for Pb1 and twice for Pb2 (Figure 5.23). The
omission of these inner measures coupled with the atypical number of measures creates a
sense of instability among the prechorus sections. This instability further reinforces the
importance of the Ca1 reprise.
The coda section of ―Driving the Last Spike‖ contains many striking features.
This coda section is derived from material found in the middle of I 5a. I5a acted like a coda
for binary section A in addition to acting as a transition from A to BA1. Also as in I5a, the
coda contains a single harmony, D major. Remaining on D major following the closing
measure of Ca1 establishes D major as the tonic key through the completion of a
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predominant-dominant-tonic progression (Musical Example 5.19). Lastly, the coda
section ends abruptly and does not fade. The final cadence is derived from the final
measures of Ca1. As mentioned earlier pertaining to the modulation of Ca1 to I5a (Figure
94), the electric bass plays the sustained notes G and A while the synthesizer toggles G
major and A major chords. The sustained electric bass notes coupled with the oscillating
G major and A major triads create a strong predominant-dominant harmonic progression,
establishing D major as the final key.
―Driving the Last Spike‖ demonstrates the progressive rock style of earlier
Genesis through duration and the use of rounded binary form and three different keys.
This song is 10‘09‖ long, which is significantly longer than a typical pop-rock song. In
addition, the duration of selected song sections contains an atypical amount of measures.
The rounded binary form contains two separate AA1BA2 forms within each binary
section. In addition, the rounded binary form reprises specific song sections in order to
unify the two distinct binary parts. The song also contains three different keys, each of
which represents specific song sections and recurs multiple times. This recurrence of
keys requires multiple modulations, some of which use either a diatonic pivot chord or a
pivot chord that could be defined as having been borrowed from the parallel minor mode.
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Musical Example 5.19. Final phrase of Ca1 and coda in "Driving the Last Spike."
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VI. CONCLUSION

Genesis makes use of many progressive elements in instrumentation, duration,
form, harmony, and rhythm. In most cases, multiple progressive rock elements are
contained within a single song; such is the case with ―Illegal Alien‖ and ―Driving the
Last Spike,‖ to name a few. However, even Genesis songs labeled as pop-rock show the
influence of progressive rock. By incorporating elements of progressive and pop-rock,
Genesis was able to retain many musical traditions developed in the first half of the
1970s while keeping up with changing tastes in commercial music. This ability to adapt
allowed Genesis to develop a style that preserves the band‘s past as well as advances the
rock genre.
The innovations that many Genesis songs have brought to the rock genre
represent a substantial and memorable pathway in the landscape of rock‘s history as a
genre. The band‘s prominence and profile have allowed these innovations to become
potential influences on both musicians and audiences. It is this richness of invention and
influence that is one distinguishing factor, among many, that Genesis has to offer.
In the late 1970s, trends in the development of rock music tended toward a ―back
to basics‖ mentality, with a propensity for shorter songs, less complicated forms, and a
reactionary tendency to favor simplicity. The result of this trend saw the growth of punk
and new wave music as well as a general return to the pop-rock style in the 1980s.182

182

For more on punk and new wave rock‘s influence during the 1980s, see John Covach, ―Progressive
Rock, ‗Close to the Edge,‘ and the Boundaries of Style‖ in Understanding Rock: Essays of Musical
Analysis, 3-9.
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Genesis successfully contributed to this shift from progressive to pop by writing songs
that were attractive to the pop audience but maintained their progressive traditions.
These pop-rock songs include such progressive features as long forms, extended duration,
complex harmonies and rhythms, and the use of various instruments.
The results of these analyses show the importance of the 1980s in studies in pop
and rock theory. Extensive studies in rock of the 1960s and 1970s have been done, with
attention given to specific bands and songs. More work remains to be done in the study
of Genesis as a band and as a landmark influence in the rock genre. With the exception
of a few songs, a majority of Genesis‘ output has not been examined. This includes the
progressive music from the band‘s early years, especially the music contained in their
first album.
The progressive influence of other rock genres is fertile ground for future
research. Other bands, including those considered to be punk and new wave, may also
have been using progressive elements in music that is intended to be on the opposite pole
from progressive rock (e.g. punk and new wave). This study represents an in-depth
examination of the stylistic and compositional contributions that Genesis has made to the
rock genre. It is hoped that additional research might explore and explain progressive
rock styles and influences with respect to other bands and performers. As with other
genres in the field of music, rock is a living organism that develops and evolves, and
which invites study and increased understanding.
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APPENDIX A: SONG ANALYSIS CHARTS
Title: ―Abacab‖
Album: Abacab, 1981
Duration: 6‘57‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:13
i1

Meter Duration
4/4
6 mm.

Tonal
Motion

C

Comments
● accumulative: electric bass and drum set (1.5
mm) + electric guitar (3.5 mm.) + synth. (1 m.)

0:14-0:26

i2

4/4

8 mm.

C

● establishes C as tonic, unclear as to whether
major or minor mode
● quartal melodic material in synthesizer

0:27-0:34

i3

4/4

4 mm.

C

● establishes the harmonic progression and
harmonic rhythm for the verse
● tonic prolongation

A 0:35-1:03

V1

4/4

16 mm.

C

● tonic prolongation

1:04-1:18

C1

4/4

8 mm.

C

● dominant prolongation

A 1:19-1:48

V2

4/4

16 mm.

C

1:49-2:06

C2

4/4

10 mm.

C

B 2:07-2:20

B

4/4

8 mm.

Am

● submediant prolongation
● synthesizer feature, similar to i2 however
different melodic material

2:21-2:32

N

4/4

6 mm.

Am

● begins with V/V
● V prolongation throughout the rest

2:33-2:39

T

4/4

4 mm.

● C ending extended as a transition to B
● deceptive cadence

Am - C ● set percussion maintains beat
● synthesizer arpeggiates various triads in a
sequential pattern
● electric bass omitted
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A 2:40-3:16

V3

4/4

20 mm.

C

3:17-3:31

C3

4/4

8 mm.

C

3:32-6:57

o

4/4

n/a

n/a

● sound-effects added in the background
● verse extended by 4 mm.

● disproportionally large coda, takes up half the
track
● synthesizer and electric guitar improvisation
● no reprise of any material
● fade

Instrumentation
set percussion
electric guitar – solo melody and harmonic accompaniment
electric bass – pedal points
synthesizer
o soft organ – harmonic support
o saw lead – solo melody, coda improvisation
o Hammond organ – coda improvisation
o reproduced vocal sound effects – added on V3
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
AABA section – 3‘30‖
coda – 3‘25‖
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Form
AABA
o A – verse + chorus
o B – bridge + interverse
coda provides no additional support
extended introduction
o through composed in three sections
o accumulative
contains both a bridge and interverse
coda disproportionally large
o half the track
o no repeated material, improvisation
Harmony
Introduction 1 = n/a
Introduction 2 = C: I | | iv | | V | | | |
Introduction 3 = 2a
Verse 1 & 2 = 7a + b
Verse 3 = 9a + b
Chorus 1 & 2 = 4c
Chorus 3 = 3c + 1d
Bridge = Am: i | | | | | | | |
Interverse = Am: V/V | | V | | | |
Transition = Am: V -> C: V

a = C:
b = C:
c = C:
d = C:

I | I VII |
I | I IV |
V | V IV |
V | | vi | |

quartal harmony in i2 synthesizer solo
modal mixture – C: iv, VII (dominant substitute)
secondary dominant – Am: V/V
modulation
o C – Am, pivot chord
o Am – C, third relation
electric bass pedal points
o verse and chorus – C
o chorus – G
o bridge – A
o interverse – E

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
Electric bass pulses steady eighth-notes throughout, except in the coda where it
pulses on beats 2 and 4.
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Title: ―Anything She Does‖
Album: Invisible Touch, 1986
Duration: 4‘21‖
Large-Scale
Time
0:00-0:23

A

A1

B

Section Meter Duration
i
4/4 (2/4) 17 mm.

0:24-0:46

V1

0:47-1:09

V2

1:10-1:14

I

1:15-1:30

4/4

Tonal
Motion
Comments
D/E
● final measure is in 2/4
● different key than the rest of the song
● aaab form (4 + 4 + 4 + 5)
● trumpet solo

16 mm.

E

4/4 (2/4) 16 mm.

E

3 mm.

E

C1

4/4 (2/4) 12 mm.

E

● final measure is in 2/4
● deceptive Cadence
● 3 large phrases of 4 measures: aab

1:31-1:53

V3

4/4 (2/4) 16 mm.

E

● final measure is in 2/4

1:54-1:57

I

4/4

3 mm.

E

1:58-2:09

C2

4/4

8 mm.

E

● no deceptive cadence
● 2 large phrases of 4 measures each; "b"
section omitted

2:10-2:25

C3

4/4

11 mm.

E

● 2/4 measure omitted from the "b" section

2:26-2:48

4/4

● final measure is in 2/4

i
4/4 (2/4) 17 mm.
reprise

D/E

● identical to i
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A2

2:49-3:09

V4

4/4

16 mm.

E

● final measure is in 2/4

3:10-3:21

C4

4/4

8 mm.

E

● deceptive cadence
● 2 large phrases of 4 measures each; "b"
section omitted

3:22-3:32

C5

4/4

8 mm.

E

● authentic, rather than deceptive, cadence
● 2 large phrases of 4 measures each; "b"
section omitted

3:33-4:21

o

4/4

n/a

E

● fade out
● uses melodic material from the chorus

Instrumentation
trumpet – solo in i and ir
eet percussion
electric bass
synthesizer – pedal points in i, ir, and V
lead vocals – doubled in coda

Duration
under 5 minutes
irregular section lengths – i, ir, I, C3
Form
AA1BA2
o A – 2 verse + interlude + chorus
o A1 – verse + interlude + 2 choruses
o B – introduction reprise
o A2 – verse + 2 choruses (no interlude)
aaab – i and ir.
aab – C1
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Harmony
Introduction = 4a
Verse = 2b + c
Interlude = E: ii IV | V | ii IV |
Chorus 1, 2, 4, and 5 = 2d
Chorus 3 = 2d + e
Coda = E: I | IV V | I | IV V :||

a = D: VII IV I | I | VII I | I |
b = E: I | I IV | V | V
c = E: vi | vi v/vi (iii) | vi | vi V | IV | | V | |
d = E: I | IV V | I | IV V |
e = E: vi | | | vi ii |

introduction is a prolonged E: VII, tonicizing E major
double plagal cadence – introduction
modal mixture – D: VII (double plagal cadence)
modulation – D-E, chromatic pivot chord
secondary dominant – E: v/vi – vi
overlapping keys – D/E: i and ir
electric bass pedal point
o i and ir – D
o verse (mm. 1-8) – E | | B | | E | | B | |
Rhythm/Meter
mostly in 4/4 meter
a measure of 2/4 is inserted at the end of i, ir, V1, V2, and V3
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Title: ―Behind the Lines‖
Album: Duke, 1980
Duration: 5‘31‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section Meter
Duration
1
a 0:00-0:51
i
4/4 32 mm. (4x 8)

Tonal
Motion
Comments
C
● harmonies include I (I-N64-I) and IV (IVN64-IV)

b 0:52-1:15

i2

4/4

15 mm.

C

a1 1:16-1:27

i3

4/4

16 mm. (2x 8)

C/Cm

c 1:28-1:51

i4

4/4

10 mm.

C

● features the piano through the first 2/3
● electric guitar featured in last 1/3
● aab form

a2 1:52-2:16

i5

4/4

16 mm. (2x 8)

C

● similar harmonic progression and rhythm
to i1

2:17-2:27

I

4/4

8 mm.

C

● instrumental accompaniment to the verse.
● acts as an introduction to the first verse.

A 2:28-3:19

V1

4/4

35 mm.

C

● adjusted sentence structure aab (8 + 8 + 15)

A 3:20-4:11

V2

4/4

36 mm.

C

● sentence structure aab (8 + 8 + 16)
● 1 measure added at the end
● final four measures different harmonically
and rhythmically

● similar harmonic rhythm to i1
● bimodal
● greater harmonic variety
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B 4:12-4:32

N

4/4

16 mm.

C-E

4:33-4:44

T

4/4 (3/4)

8 mm.

E-C

A 4:45-5:05

V3

4/4

16 mm.

C

● first phrase is instrumental
● verse's "b" theme omitted

5:06-5:31

o

4/4

n/a (8 mm.)

C

● repeat and fade
● similar harmonic rhythm to
the introduction's "a" theme

Instrumentation
set percussion
piano
synthesizer
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
extended introduction
disproportional song sections: V1, V2
introduction – 3‘37‖
AABA section – 2‘37‖

Form
AABA
o A – verse (no chorus)
o B – interverse
No chorus section, only verses
introduction – aba1ca2 (rounded binary)
song section i4 – aab
sentence structure – V1 and V2

● 4th measure in 3/4
● elides with N
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Harmony

Verse 1 - 2a + b + c
Verse 2 - 2a + b + 4d
Verse 3 - 2a
Interverse - 2e + 4f + g
a = C: I IV(N64) I | I | IV I(P64) ii | V | iii vi | vi ii | IV | VII V |
b = Cm: III V/III(P64) III6 | VII | VI v III | V\III(P64) III | VII6 i | i iv | VI VII |
VI III | i | V | VII VI | VI | III6 | VII | iv | VII |
c = C: VII | IV V | V |
d = C: I V |
e = C: I V | IV I | V | vi |
f = E: VII VI |
g = E: v | | | I | |

modal mixture – E: VII, VI, v (modal decent to dominant)
bimodality – V1, V2
secondary dominant – Cm: V/III – III
N64 and P64 chords
modulation
o C – E, chromatic pivot
o E – C, third relation

Rhythm/Meter
one measure of 3/4 in T
heavy use of syncopation before the downbeat
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Title: ―The Brazilian‖
Album: Invisible Touch, 1986
Duration: 5‘04‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:09
i1

Meter
4/4

Duration
5 mm.

Tonal
Motion
Comments
n/a
● Latin percussion

0:10-0:25

i2

4/4

8 mm. (4x 2)

B(m)

0:26-0:41

i3

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

Bm

● new synthesizer motive; subtonic and
leading tone used.

A 0:42-1:09

V1

4/4

14 mm.

Bm

● F used rather than F in synthesizer motive
● first occurrence of harmony
● harmony enters late (4th measure)
● only major triads used

1:10-1:34

C1a

4/4

12 mm.

B

A1 1:35-1:56

V2

4/4

11 mm.

Bm

● same Latin percussion motive as V1
● different synthesizer motive
● harmony enters late (6th measures)

1:57-2:16

V3

4/4

10 mm.

Bm

● same Latin percussion motive as V1
● no melodic motive
●harmony contains a diminished triad build
on ^5

2:17-2:41

C1b

4/4

13 mm.

B

B 2:42-2:57

B

4/4

8 mm.

n/a

A2 2:58-3:19

C1c

4/4

11 mm.

B

●final measure missing

3:20-3:52

C2

4/4

16 mm.

B

● repeats the "a" section three times (aaab
form)

3:52-5:04

o

4/4

(4 mm.)

B

●repeat first 4 mm. from the C and fade

● add synthesizer on tonic
● mode uncertain; subtonic used rather than
leading tone

● aab form (4 + 4 + 4)
● tonicizes B major

● extra measure of tonic at the end
● Latin percussion feature similar to i1
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Instrumentation
Latin percussion – primary rhythmic pulse
electronic auxiliary percussion
o gong
o symphonic bass drum
electronic set percussion
synthesizer
o saw lead – melody
o strings – harmonic accompaniment
electric guitar (dirty) – solo

Duration
AABA section is 3‘10‖
coda is 1‘12‖ (with fade)
song sections C and V vary in length
o C1 and V sections contain an uncommon amount of measures
o C2 contains 16 measures
o coda repeats a 4-measure motive

Form
AA1BA2
o A – verse + chorus
o A1 – 2 verses + chorus
o B – bridge
o A2 – 2 choruses
no lyrics, verses are distinguished by harmonic motives over a common Latin
percussion beat
aab – C1
accumulative introduction
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Harmony
Introduction 1,2,3 and Bridge = n/a
Verse 1 = Bm: - | - | - | - VI | | VI VII | | VII VI | | VI VII |
Verse 2 = Bm: - | - | - | - | - | - | - II | vii | I | - | - | - |
Verse 3 = Bm: vii°7/V | | | i | |
Chorus = 2a + b
a = B: I | v | III | VI |
b = B: VII | VI | VII | I |

chromatic chords – Bm: II, vii°7/V
modal mixture
o Bm: I, IV
o B: III, VI, VII
vii (rare dominant substitute)
VII replaces V as dominant

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
Downbeats accented in chorus
Latin percussion ostinato in verse

| V IV | | |
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Title: ―Domino‖
Album: Invisible Touch, 1986
Duration: 10‘45‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:05
ia1a

Meter Duration
4/4
4 mm.

Tonal
Motion
Comments
D
● synthesizer ostinato and solo
● no distinct harmony, centered around V

0:06-0:11

ia1b

4/4

4 mm.

D

● slightly different melody from ia1a
● no distinct harmony, centered around V

0:11-0:22

ia2a

4/4

8 mm.

D

● elides with i1b
● same synthesizer ostinato as in ia1a. ia1b
● contains lyrics
● no distinct harmony, centered around tonic

0:22-0:28

ia1b

4/4

4 mm.

D

● no distinct harmony, centered around
dominant

0:29-0:33

ia2b

4/4

4 mm.

D

● similar to ia2a
● no distinct harmony, centered around tonic

0:33-0:38

ia3a

4/4

4 mm.

D

● elides with ia2b
● first time harmony is present
● no lyrics

0:38-0:47

ia3b

4/4

6 mm.

D

● elides with i3a
● contains lyrics

0:47-0:57

ia3c

4/4

8 mm.

D

● elides with i3b
● no lyrics

a 0:58-1:25

Va1

4/4

20 mm.

Dm

1:25-1:31

I1

4/4

4 mm.

D

● elides with Va1
● similar synthesizer ostinato as ia1a
● unresolved Esus4 chord throughout the entire
section

1:31-2:15

Ca1

4/4

32 mm.

D

● elides with I1
● similar synthesizer ostinato as ia1a

a 2:16-2:43

Va2

4/4

20 mm.

Dm

● 5 phrases, 4 measures each

● like Va1
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2:43-2:48

I1

4/4

4 mm.

D

● elides with Va2
● harmony is all an Esus4 triad functioning as a
passing chord from F to D

2:48-3:35

Ca2

4/4

34 mm.

D

● elides with I1
● different ending than Ca1 (final 4 measures)

b 3:36-4:26

Na

4/4

16 mm.

F

● slower tempo
● synthesizer and voice

4:27-5:00

ib

4/4

19 mm.

D

● Introduction to Part II: "The Last Domino"
● new tempo, much faster than N
● pedal D in synthesizer

Vb1

4/4

12 mm.

D

● elides with Vb1
● pedal D in synthesizer

5:23-5:29

I2

4/4

4 mm.

D

● elides with Vb1
● pedal D in synthesizer
● A= triad in the harmony

5:30-5:51

Vb2

4/4

12 mm.

D

● like Vb1

5:51-6:05

I3

4/4

8 mm.

D

● pedal D in synthesizer

6:06-6:19

I4

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

D-G

● pedal D in synthesizer

a1 5:01-5:23

● contains lyrics
6:20-6:55

I5

4/4

20 mm.

G

● new bass line, no longer pedal D

6:56-7:02

I6

4/4

4 mm.

D

● all four measures on tonic

A 7:02-7:17

Vb3

4/4

8 mm.

D

● different than Vb1, Vb2
● pedal D returns in synthesizer
● electric bass doubles lead vocals

7:18-7:30

Cb

4/4

8 mm.

D

● pedal D in synthesizer

A 7:31-7:44

Vb4

4/4

8 mm.

D

● like Vb3
● pedal D in synthesizer

7:45-7:59

Cb

4/4

8 mm.

D

● pedal D in synthesizer
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8:00-8:13

I7

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

D

● pedal D in synthesizer
● contains lyrics

8:14-8:24

I8

4/4

6 mm.

D(m)

B 8:25-9:07

Nb

4/4

24 mm.

Dm

A1 9:08-9:21

Cb

4/4

8 mm.

D

9:22-10:45

o

4/4

n/a

D

● unison, no harmony
● harmonically similar to Na, melodically
different
● retains same tempo as previous section

● uses lyrics similar to I7
● repeat and fade

Instrumentation
electric set percussion
auxiliary percussion
synthesizer
o pan flute – solo
o electric guitar – ostinato
o mellow electric piano – harmonic accompaniment
o bright electric piano
o orchestra hit
o electric slap bass
o string ensemble
electric guitar (dirty)
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
AABA1 – 2‘29‖
aaba1 – 4‘53‖
disproportionately long song sections – Ca1, Ca2, Va1, Va2, I5, Nb
uneven/uncommon measure amounts – ia3a, ib, I5, I8, Ca2
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Form
song is in two sections
o Part I ―In the Glow of the Night,‖ [0:00]-[4:26]
o Part II: ―The Last Domino,‖ [4:27]-[10:45]
Parts I and II contain an AABA1 structure
o Part I: aaba1
 a – verse + interlude + chorus
 a – verse + interlude + chorus
 b – interverse
 a1 – verse + interlude + verse
o Part II: AABA1
 A – verse + chorus
 A – verse + chorus
 B – interverse
 A1 – chorus
cumulative form to the AABA1 section (Part II) beginning on Vb3
Harmony
Part I:
Introduction 3a-c = a + 3b
Verse a1, a2 = c + d + c + d + e
Chorus a1 = 2a + f + 2a + f
Chorus a2 = 2a + f + 2a + g
Interverse = F: IV | | iv | | IV | | I | | IV | | | V | | vi | | IV |
Part II:
Verse b1, b2 = 2h + I
Interlude 3 = D: VI | | VII | | VI | | VII | | VI | | VII | |
Interlude 4 = D: I | VII | I | VII |
G: V | IV | V | IV |
Interlude 5 = G: IV | I | | | IV | V | I | | ii 6 | V | I | vi | IV | V | I | | IV
| V | I | |
Verse b3, b4 = 4j
Chorus b = 2k
Interlude 7 = k
Interverse b = F: IV | | iv | | IV | | I | | IV | | ii | | V | | vi | | IV | V
| IV | V | IV | V | IV | V |

a = D: v | | III | | VII | |
b = D: I | | VII | |
c = Dm: i VII | IV III | IV | III |
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d = Dm: i VII | IV | v | |
e = Dm: i VII | IV III | I | III |
f = D: I | | III VII | IV III | I | III | v | |
g = D: I | | III VII | IV III | I | III | III VII | IV III | IV | |
h = D: I | iv | VII | I |
I = D: III | V/V | IV | V |
j = D: I | V |
k = D: VII | VII IV | I | |

modal mixture
o D: III, VI, VII (dominant substitute)
o Dm: I, IV
bimodality – D/Dm
double plagal cadence in harmony ―k‖
secondary dominant: V/V – IV – V (does not resolve directly to V)
pedal point D through most of Part II

Rhythm/Meter
rhythmic ostinato – ia, Va, Ca
tempo change at Na, ib
Na contains no set percussion beat
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Title: ―Dreaming While You Sleep‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 7‘17‖
Large-Scale
Time Section Meter Duration
0:00-0:55
i
4/4
24 mm.

Tonal
Motion
Comments
Em
● accumulative
● rhythm ostinato
● quartal motive in synthesizer

A 0:56-1:14

V1

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● slightly altered rhythm ostinato

1:15-1:33

C1

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● slightly altered rhythm ostinato

1:34-1:51

I1

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● quartal motive in synthesizer for measures 7-8
● rhythm ostinato from i

A 1:52-2:11

V2

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● rhythm ostinato from V1

2:12-2:29

C2

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● slightly different lyrics from C1
● rhythm ostinato from C1

2:30-2:47

I2

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● different harmony and motives from I1
● slightly altered rhythm ostinato

B 2:48-2:35

N1

4/4

20 mm.

Em

● slightly altered rhythm ostinato
● strong set percussion

2:36 - 3:46

C3

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● partial chorus, uses first four measures of C1/C2
● rhythm ostinato from C1

3:47-4:39

B

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● rhythm ostinato from i
● small synthesizer and electric guitar solos
based on earlier motives
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A 4:40-4:57

V3

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● rhythm ostinato from V1

4:58-5:17

C4

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● melodic embellishments
● rhythm ostinato from C1
● more set percussion between phrases

5:18-5:36

I2

4/4

8 mm.

Em

5:37-6:19

N2

4/4

18 mm.

Em

6:20-7:17

o

4/4

n/a

● different lyrics and ending from N1
● percussion like N1
● uses music from N1
● fade

Instrumentation
auxiliary percussion – claves, electric drum, marimba
set percussion
synthesizer
o dirty Hammond organ
o choir
electric guitar – melodic flourishes and solo
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
AABA – 4‘21‖
I2 (at [5:18]), N2, and coda add an additional 2 minutes
bridge contains an irregular amount of measures

Form
AABA
o A – verse + chorus
o B – interverse + chorus + bridge
accumulative form
cumulative form
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Harmony
Verse = Em: i | | i III | i III IV | i | i VI | iv III | i |
Chorus = 4a
Interlude 1 = Em: i | VII i III | i | | | | |
Interlude 2 = Em: VI | v | VI | | | v | i | |
Interverse 1 = 3b + c + 3b + d
Interverse 2 = 3b + c + 3b + e
a = Em: i V IV | V IV |
b = Em: VI | v |
c = Em: i | III |
d = Em: VI | III VII6 | i | VI | |
e= Em: VI | III VII6 | i III |

VII is a dominant substitute
modal mixture Em: IV

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
auxiliary percussion ostinato
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Title: ―Driving the Last Spike‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 10‘09‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section Meter Duration
0:00-0:47
i
4/4
20 mm.

A

Tonal
Motion
Comments
G
● accumulative form: percussion, guitar +
synthesizers
● multiple synthesizer sounds, including
"choir ahs”

Va1

4/4

16 mm.

G

● synthesizer "choir a ahs" fill out the
harmony
● add electric bass
● add electric guitar on harmony and
melody
● auxiliary and set percussion ostinato

I1

4/4

11 mm.

G

● elides with Va1
● synthesizer "choir ahs" have a melodic
role
● electric bass, no guitar
● auxiliary and set percussion ostinato

Va2

4/4

16 mm.

G

● like Va1
● deceptive cadence

2:33-2:40

I2

4/4

4 mm.

G/D

2:41-3:00

Ca1

4/4

8 mm.

E

● vocals in harmony
● thicker texture than Verses
● more prominent role of set percussion,
guitar, and electric bass

3:01-3:10

I3

4/4

4 mm.

E

● electric guitar and synthesizer share
melodic role
● similar texture to Ca1

b 3:11-3:40

N

4/4

13 mm.

Em

3:41-4:00

Ca2

4/4

8 mm.

E

a 0:48-1:28

1:29-1:53

a1 1:54-2:32

● elides with Va2

● electric guitar, electric bass, and
synthesizer similar to I3
● final two measures contain a melodic
embellishment with different lyrics than
Ca1
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4:01-4:09

I4

4/4

4 mm.

D

● holds and vamps on a single harmony

4:10-4:36

I1

4/4

11 mm.

G

● add snare hits
● auxiliary percussion omitted

a2 4:37-5:14

Va3

4/4

16 mm.

G

● add snare hits
● auxiliary percussion omitted

5:15-5:34

Ca1

4/4

8 mm.

E

● add snare and other set embellishments

5:35-5:53

I5a

4/4

8 mm.

Em

5:54-6:02

I5b

4/4

4 mm.

D

● electric guitar vamp
● synthesizer "choir ahs" in harmony
● acts as an introduction to the following
binary section

B A 6:03-6:22

Vb1

4/4

8 mm.

D

● similar texture to I5b

6:23-6:39

Vb2

4/4

8 mm.

D

● same as Vb2

6:38-7:19

Pb1

4/4

16 mm.

D

● elides with Vb2
● similar harmonic motion as Vb2

7:20-7:45

Cb1

4/4

11 mm.

D

● similar texture to Vb1 and Vb2

A1 7:46-8:05

Vb3

4/4

12 mm.

D

● first use of "driving the last spike" in
lyrics
● like Vb1 and Vb2

8:04-8:33

Pb2

4/4

13 mm.

D

● elides with Vb3
● 3 measures in the middle omitted

8:34-8:53

Cb2

4/4

8 mm.

D

(A)

● electric guitar feature
● acts as a coda to the previous binary
section
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A1 B 8:52-9:09

I4

4/4

8 mm.

D

● elides with Cb2

9:10-9:36

I1

4/4

11 mm.

G

● adds more set percussion from previous
statement of I1

A2 9:37-9:54

Ca1

4/4

8 mm.

E

● contains melodic embellishments

o

4/4

3 mm.

D

● uses music from I4
● no fade out
● elides with Ca1

9:55-10:09

Instrumentation
set percussion
auxiliary percussion
o claves
o shaker
synthesizer
o choir ahs
o bright electric piano
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
AA1BA2 section is 3‘51‖
aa1ba2 section is 4‘46‖
uneven/uncommon amount of measures – I1, N, Cb1, Pb2
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Form
rounded binary form
o A – aa1ba2
o BA1 – AA1 BA2
cumulative technique to AA1BA2 section
AA1BA2
o A – 2 verses + prechorus + chorus
o A1 – verse + prechorus + chorus
o B – interlude 4 + interlude 1
o A2 – chorus 1a
1 2
aa ba
o a – verse + interlude
o a1 + verse + interlude + chorus
o b – interverse + chorus
o a2 – verse + chorus
Harmony
Introduction = G: IV | I | IV | I | IV | I | IV | V |
Verse a1-a3 = a + b + a + c + a + d
Chorus a1, a2 = 2e + 2f
Interlude 1 = G: I | | IV V | I | IV | V | vi | ii | V | ii | V |
Interlude 2 = G: IV | V | IV | V |
Interlude 3 = g
Interverse = 2g + h
Interlude 4 = Em: v | for 4 measures
Interlude 5a = Em: VII | for 8 measures
G: V |
Interlude 5b = 2i
Verse b1 - b3 = 4i
Prechorus b1 = 5i + j
Prechorus b2 = 3i + j
Chorus b1 & b2 = D: IV vi | I V | IV iii | IV | V | IV ii7 | V7 | I | IV VII | I | VII
IV |
coda = D: I | for 2 measures
a = G: I V6 | IV(P64) V7 |
g = Em:
b = G: vi | iii |
h = Em:
c = G: vi | IV | | V | vi | IV | I = D: I
d = G: vi | V |
j = D: I
e = E: I IV | III IV |
f = E: III IV | i IV |

i | VII IV | i | IV III |
IV | III IV | III IV | III IV VII | III VII IV |
| IV VII |
| VII | vi | VII IV | I | V7 |
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modal mixture
o D: VII (dominant substitute)
o Em: IV
o E: III, i
bimodality – E/Em
modulation
o G – E, chromatic pivot
o E/Em – D, diatonic pivot
o D – G, diatonic pivot
song ends in a different key, G – D
inversions – P64, V6
electric bass pedal points
o I3 – E
o N – E (8 mm.) and A (5 mm.)
o Ca1, Ca2, - E (4 mm.), G (2 mm.), A (2 mm.)
o Pb1, Pb2 – D (middle 5 mm.)
Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
auxiliary/set percussion ostinato
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Title: ―Duchess‖
Album: Duke, 1980
Duration: 6‘37‖
Large-Scale
Tonal
Motion
Comments
n/a
● elides with the end of "Behind the
Lines"
● fades into an accumulative form
● electronic percussion and set
percussion, piano, synthesizer strings

Time
0:00-2:21

Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
48 mm.

2:22-2:45

V1

4/4

8 mm.

G

2:46-3:09

C1

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

E

3:10-3:33

V2

4/4

8 mm.

G

3:34-3:56

C2

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

E

● different lyrics and melodic rhythm
from C1

3:57-4:19

B

4/4

8 mm.

E

● two measures of lyrics followed by six
measures of instrumental music

A1 a 4:20-4:43

V3

4/4

8 mm.

G

4:44-5:06

C3

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

E

● different lyrics and melodic rhythm
from C2
● background synthesizer added to
thicken texture

5:07-5:30

C4

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

E

● different lyrics and melodic rhythm
from C3
● similar texture as C3

5:31-5:36

I

4/4

2 mm.

E

● similar two measures found at the
beginning of B

5:37-6:37

o

4/4

20 mm.

E

● similar instrumental music as B
● reverse accumulative, retrograde of
the introduction – “retrocumulative”

A

A

B

b

b
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Instrumentation
set percussion
electronic set percussion
piano
synthesizer
o string ensemble
o specialized synthesized sounds
o vocal-like effects
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
AABA1 section – 3‘08‖
introduction – 2‘21‖
final interlude and coda, 1:05‖
disproportionally large sections – introduction, coda
bridge functions as a ―middle 8‖ section

Form
AABA1
o A – verse + chorus
o A – verse + chorus
o B – bridge
o A1 – verse + 2 choruses
each chorus section contains different lyrics.
accumulative technique – introduction
coda does not fade
o each part fades out one-by-one until a solo piano line is left
o ―retrocumulative‖ technique – reverse accumulate form
abb – A1 section
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Harmony
Verse 1-3 = 2a
Chorus 1-4 = 2b
Bridge = 2c + 2d
Interlude = 2c

a = G: I | | iii |
b = E: I | | V |
c= E: IV | I | IV
d = E: v | IV | v

|
|
| I |
| |

modal mixture – E: v (substitute for V)
modulation
o G – E, chromatic pivot
o E – G, chromatic pivot
no dominant (V) functions in verse, prolongation of tonic
chorus has the only strong dominant function, E: V

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
percussion ostinato
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Title: ―Fading Lights‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 10‘27‖
Large-Scale
Time
0:00-0:08

Section
i1

Meter
4/4

Duration
4 mm.

Tonal
Motion
n/a

0:09-0:26

i2

4/4

8 mm.

n/a

● synthesizer "strings" plays fourths over a
pedal B

0:27-0:43

i3

4/4

8 mm.

B

● synthesizer "strings" plays whole measure
chords over a pedal B

A 0:44-1:17

V1

4/4

16 mm.

B

● all harmonies over a pedal B
● same harmonic progression as i3

1:18-2:10

C

4/4

24 mm.

B

● aab (4 + 4 + 16)
● first 16 measures over a pedal B, last 8
measures contains the root in bass

A 2:11-2:45

V2

4/4

16 mm.

B

2:46-3:38

C

4/4

24 mm.

B

B 3:39-3:55

B1

4/4

8 mm.

B

● all harmony on tonic
● add distorted electric guitar, electric bass,
and set percussion

3:56-4:12

B2a

4/4

8 mm.

B

● add synthesizer

4:13-4:47

B3a

4/4

16 mm.

B

● synthesizer plays a single note melody
using a different sound then in B2a
● accompaniment with set percussion and
electric bass, no electric guitar

4:48-5:04

B2b

4/4

8 mm.

B

● second half contains a different harmony
from B2a

5:05-5:40

B4

4/4

16 mm.
(2x 8)

B

● synthesizer changes sound and has a new
melody

5:41-5:49

I

4/4

4 mm.

B

● synthesizer maintains same sound
● set percussion determines this section

Comments
● auxiliary percussion ostinato
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5:50-6:06

B5

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

B

● synthesizer in fourths

6:07-6:49

B6

4/4

20 mm.

B

● synthesizer in single note melody
● most developed of all B sections

6:50-7:07

B7

mixed

x

B

● meter cloudy, probably asymmetrical
● accents from set percussion asymmetrical

7:08-7:20

B8

4/4

6 mm.

B

● synthesizer in single note melody

7:21-7:37

B2a

4/4

8 mm.

B

7:38-8:12

B9

4/4

16 mm.

B

● same harmonic progression as i3
● synthesizer plays whole measure chords
over a pedal B on different sound than i3
● add second synthesizer part as descant,
thickening texture

A 8:13-8:47

V3

4/4

16 mm.

B

● all harmonies over a pedal B
● same texture as V1

8:48-9:40

C

4/4

24 mm.

B

9:41-10:36

o

4/4

n/a

n/a

Instrumentation
electronic set percussion
set percussion
synthesizer
o string ensemble
o saw lead-like sound
o specialized synthesized sounds
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals

● synthesizer plays fourths over a pedal B,
similar music to i2
● fade
● elides with preceding C
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Duration
introduction in three parts, through composed
bridge disproportionately large

Form
AABA
o A – verse + chorus
o B – bridge

Harmony
Introduction 3 = a
Verse 1-3 = 2a
Chorus = 2b + c

a = B: I | V | ii7 | | V | ii7 | I | |
b = B: VII7 | | v | I | VII7 | | I | |
c = B: vi | | V7 | | IV | ii7 | I | |

modal mixture – B: VII, v (dominant substitute)
electric bass pedal point
o a, b – B
o c – all harmonies over the chord‘s root

Rhythm/Meter
mixed meter – B7
remainder of the song is in 4/4
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Title: ―Follow You, Follow Me‖
Album: And Then There Were Three, 1978
Duration: 3‘59‖
Large-Scale
Time
0:00-0:19

Tonal
Motion
G

Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
8 mm.
(2x 4)

Comments
● accumulative: percussion (4 mm.) +
synthesizer (4 mm.)

A 0:20-1:00

V1

4/4

16 mm.
(2x 8)

G

● synthesizer melody similar to lead vocal
line

1:01-1:22

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

● synthesizer doubles lead vocal line
● melody has the same rhythm as in i
● sentence structure

A 1:23-2:02

V2

4/4

16 mm.
(2x 8)

G

2:03-2:23

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

B 2:24-2:43

B

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

G

● synthesizer solo
● same harmonic structure as C

A1 2:44-3:04

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

3:05-3:24

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

● add synthesized choir

3:25-3:59

o

4/4

n/a

G

●fade out

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
under 4 minutes
all song sections proportional (8 or 16 measures)
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Form
AABA1
o A – verse + chorus
o A – verse + chorus
o B – bridge
o A1 – 2 choruses
bridge is a typical ―middle 8‖
sentence structure – chorus
accumulative introduction
Harmony
Verse 1, 2 = 2a
Chorus = 2b + c
Bridge = 2b + c

a = G: I | ii | I | ii | V | I | IV | V |
b = G: I | IV V |
c = G: I ii7 | V V7/vi | vi V | IV V |

secondary dominant – V7/vi – vi
tonic-predominant-dominant in chorus and bridge sections

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
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Title: ―Heathhaze‖
Album: Duke, 1980
Duration: 5‘00‖
Large-Scale
Time
0:00-0:09

Section
i1

Meter
4/4

Duration
4 mm.

Tonal
Motion
E/Em

0:10-0:37

i2

4/4

12 mm.

E/Em

● contains lyrics
● piano accompaniment

A 0:38-1:24

V1

4/4

20 mm.
(12+8)

E-D

● divided into two sections: 12 measures in
E; 8 measures in D
● direct modulation
● chromatic
● set percussion enters at 1:05

1:25-1:39

I

4/4

7 mm.

B - B

● chromatic
● synthesizer solo melody

1:40-2:16

C1

4/4

16 mm.

B / C

● deceptive cadence from interlude
● chromatic

B 2:17-3:00

V2

4/4

20 mm.
(12+8)

E-G

● similar to V1

3:01-3:16

I

4/4

7 mm.

B - B

3:17-3:51

C2

4/4

16 mm.

B / C

A1 3:52-4:27

C1

4/4

16 mm.

B / C

4:28-5:00

o

4/4

n/a

B / C

Comments
● piano

● final four measures differ from C1

● repeats chorus and fades
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Instrumentation
set percussion
piano
synthesizer – specialized synthesized sounds
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
slightly longer than an average pop-rock song
introduction/coda proportional
verses are slightly longer than the chorus
uncommon/uneven measure duration – interlude

Form
rounded binary form
expanded introduction
o 2 parts
 part 1 – instrumental
 part 2 – contains lyrics
o through composed

Harmony
Introduction 1 = E: I | I | v | i |
Introduction 2 = E: V | I | IV | ii7 | iii | V/V | ii | V | I | | v | i |
Verse 1, 2 = E: V | I | IV | ii7 | iii ii7 | | | V | I | I | v | i || + 4a
a = D: I | VII IV |
Interlude = B: ii | I | V | I |
B: CT°7 | I | V |
Chorus 1 = B: iii | I | - | - | I | vi | - | vi | iii | I | - | - | I | - | I | - |
C: ii | VII | vi | I | VII | iii | vi | v | ii | VII | vi | I | VII | I | VII | I |
Chorus 2 = B: iii | I | - | - | I | vi | - | vi | iii | I | - | - | I | iii | - | vi |
C: - | - | vi | I | - | ii | vi | v | ii | - | vi | I | - | ii | vi | v |
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Harmony (cont‘d)
modal mixture
o E: i, v (replaces V)
o C: v (not a strong dominant), VII (dominant substitute)
chromatic chords – B: C.T.°7
modulations:
o E – D, diatonic pivot chord
o D – B, direct
o B - B, diminished seventh chord
o C-E , direct
bimodality – E/Em
overlapping keys – B/C
multiple chromatic chord extensions, major 7ths primarily

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
lack of set percussion clouds beat at the beginning
typical rock beat with accents on beats 2 and 4
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Title: ―Hold on to my Heart‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 4‘38‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:22
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
8 mm.

Tonal
Motion
E

Comments

A 0:23-1:07

V1

4/4

16 mm.

E

A 1:08-1:51

V2

4/4

16 mm.

E

● like V1

1:52-2:03

I

4/4

4 mm.

G

● direct modulation
● all harmonies over a pedal G

B 2:04-2:50

N

4/4

17 mm.

G

● begins with harmonies over a pedal G

2:51-3:13

i

4/4

8 mm.

E

A 3:14-3:57

V3

4/4

16 mm.

E

● add support vocals

3:58-4:38

o

4/4

4 mm.

E

● repeat (4 mm.) and fade
● similar to the first two measures of V

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer
o special synthesized sound – harmony
o string ensemble + choir ―ahs‖
o flute – solo melody
electric guitar (clean)
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
typical pop-rock length
uncommon/uneven song section lengths – interverse
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Form
AABA
o A – verse
o B – interverse
no chorus section

Harmony
Introduction = E: IV | | | | iii | | | |
Verse 1, 2, 3 = a + b + a + c
Interverse = 2d + 2e + 2d + f + 2e
Interlude = G: VII | I | IV | I |

a = E: IV | I | IV | V |
b = E: iii | ii7 | vi | V |
c = E: iii | vi | ii7 | V |
d = G: VII | I |
e = G: iv | VII |
f = G: I |

modal mixture – G: VII, iv
modulation
o E - G, chromatic pivot chord
o G – E, direct

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
accents on beats 2 and 4
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Title: ―Illegal Alien‖
Album: Genesis, 1983
Duration: 5‘15‖

Time
0:00-0:20

Large-Scale
Tonal
Duration
Motion
Comments
8mm.
B
● instrumental melody that is original to
(2x 4)
the introduction
● establishes B= major as the home key (IIV-V)

Section
i

Meter
4/4

A 0:21-0:33

V1

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

0:34-0:46

V2

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

0:47-0:59

P1

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

● series of third related chords creates tonal
ambiguity (G - D - B)
● first and last chord are also a third
relation apart
● no cadence in any key
● B is the target chord, ending the
fundamental bass decent (G-D-B=, F-CCm-B)
● harmonic rhythm is a paradigm on two
levels (2mm, and 4mm.)

● harmonic rhythm follows <3,5>
● first I-IV-V progression

1:00-1:13

C

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

● harmonic progression and rhythm are
identical to the final 2 mm. of P1
● harmonic structure identical to
introduction
● melody from i
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A1 1:14-1:26

V3

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

1:27-1:32

P2

4/4

4 mm.

B

● first phrase of P1
● different lyrics from P1

1:33-1:45

C

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

● add support vocals

1:46-2:00

C

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

● added harmony in support vocals
● lead vocal embellishments

2:01-2:06

T

4/4

4 mm.

B

● I -VII
● uses melody from i
● sequence (melodic and harmonic)

Ba 2:07-2:33

B

4/4

16 mm.
(2x 8)

G

● first chord is a pivot from the key B to G
● electric bass plays the fundamental
● keyboard plays an apreggiated G major
triad throughout entire section
● final chord is a pivot from the key G (V)
to the key D (I)

b 2:34-2:46

N1a

4/4

8 mm.

D

● Tonic-Predominant-Dominant-Tonic
motion (I - IV - VII - I)

2:47-2:59

N1b

4/4

8 mm.

D

● same as Interverse1 except with different
lyrics

3:00-3:13

I

4/4

16mm.
(2x 8)

D

● instrumental

b 3:14-3:25

N2a

4/4

8 mm.

D

● same as N1 except with different lyrics

3:26-3:39

N2b

4/4

8 mm.

D

● same as N1 except with different lyrics

3:40-3:53

I

4/4

16mm.
(2x 8)

D

● instrumental
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A2 3:54-4:06

P1

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

● direct modulation

a 4:07-4:19

C

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

● added harmony in support vocals

a 4:20-4:32

C

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

● synthesizer melody plays down the
octave in selected phrases

b 4:33-4:45

C

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

● no harmony, only vocals with
embellishments
● set percussion remains to keep time

a 4:46-5:00

C

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

B

● harmony returns
● embellished synthesizer melody

5:01-5:15

o

4/4

n/a
(4 mm.)

B

● fade
● chorus material

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
disproportionally large middle section – 1‘46‖
each section has a consistent amount of measures (16 or 8)
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Form
AA1BA2
o A – 2 verses + prechorus + chorus
o A1 – verse + prechorus + chorus
o B – bridge + interverse
o A2 – prechorus + 4 choruses
abb
o a – bridge
o b – interverse 1a, 1b + interlude
o b – interverse 2a, 2b + interlude
aab, interverse + interlude
o a – interverse
o b – interlude
aaba, A2 section
o a – chorus with harmonic accompaniment
o b – chorus without harmonic accompaniment

Harmony
Introduction: 2a
Verse: 2b
Prechorus: 3c + 1a
Chorus: 4a
Transition: B: I | | VII | |
Bridge: B: VI
G: I | | VII | | IV | | VI | V (VII)* :||
D: I
Interverse: 2d
Interlude: 2e
*Note: (VII) indicates the first ending; upon repeat, the
harmony remains on V and pivots.
a = B: I IV | I IV V |
b = B: VI - | I V | V V/V | ii I |
D: IV I | VI III | III VII | - VI |
c = B: I IV | I IV |
d = D: I | | IV | | VII | | I | |
e = D: vi | ii | I | V |
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Harmony (continued)
modal mixture – B: VI, D: VII
secondary dominant – B: V/V, does not resolve to V
modulation
o B - G, chromatic pivot chord
o G – D, chromatic pivot chord
o D – B: direct
overlapping keys – B/D, verse
T - P – D tonicizing B in i, P, and C
key scheme is spelled out in the opening harmonies of V.
each new key is a third relation away from tonic
o G is a third relation below
o D is a third relation above
all three keys spell out a G minor triad, the relative minor of the song

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 time
harmonic rhythm follows <3,5> in prechorus
harmonic rhythm is a paradigm on two level (2mm. and 4mm.) in chorus
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Title: ―In Too Deep‖
Album, Invisible Touch, 1986
Duration: 5‘03‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:09
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
4 mm.

Tonal
Motion
A

Comments
● electric piano and set/auxiliary
percussion

A 0:10-0:45

V1

4/4

16 mm.

A/Fm

● electric piano accompaniment

0:46-1:04

P1

4/4

8 mm.

A/Fm

● add synthesized strings
● tonicization of Fm, could be interpreted
as a deceptive cadence

1:05-1:22

C

4/4

8 mm.

A

1:23-1:41

I1

4/4

8 mm.

A/Fm

● electric guitar

A 1:42-2:18

V2

4/4

16 mm.

A/Fm

● like V1

2:19-2:36

P1

4/4

16 mm.

A/Fm

2:37-2:55

C

4/4

8 mm.

A

2:56-3:05

I2

4/4

4 mm.

A/Fm

● half the length of I1
● first 2 measures identical to I1

B 3:05-3:32

B

4/4

12 mm.

F /A

● elides with I2
● solo synthesizer on melody

A1 3:33-3:50

P2

4/4

16 mm.

A/Fm

● different lyrics from P1

3:51-4:09

C

4/4

8 mm.

A

4:10-4:27

C

4/4

8 mm.

A

● support vocals added on harmony

4:28-5:03

o

4/4

n/a

A

● fade
● support vocals fill in on phrase breaks

● change electric piano sound
● first time an A triad appears in the
harmony
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Instrumentation
auxiliary percussion
set percussion
synthesizer
o mellow electric piano – verse harmony
o bright electric piano – melodic doubling in chorus
o string ensemble – verse harmony
o special synthesized sound – bridge melody
electric guitar – soft solo
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
slightly longer than a pop-rock song
amount of measures in each section proportional and divisible by four

Form
AABA1
o A – verse + prechorus + chorus
o A – verse + prechorus + chorus
o B – bridge
o A1 – prechorus + 2 choruses
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Harmony
Introduction = a
Verse = b + c + b + c + 2a
Chorus = 4d
Interlude 1 = 4e
Interlude 2 = 2e
Bridge = F: I | IV | | VII | VI
A: - | V/V | | V | I

I | IV | | VII | VI I | VII | VI | I v |
- | V/V | | V | I - | V/V | I | vi iii |

a = A: ii | iii | IV | V |
Fm: iv | v | VI | VII |
b = A: vi | IV | ii | V |
Fm: I | VI | iv | VII |
c = A: vi | | IV | ii V |
d = A: I | IV iii |
Fm: III | VI v |
e = A: ii | ii V |
Fm: iv | iv VII |

overlapping keys
o A/Fm - verse, prechorus, interlude
o F/A - bridge
modal mixture – F: VII, VI
secondary dominant – A: V/V
modulation A - F, diatonic pivot chord

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
accents on beats 2 and 4
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Title: ―Invisible Touch‖
Album: Invisible Touch, 1986
Duration: 3‘30‖
Large-Scale
Time
0:00-0:16

Tonal
Motion
Comments
F
● harmony the same as the Chorus

Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
8 mm. (2x 4)

A 0:17-0:45

V1

4/4

16 mm.

F

0:46-1:00

C

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

F

A 1:01-1:29

V2

4/4

16 mm.

F

1:30-1:44

C

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

F

B 1:45-1:59

B

4/4

8 mm.

F

2:00-2:13

C

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

F

A 2:14-2:42

V3

4/4

16 mm.

F

● steel drums added on the "b" section

2:43-2:57

C

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

G

● direct modulation

2:58-3:30

o

4/4

n/a

G

● fade out
● support vocals added as descant

Instrumentation
electronic set percussion
synthesizer
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
typical pop-rock length
all song sections 8 or 16 measures long

● sentence structure (4 mm + 4 mm + 8
mm / aab )

● no lyrics
● harmony is entirely a =VII
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Form
AABA
o A – verse + chorus
o B – bridge
sentence structure (aab)
o verse (4mm. + 4mm. + 8mm)
Harmony
Introduction = 2a
Verse = 2b + 1c
Chorus = 2a
Bridge = F: VII

a = F(G): I | IV V | I | IV V |
b = F: vi | IV | iii | I V I |
(note: entire last measure is V on the second time)
c = F: V/V | | IV | I V I | IV | I V I | IV | IV V |

modal mixture – F: VII
secondary dominant – F: V/V
―truck driver‖ modulation on V3 – C.
Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
<3, 5> accent patter
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Title: ―Jesus He Knows Me‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 4‘17‖
Large-Scale
Tonal
Motion
Dm

Time
0:00-0:09

Section
i1

Meter
4/4

Duration
8 mm.
(4x 2)

Comments
● accumulative introduction: 4mm. of
keyboards + 4mm. of electric bass guitar
and drum set
● only one harmony, V

0:10-0:19

i2

4/4

8 mm.
(4x 2)

Dm

● harmony the same as in verse sections

A 0:20-0:39

V1

4/4

16 mm.
(4x 4)

Dm

● harmony tonicizing D minor: VII - I

0:40-0:50

P1

4/4

8 mm.
(4x 2)

D

● same harmonic rhythm as the Verses
● harmony tonicizing D major; VII - I
● melody completely different

0:51-1:10

C

4/4

16 mm.
(4x 4)

Dm

A 1:11-1:30

V2

4/4

16 mm.
(4x 4)

Dm

1:31-1:40

P2

4/4

8 mm.
(4x 2)

D

1:41-2:00

C

4/4

16 mm.
(4x 4)

Dm

2:01-2:10

T

4/4

8 mm.

Dm

B 2:11-2:38

N

4/4

22 mm.

A

● contains different lyrics than P1

● similar melody and melody rhythm as
the introduction, only on tonic rather
than dominant
● modulates to V
● disproportionately large
● 16 mm (2x 8 mm.) and 8mm. (aab)
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2:39-2:43

RT

4/4

4 mm.

Dm

● 2 mm. of T melody in tonic; 2mm, of the
i1 melody in dominant

A1 2:44-3:04

V3

4/4

16 mm.
(4x 4)

Dm

3:05-3:14

P3

4/4

8 mm. (4x
2)

D

3:15-3:34

C

4/4

16 mm. (4x
4)

Dm

3:35-3:55

C

4/4

16 mm. (4x
4)

Dm

● added support vocals underneath
melody

3:56-4:17

o

4/4

n/a

Dm

● fade out
● no melody vocals, support vocals remain

● contains different lyrics than P1 and P2

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
disproportionally large interverse
other song sections proportional to each other
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Form
AABA1
o A- verse + prechorus + chorus
o A- verse + prechorus + chorus
o B – interverse
o A1 – verse + prechorus + 2 choruses
aab – interverse
interverse is approached by a transition and followed by a retransition
accumulative introduction
Harmony
Introduction1= Dm: V | | | |
Introduction2 = 4a
Verse = 4a
Prechorus = 4b
Chorus = 3c + d
Transition = Dm: i | | | |
Bridge = 2e + f
Retransition = Dm: i | | V | |
a = Dm: i | VII | | i |
b = D: I | VII | | I |
c = Dm: iv | VII | III | VI |
v V V
d = Dm: i | VII | i | |
e = A: I (vi)* | | iii | vi | | I | iii | vi | *note: the second time is vi rather than I
f = A: VII | | vi | | v | |

modal mixture
o D: VII (dominant substitute)
o A: VII, v
harmonic pattern ―c‖ contains consecutive secondary dominant that also function
diatonically
bimodality: D/Dm
Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
majority of measures contain a single harmony
accents on beats 2 and 4
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Title: ―Keep it Dark‖
Album: Abacab, 1981
Duration: 4‘32‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:17
i

Tonal
Motion
Comments
C
● accumulative: guitar ostinato + set
percussion + synthesizer orchestra hits

Meter
6/4

Duration
6 mm.

V1a1

6/4

4 mm.

C

● entire verse: aaba
● guitar ostinato solo between each phrase

I

6/4

1 ms.

C

● like i

a 0:32-0:42

V1a2

6/4

4 mm.

C

● different lyrics

b 0:43-1:06

V1b

6/4

8 mm.

C

● different melody and harmony than V1a
● guitar ostinato

I

6/4

2 mm.
(2x 1)

C

● like i

V1a3

6/4

4 mm.

C

● different lyrics

1:23-2:08

C1

6/4

16 mm.

C

● vocal manipulation
● guitar ostinato continues lasting for 5
measures

2:09-2:19

i
reprise

6/4

4 mm.

C

● same as the final 4 measures of i

Aa 0:18- 0:28

0:29-0:31

1:07-1:11

a 1:12-1:22

● guitar ostinato returns
A1 2:20-2:30

V2a1

6/4

4 mm.

C

● like V1a

2:31-2:33

I

6/4

1 ms.

C

2:34-2:44

V2a2

6/4

4 mm.

C

● different lyrics

2:45-3:35

C2

6/4

18 mm.

C

● final four measures are different than C1
● similar to C1 with three measures added in
the middle

3:36-4:32

o

6/4

n/a

C

● fade
● guitar ostinato
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Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
V1b is twice the length of all other verse sections
verse 2 combined is half the length as verse 1 combined

Form
AA1
o A – verse + chorus
o A1 – shorter verse + chorus

Harmony
Verse 1a (2a) = C: IV V/vi | vi V | I |
Verse 1b = C: vi | | | | ii iii | IV | VI V | I |
Chorus 1 = a + 3b + 2c + 2d
Chorus 2 = a + 3b + 5c + 2d
a = C: I | ii | I | ii | IV | iii |
b = C: IV iii | ii iii |
c = C: ii iii |
d = C: I |

secondary dominant – V/vi – vi
modal mixture - VI
Rhythm/Meter
6/4 meter
guitar ostinato
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Title: ―Land of Confusion‖
Album: Invisible Touch, 1986
Duration: 4‘21‖
Large-Scale
Time Section Meter
0:00-0:09
i
4/4

Duration
4 mm.

Tonal
Motion
E/Em

A 0:10-0:25

V1

4/4

8 mm.

E/Em

0:26-0:41

V2

4/4

8 mm.

E/Em

0:42-0:59

P

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

E/Em

Comments
● guitar arpeggiated triads
● harmony outlines P-D-T, I-IV-VII-I
● each of the aforementioned functions are
perceived by their dominant function
● elides with i

● similar harmonic outline as V
● harmonic rhythm different than V, each
chord lasts for roughly two beats. <3,5>

1:00-1:15

C

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

Em

● first time that dominant is used, v (Bm).
● harmony changes every 2 beats exactly

1:16-1:24

I

4/4

4 mm.

E/Em

● similar to i

A1 1:25-1:41

V3

4/4

8 mm.

E/Em

● elides with i

1:42-1:58

P

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

E/Em

1:59-2:14

C

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

Em

2:15-2:23

I

4/4

4 mm.

E/Em

● similar to i
● no AC at the end
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B 2:24-3:39

N1

4/4

8 mm.

Cm

● instrumental
● direct modulation to a distant key
● ends with an AC in Cm (IV-v-i)

2:40-2:59

N2

4/4

8 mm.

Cm

● same harmonic structure as N1
● lyrics elide with the AC of N1
● ends with a DC (A major), which acts as a
pivot chord in T

3:00-3:21

T

4/4

12 mm.

A2 3:22-3:37

V4

4/4

8 mm.

E/Em

3:38-3:54

P

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

E/Em

3:55-4:11

C

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

Em

4:12-4:27

C

4/4

8 mm. (2x 4)

Em

● slight change of text

4:28-4:46

o

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● same as introduction
● ends with a AC on tonic (Em)

Cm - E/Em ● third relation harmony from the end of N2
(A- C)
● modal ascent to tonic (VI - VII - i)
● elides with N2

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
most song sections are 8 mm. long
B section slightly longer than the other three A sections
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Form
AA1BA2
o A – 2 verses + prechorus + chorus
o A1 – verse + prechorus + chorus
o B – interverse
o A2 – verse + prechorus + 2 chorus
1a
N – instrumental
N2a – adds lyrics

Harmony
Introduction/interlude/coda: Em: IV | | iv | | (VII I | )
Verse: Em: VII I | | III IV | | VI VII | | VII I | |
Prechorus: 4a
Chorus: 4b
Interverse: Cm: i | | IV | | VI | | III (P64) | i IV |
Transition: Em: IV | | VI | | | | | VI VII | VI VII | VI VII | i | i VII |
a: Em: VII I | III IV |
b: Em: i IV | VII v |

modal mixture
o Em: IV, I
o Cm: IV
modulation
o Em – Cm, direct
o Cm – Em, diatonic pivot chord
bimodality – E/Em
major sonorities favored in the verse and prechorus
VII is used as a dominant substitute
all verse are preceded by an modal authentic cadence on the major tonic (VII – I)

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
<3,5> accent pattern
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Title: ―Living Forever‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 5‘41‖
Large-Scale
Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
9 mm.

Tonal
Motion
B

A 0:22-0:44

V1

4/4

10 mm.

B

● set percussion, synthesizer, electric
guitar, and vocals

0:45-1:04

C

4/4

8 mm.

B

● similar instrumentation and texture to V

1:05-1:09

I

4/4

2 mm.

B

● two measure vamp on B

A 1:10-1:32

V2

4/4

10 mm.

B

● similar to V1

1:33-1:52

C

4/4

8 mm.

B

B 1:53-2:14

N

4/4

9 mm.

Gm

2:15-2:19

I

4/4

2 mm.

B

● two measure vamp on B
● elides with N

A 2:20-2:42

V3

4/4

10 mm.

B

● support vocals add harmony under lead
vocals

2:43-3:02

C

4/4

8 mm.

B

● support vocals add harmony under lead
vocals

3:03-4:09

o1

4/4

28 mm.

n/a

● vamp on D7 chord with improvisatory
melodies on synthesizer

4:10-4:36

o2

4/4

11 mm.

B

● begins with ascending bass line/chord
progression for 8 measures
● final 3 measures are syncopated I - VII
motion

4:37-4:55

o3

4/4

8 mm.

B

● elides with o2

4:56-5:41

o4

4/4

17 mm.

B

● no fade

Time
0:00-0:21

Comments

● significantly different texture than V & C
● direct modulation to Gm, pivot chord
modulation back to B
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Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
AABA section 3‘02‖
disproportionally large coda
irregular amount of measures – i, N, o2, o4

Form
AABA
o A – verse + chorus
o B – interverse
coda
o improvisatory
o through composed in four separate sections
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Harmony
Introduction = a + b + a + c
Verse 1 & 2 = c + d
Chorus = e + f + e + f
Interverse = 2h + i
a = B: VII IV | I |
b = B: VII IV | VII |
c = B: VI IV | I |
d = B: I | ii | | IV | I |
e = B: I | ii | | VII | I |
f = B: I VII | IV I |
g = B: I VII | IV VII |
h = Gm: i | | | | III ii° |
i = Gm: iv
B: ii V | I |

modal mixture – B: VII, VI
modulation
o B - Gm: diatonic pivot chord
o Gm – B: diatonic pivot chord
double plagal cadence – verse
VII acts as dominant substitute
only B:V chord is in N

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
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Title: ―Mama‖
Album: Genesis, 1983
Duration: 6‘51‖
Large-Scale
Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
n/a

Tonal
Motion
n/a

A 1:04-1:52

V1

4/4

17 mm.

Em

● last 2 measures of the melody
contain G, making the sonority E
major
● synthesizer (harmony), electronic
set percussion, and lead vocal

1:53-2:42

V2

4/4

17 mm.

Em

● add electric guitar

2:43 - 3:16

I1

4/4

12 mm.
(3x 4)

n/a

● accumulative electronic set
percussion and synthesizer building to
chorus
● first section of 4 measures contains
laughter in vocal line
● second and third sections of 4
measures contains a small synthesizer
solo

B 3:17-4:15

C

4/4

20 mm.

Em

● louder synthesizer
● final two measures incorporates
laughter from I1 and introduces a new
percussive ostinato

4:16-4:26

I2

4/4

4 mm.

n/a

● establishes new rhythm ostinato

A 4:27-5:14

V3

4/4

17 mm.

Em

● texture thicker than V1 and V2
● new rhythmic ostinato

5:15-6:04

V4

4/4

17 mm.

Em

● new synthesizer sound making
harmony louder
● vocal melody line embellished
● focal point of the entire song

6:05-6:51

o

4/4

n/a

Em

● fade
● improvisation over V harmony

Time
0:00-1:03

Comments
● accumulative
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Instrumentation
set percussion
drum machine
synthesizer
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
disproportionally large sections – i, I1
irregular amount of measures – verse

Form
Ternary form
accumulative introduction

Harmony
Verse = 3a + b
Chorus = Em: IV | | i | VII | VI iv | V/VII VII | IV | i | VII | | i | | v | VII |
| VI iv | V/VII VII | i VII | VI iv | i | |
a = Em: i | i IV | VII | |
b = Em: III | | v | I | |

modal mixture – Em: IV
Aeolian modal harmony
secondary dominant, V/VII – VII

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
rhythm ostinato from drum machine
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Title: ―Man of the Corner‖
Album: Abacab, 1981
Duration: 4‘27‖
Large-Scale
Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
24 mm.

Tonal
Motion
G

A 0:52-1:07

V1

4/4

8 mm.

G

● synthesizer ostinato from i

1:08-1:25

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

● sustained harmonies
● first 4 mm. over a pedal A; last 4 mm.
over pedal D

A1 1:26-1:43

V2

4/4

8 mm.

G

● same accompaniment as V1
● different lyrics
● added synthesizer " hand clap" on beat 3

1:44-1:59

V3

4/4

8 mm.

G

● similar lyrics as V1
● same accompaniment as V2
● embellished melody line

2:00-2:16

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

● added synthesizer " hand clap" on beat 3

B 2:17-2:42

N

4/4

12 mm.

G

● "hand clap" replaced with snare hit
● sustained harmonies
● measures that begin with IV are over a
pedal C
● measures that begin with iii are over a
pedal B

A2 2:43-3:00

V4

4/4

8 mm.

G

● similar lyrics as V1
● added backup vocals on melody line

3:01-3:17

V5

4/4

8 mm.

G

● embellished melody line
● added synthesizer effects

3:18-3:34

V6

4/4

8 mm.

G

● similar to V5

3:35-4:27

o

4/4

n/a

G

● fade
● ostinato from i

Time
0:00-0:51

Comments
● accumulative: percussion (8mm.) +
synthesizer (8 mm.) + second synthesizer (
8mm.)
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Instrumentation
set percussion
electric percussion
o hand claps
o auxiliary drums
electric guitar
electric bass – pedal points
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
disproportionally large introduction
AABA section – 2‘32‖

Form
AA1BA2
o A – verse + chorus
o A1 – 2 verses + chorus
o B – interverse
o A2 – 3 verses
accumulative introduction

Harmony
Introduction/Verse = 4a
Chorus = G: I | | V I |
Interverse = 2b + c

| I ii | | V/ii ii | |

a = G: V vi | V6 I |
b = G: IV V (VII/IV) | IV | iii VII/iii | |
c = G: V | | ii | |

secondary dominant – G: VII/IV – IV, VII/iii, VII/ii – ii
electric bass pedal points
o chorus: A | | | | D | | | |
o interverse: C | | | | B | | | | C | | | | B | | | | C | | |
Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
rhythm ostinato
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Title: ―Many too Many‖
Album: And Then There Were Three, 1978
Duration: 3‘31‖

Time
0:00-0:07

Section Meter
i
4/4

Duration
4 mm.

Large-Scale
Tonal
Motion
Comments
Cm
● piano and electric bass

A 0:08-0:36

V1

4/4

14 mm.

Cm - G

0:37-1:01

V2

4/4

12 mm.

Cm

● final two measures of V1 omitted
● add set percussion
● synthesizer effects added between
phrases
● final chromatic chord leads
harmonically to next section
● pivot chord modulation to next section

1:02-1:20

P

4/4

10 mm.

D

● set percussion becomes more prominent
● pivot chord modulation to next section
● all harmonies, except for last measure,
are over a pedal D

1:21-1:37

C

4/4

8 mm.

B

● similar texture to P
● pivot chord modulation to next section

A1 1:38-1:59

V3

4/4

12 mm.

Cm

● texture and instrumentation similar to
V2
● pivot chord modulation to next section

2:00-2:19

P

4/4

10 mm.

D

● pivot chord modulation to next section

2:20-2:34

C

4/4

8 mm.

B

● pivot chord modulation to next section

2:35-3:31

o

4/4

n/a

Cm

● add synthesizer "strings" on sustained
harmony
● final chord is a D7 in 1st inversion or
Fadd 6.

● harmonic structure like V1
● fade on repeat
● improvised guitar solo
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Instrumentation
set percussion
piano
synthesizer
o string ensemble
o saw-lead
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals
Duration
proportional amounts of measures in each song section
V1 is two measures longer than V2 and V3
Form
AA1 (simple binary)
o A – 2 verses + prechorus + chorus
o A1 – verse + prechorus + chorus
cumulative technique
Harmony
Introduction = a
Verse 1 = 2a + b
Verse 2 & 3 = 2a + c
Prechorus = 4d + e
Chorus = 2f + g

a = Cm: i | v6 | iv | v |
b = Cm: IV | v64 (P64) | ii7 | - | IV | |
G: I | V65 | |
c = Cm: IV | v64 (P64) | ii7 | - |
d = D: I | ii |
e = D: I | iii |
B: - | v |
f = B: I | v |
g = B: I | v - | | |
Cm: - | iv V | | |

modulation
o Cm - D: direct
o D – B: diatonic pivot chord
o B – Cm: diatonic pivot chord
modal mixture – B: v
Rhythm/Meter
4/4 time
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Title: ―Misunderstanding‖
Album: Duke, 1980
Duration: 3‘15‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section Meter
0:00-0:20
i
12/8

Duration
7mm.

Tonal
Motion
Comments
C
● same harmonic and rhythmic pattern used
for the opening chorus

A 0:21-0:41

C

12/8

7mm.

C

● opens with the chorus rather than a verse
● begins with and prolongs the predominant
(D minor, ii)
● repeats the predominant-dominant motion
three times before stating tonic

A' 0:42-1:02

V

12/8

7mm.

C

● harmony is exactly the same as the Chorus
section and introduction
● lyrics do not repeat later in the song
● only verse in the song

B 1:03-1:31

N1

12/8

10mm.

Cm

A 1:32-1:52

C

12/8

7mm.

C

(B) 1:53-2:22

N2

12/8

10mm.

Cm

(A) 2:23-2:47

C

12/8

7mm.

C

● no tonic triad
● No VII

2:48-3:15

o

12/8

7mm.

C

● fade
● uses material from C
● lead vocals embellish melody line using
similar lyrics

● no tonic function

● different lyrics than N1
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Instrumentation
set percussion
piano
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
irregular measure amounts in all sections
very short song, just over three minutes in length

Form
AA1BA
o A – chorus
o A1 – verse
o B – interverse
o A – chorus
only one verse section
Harmony
A (Introduction, Verse, Chorus): 3a + 1b
B (Interverse): 4c + 2d + 1e
a = C:
b = C:
c = C:
d = C:
e = C:

ii iii ii6 iv | V |
I |
VI VII |
v7 | iv7 |
v7 | V/ii |

modal mixture – C/Cm, interverse
secondary dominant – V/ii – ii
Rhythm/meter
12/8 meter
pop-rock accents in a compound meter
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Title: ―Never a Time‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 3‘50‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:14
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
4 mm.

Tonal
Motion
C

Comments
● harmonies over a pedal G
● guitar plays a solo melody line while
synthesizer fills harmony

A 0:15-1:01

V1

4/4

15 mm.

C

● first 8 measures over a pedal C
● extra measure repeats previous measure

A 1:02-1:44

V2

4/4

14 mm.

C

● like V1

B 1:45-2:09

N1

4/4

8 mm.

C

● four phrases: aaab

2:10-2:34

N2

4/4

8 mm.

C

● first 6 measures are over a pedal B

A 2:35-3:18

V3

4/4

14 mm.

C

● like V1

3:19-3:50

o

4/4

8 mm.

C

● contains lyrics
● no fade
● plagal cadence

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer, electric piano
electric guitar, clean
electric bass, pedal points
lead vocals

Duration
asymmetrical amount of measures – V1
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Form
AABA
o A – verse
o B – N1 and N2
aaab – N1
No chorus

Harmony
Introduction = 2a
Verse 1 = 2b + c + a
Verse 2 & 3 = 2b + c + d
Interverse 1 = e + f + e + g
Interverse 2 = h
Coda = 2a + i

a = C: I IV | I V |
b = C: I IV | V | V/IV | IV |
c = C: ii7 V | I IV | ii7 V | iii vi | ii7 |
d = C: I V |
e = C: VII IV | v IV |
f = C: VII IV | V I |
g = C: V | I |
h = C: IV | I | III | VII | IV | I | vi | v |
i = C: vi | V | IV | I |

modal mixture – C: VII, III, v
secondary dominant, C: V/IV – IV
plagal cadence at end
electric bass pedal points
o verse – C for mm. 1-8
o interverse 2 – B for mm. 1-6

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
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Title: ―No Reply at All‖
Album: Abacab, 1981
Duration: 4‘34‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:12
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
6 mm.

Tonal
Motion
D

Comments
● trumpets
● all on a tonic harmony

A 0:13-0:29

V1

4/4

10 mm.

D

● similar texture and instrumentation to i,
trumpets omitted

0:30-0:33

Ra

4/4

2 mm.

D

● synthesizer sustains harmony

0:34-0:52

V2

4/4

10 mm.

D

● similar to V1

0:53-0:55

Ra1

4/4

2 mm.

D

● vocal line is a fraction of Ra

0:56-0:59

Rb

4/4

2 mm.

D

● melody is a whole step lower than Ra
● add trumpets

1:00-1:18

V3

4/4

10 mm.

D

● similar to V1
● add trumpets

1:19-1:25

Rab

4/4

4 mm.

D

● Ra and Rb are combined

1:26-1:33

I1

4/4

4 mm.

D-C

● modulates from D to C
● trumpets solo melody

1:34-1:46

C

4/4

9 mm.

C/D

● add trumpets

1:50-1:52

I2

4/4

1 ms.

D

● direct modulation to D
● trumpet solo

A1 1:53-2:10

V4

4/4

10 mm.

D

● similar to V3

2:11-2:18

Rab

4/4

4 mm.

D

● Ra and Rb are combined

2:19-2:25

I1

4/4

4 mm.

D-C

2:26-2:42

C

4/4

9 mm.

C/D
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B 2:43-3:19

N

4/4

20 mm.

D

● direct modulation to D
● different texture, gives the impression that
the tempo is slower

A2 3:20-3:38

V5

4/4

10 mm.

D

● similar to V3

3:39-3:53

Rab

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

D

● Ra and Rb are combined and repeated
● no trumpet in Rb

3:53-4:34

o

4/4

n/a
(4 mm.)

● repeat and fade
● trumpet mimics lead vocal line

Instrumentation
trumpets
set percussion
synthesizer
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
asymmetrical amount of measures – C
disproportionally large interverse

Form
AA1BA2
o A – 2 verses + 4 refrains + chorus
o A1 – verse + refrain + chorus
o B – interverse
o A2 – verse + refrain
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Harmony
Verse = D: I | | | | | | vi | | | |
Refrain a = D: iii | ii |
Refrain b = D: iii | IV |
Interlude 1 = D: VII | IV | V | III |
C: I | V | V/V | V |
Chorus = C: 3a + b
Interverse = 2c

a = C: I IV | V
b = C: I
IV
D: VII III
c = D: I | | IV

I
|
|
|

|
VII V/V | VII V |
VI I | VI IV |
| I | V | I | vi | IV | |

modal mixture
o D: VII, VI, III
o C: VII (dominant substitute)
secondary dominant – C: V/V – V(VII)
modulation
o D – C, diatonic pivot chord
o C – D: diatonic pivot chord

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
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Title: ―No Son of Mine‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 6‘40‖
Large-Scale
Time
0:00-0:27

Tonal
Motion
Comments
Em
● accumulative rhythm (4 mm.) + harmony
(8 mm.)

Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
12 mm.

A 0:28-1:04

V1

4/4

16 mm.

Em

● accompaniment similar to i

1:05-1:41

V2

4/4

16 mm.

Em

● like V1
● add set percussion

1:42-2:09

P

4/4

12 mm.

a 2:10-2:27

Ca1

4/4

8 mm.

G

● increased harmonic rhythm

b 2:28-2:46

Cb

4/4

8 mm.

G

● 2 measures of synthesizer followed by 2
measures of lead vocals, repeat

a1 2:47-3:05

Ca2

4/4

8 mm.

G/Em

● call and response: melodic phrase from Ca1
followed by new melody/lyrics
● add support vocals

I

4/4

8 mm.

Em

● elides with Ca2
● similar to i, add set percussion and electric
guitar fills

A1 3:23-4:00

V3

4/4

16 mm.

Em

● similar to V1

4:01-4:27

P

4/4

12 mm.

Em - G

a 4:28-4:46

Ca1

4/4

8 mm.

G

b 4:47-5:04

Cb

4/4

8 mm.

G

a1 5:05-5:23

Ca2

4/4

8 mm.

G/Em

o

4/4

n/a
(4 mm.)

Em

3:05-3:22

5:24-6:40

Em - G ● 4 mm. phrases: aab

● 4 measure phrases repeated until fade
● lead vocals improvise using, but not limited
to, Ca1 melodic material
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Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer
o electric piano
o string ensemble
electric guitar
electric bass, pedal point
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
disproportionally large coda

Form
AA1
o A – 2 verses + prechorus + chorus
o A1 – verse + prechorus + chorus
aba1 (ternary)
o a – chorus a1
o b – chorus b
o a1 – chorus a2
aab – prechorus
accumulative introduction
cumulative technique
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Harmony
Introduction (mm. 5-12) = a + b
Verse = a + c + a + d
Prechorus = 3e + f
Chorus a1 = h + i + j + k
Chorus b = k + l + k + m
Chorus a2 = 2n
Interlude = a + b
Coda = a

a = Em: i | VI | VII | V |
b = Em: i | viiø7/VII | VII | VI |
c = Em: i | VII | v | VI |
d = Em: VII | IV | VI | III |
e = Em: VII | i |
f = Em: VI
| III | VII
| iv |
G: IV (N64) | I | V (N64) | ii |
g = G: I IV | iii IV |
i = G: V IV | vi IV |
j = G: I V | IV |
k = G: I V | IV V |
l = G: I V | IV I |
m = G: IV V | IV iii |
n = G: vi | IV | V | V IV V |
Em: i | VI | VII | VII VI VII |

modal mixture – Em: IV
modulation
o Em – G, diatonic pivot chord
o G – Em, diatonic pivot chord
overlapping keys – G/Em, prechorus and chorus a2
electric bass pedal points
o introduction – B
o prechorus – E, mm 1-8
o chorus a1 – D | | | | G | | | |
o chorus b – G | | | | E | D | C | |

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
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Title: ―Since I Lost You‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 4‘31‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:19
i

Meter
6/8

Duration
8 mm.

Tonal
Motion
Comments
D
● piano, synthesized strings, and drum set
● harmony contains mostly inverted chords

A 0:20-0:53

V1

6/8

16 mm.

D

0:54-1:16

C

6/8

10 mm.

D

A 1:17-1:50

V2

6/8

16 mm.

D

1:51-2:12

C

6/8

10 mm.

D

● backup vocals added

B 2:13-2:30

N

6/8

8 mm.

D

● same harmony as the introduction

A 2:31-3:04

V3

6/8

16 mm.

D

● first two phrases are an instrumental guitar
solo; lyrics follow second two phrases

3:05-3;26

C

6/8

10 mm.

D

● embellishments added to melodic line

3:27-4:31

o

6/8

n/a

D

● repeat and fade
● chorus with embellishments
● add electric guitar flourishes

Instrumentation
set percussion
auxiliary percussion
piano
synthesizer – string ensemble
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals
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Duration
asymmetrical amount of measures in chorus
proportional durations of each song section

Form
AABA
o A – verse + chorus
o B – interverse
Harmony
Introduction = a
Verse = D: vi7 | iii | IV | V | vi7 | ii7 | I6 | IV | I6 | IV | ii6 iii | V43 V6 | vi |
IV | ii7 | V |
Chorus = D: iii | vi7 | ii7 | iii6 V | iii | vi7 | ii7 | | V | |
Interverse = a
a = D: IV6 P64 | V42 | iii P43 | I7 V6 | IV6 | | V | |

Rhythm/Meter
6/8 meter
accents on beat 2
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Title: ―Taking it all too Hard‖
Album: Genesis, 1983
Duration: 3‘58‖
Large-Scale
Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
8 mm.

Tonal
Motion
E

C1a

4/4

8 mm.

E

● similar accompaniment as i

0:36-0:43

I

4/4

4 mm.

E

● synthesized harp solo

0:44-1:19

V1

4/4

16 mm.

E - Cm

1:20-1:36

C1a

4/4

8 mm.

E

1:37-1:54

C2

4/4

8 mm.

E

● similar to C1a, different lyrics

1:55-2:02

I

4/4

4 mm.

E

● synthesized harp solo
● all v (Bm) harmony

A1 2:03-2:38

V2

4/4

16 mm.

E - Cm

a 2:39-2:55

C1a

4/4

8 mm.

E

b 2:56-3:22

C1b

4/4

12 mm.

E

a 3:23-3:40

C1a

4/4

8 mm.

E

o

4/4

n/a

E

Time
0:00-0:17
A 0:18-0:35

3:41-3:58

Comments

● modulation by third relation
● disproportionally larger than other
sections

● like V1

● same as C1a with the exception that the
final four measures are repeated

● uses C1a material
● fade
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Instrumentation
harp
set percussion
auxiliary percussion – bongo
synthesizer
electric bass, pedal points
lead vocals

Duration
symmetrical amounts of measures in each song section
proportional amounts of measures in each song section
Form
AA1
o A – chorus + verse + chorus
o A1 – verse + 3 choruses
aba (ternary) – 3 choruses in A1 section.

Harmony
Introduction = 2a + b
Chorus 1a, & 2 = 2a + b
Chorus 1b = 2a + 2b
Verse: 3c + d + e

a = E: I
b = E: I
c = E: i
d = E: I
e = Cm:

V | IV |
V | IV vi | vi iii | ii7 |
VII |
| VII | I | VII | I |
V | | | | III | | i | |

modal mixture – E: i, VII
modulation
o E – Cm, third relation
o Cm – E, chromatic pivot chord
electric bass pedal points
o interlude – E
o verse – E | | | | A | | | | C | | | | A | |

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
electric bass contains recurring rhythmic motives
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Title: ―Tell Me Why‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 4‘59‖
Large-Scale
Time
0:00-0:16

Tonal
Motion
Comments
Bm
● like verse + refrain

Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
8 mm.

V1a

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

● expansion of iv

R

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

● resolution to tonic

V1b

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

0:40-0:48

R

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

b 0:49-1:20

C1

4/4

16 mm.

D

A a 1:21-1:27

V2a

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

R

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

V2b

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

1:44-1:52

R

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

b 1:53-2:24

C2

4/4

16 mm.

D

2:25-2:32

I

4/4

4 mm.

D

2:33-2:56

N

4/4

12 mm.

D

A a 2:57-3:04

V3a

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

● instrumental
● pivot modulation to Bm

R

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

● instrumental

V3b

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

3:20-3:38

R

4/4

4 mm.

Bm

b 3:29-4:00

C1

4/4

16 mm.

D

A a 0:17-0:23
0:24-0:32
a 0:33-0:39

1:28-1:36
a 1:37-1:43

B

3:05-3:12
a 3:13-3:19

● pivot modulation to D

● pivot modulation to Bm

● pivot modulation to D
● like C1 but with different lyrics

● begins with the same accompaniment as I

● pivot modulation to D
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4:01-4:17

o1

4/4

8 mm.

Bm

● same as verse + refrain, different lyrics
● harmonic structure like i

4:17-4:34

o2

4/4

8 mm.

Bm

● repeat of previous section
● melodic embellishments

4:33-4:59

o3

4/4

n/a

Bm

● repeat of previous section
● fade

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
larger coda in three parts
chorus (16 mm) is the equivalent of 2 verses (8 mm. total) + 2 refrains (8 mm.
total)
Form
AABA
o A – verse + refrain + verse + refrain + chorus
o B – interverse
sentence structure – A section
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Harmony
Introduction/Coda = a + b
Verse = a
Refrain = b
Chorus 1 & 2 = 2c + 2d + e
Interlude = f + g
Interverse = 2g + h

a = Bm: vi | | | |
b = Bm: I | | VI | |
D: IV | |
c = D: vi I64 (P64) | IV |
d = D: I V | IV |
e = D: ii | | I6 | | IV | | V | |
f = D: I | |
g = D: I | I IV |
h = D: I | v6 | IV6 | vi | v6 | VII | v | |

modal mixture – D: VII, v
modulation
o Bm – D: diatonic pivot chord
o D – Bm: chromatic pivot chord

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 time
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Title: ―That‘s All‖
Album: Genesis, 1983
Duration: 4‘26‖

Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
4 mm.

Large-Scale
Tonal
Motion
Em

A a 0:11-0:21

V1a

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● same harmonic structure as i

a 0:22-0:32

V1b

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● similar melodic line as V1a
● different harmonic structure than V1a

b 0:33-0:43

C1a

4/4

4 mm.

Em

a1 0:44-0:53

C1b

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● same melodic/harmonic structure as
V1a/b

A a 0:54-1:05

V2a

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● similar to V1a

a 1:06-1:15

V2b

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● similar to V1b

b 1:16-1:27

C2a

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● like C1a except for different lyrics

a1 1:28-1:38

C2b

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● same lyrics as C1b

1:39-2:00

N

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

Em

● no distinct harmony, melody under a
pedal C

A a 2:01-2:11

V3a

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● instrumental solo

a 2:12-2:22

V3b

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● instrumental solo

b 2:23-2:33

C2a

4/4

4 mm.

Em

a1 2:34-2:44

C2b

4/4

4 mm.

Em

Time
0:00-0:10

B

Comments
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2:45-3:05

N

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

Em

3:06-3:16

V1a

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● same lyrics as V1a

3:17-3:27

V1b

4/4

4 mm.

Em

● same lyrics as V1b

3:28-3:50

o

4/4

n/a
(4 mm.)

Em

● similar to V3a and V3b
● guitar and synthesizer solos
● fade

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer – electric piano
electric bass
electric guitar
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
4 mm. phrases consistent throughout all song sections
interverse – ―middle 8‖

Form
AABA
o A – verse + chorus
o V – interverse
aaba1 – A section
second return of N ends the AABA structure
final return of V begins an incomplete A section
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Harmony
Introduction = a
Verse 1a, 2a, & 3a = a
Verse 1b, 2b, & 3b = b
Chorus 1a & 2a = c
Chorus 1b & 2b = a
Interverse = 2d
Coda = a + b

a = Em:
b = Em:
c = Em:
d = Em:

i iv | i iv | i VI VII | i |
iv VII | iv VII | iv VII | i |
iv VII | i iv | I VI VII | i |
VI | | | i |

VII acts as a dominant substitute

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
4 mm. phrase structure
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Title: ―Throwing it all Away‖
Album: Invisible Touch, 1986
Duration: 3‘51‖
Large-Scale
Section
i

Meter
4/4

Duration
4 mm.

Tonal
Motion
D

A a 0:11-0:34

V1

4/4

8 mm.

D

a 0:35-0:56

V2

4/4

8 mm.

D

b 0:57-1:29

P1

4/4

12 mm.

D

c 1:30-1:53

C

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

D

A a 1:54-2:16

V3

4/4

8 mm.

D

a 2:17-2:39

V4

4/4

8 mm.

D

b 2:40-3:02

P2

4/4

8 mm.

D

c 3:03-3:25

C

4/4

8mm.
(2x 4)

D

3:26-3:51

o

4/4

n/a
(4 mm.)

D

Time
0:00-0:10

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer – electric piano
electric guitar
electric bass, pedal points
lead vocals

Comments

● aaba form (2mm. ea.)
● harmony similar to i except for final
chord

● uses the melody from the mm. 2-3 from
P1

● different lyrics from P1
● last four measures from P1 omitted

● repeat and fade
● uses material from C
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Duration
symmetrical song sections
proportional song sections

Form
AA form – (A = 2 verses + prechorus + chorus)
aabc – A section
aaba – each verse section

Harmony
Introduction = a
Verse 1 = b + c
Prechorus 2d + 2e
Chorus = 2f
Coda = f

a = D: I IV | IV I | I IV | IV V |
b = D: I IV | IV I | I IV | IV iii |
c = D: vi IV | IV I | I IV | IV I |
d = D: I | VII | IV | V |
e = D: VII | IV |
f = D: I | IV | V | VII |

modal mixture - VII
electric bass pedal points
o chorus – all harmonies over a pedal D
o coda – all harmonies over a pedal D

Rhythm/Meter
4/4 meter
accents on beats 2 and 4
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Title: ―Tonight, Tonight, Tonight‖
Album: Invisible Touch, 1986
Duration: 8‘54‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section Meter
0:00-0:09
i1
4/4
0:10-0:29

i2

4/4

Duration
4 mm.
8 mm.
(2x 4)

Tonal
Motion
n/a
Dm

Comments
● rhythm ostinato, which stops at B
● synthesizer ostinato introduced
● B sounds like tonal center, Dm acts as
N64 chord

A 0:30-1:03

V1

4/4

14 mm.

D

● aab (4mm. + 4mm. + 6mm. )
● Dm chord acts as a N64between the two
B triads
● D major at the end is the tonic.

1:04-1:23

C

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

G

● tonicizes G with ^2-1 motion in the lead
vocals

1:24-1:33

i2

4/4

4 mm.

Dm

A 1:34-2:07

V2

4/4

14 mm.

D

2:08-2:27

C

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

G

B 2:28-2:56

N1

4/4

12 mm.
(2x 6)

F-D

● auxiliary percussion (wind chimes) added
● F is tonicized in the first 6 mm, then D in
the following 6 mm.

2:57-3:15

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

3:16-5:06

B

4/4

44 mm.
(11x 4)

Dm

● percussion feature and improvisation
● synthesizer feature and improvisation

5:07-5:35

N2

4/4

12 mm.
(3x 4)

G

5:36-5:52

N3a

4/4

8 mm.

Dm

● new harmonic and melodic material

● first place where Dm is tonicized
● transition back to the home key
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5:53-6:02

I

4/4

4 mm.

Dm

● sustained Dm triad

6:03-6:12

i2

4/4

4 mm.

Dm

● synthesizer ostinato returns

A1 6:13-6:45

V3

4/4

14 mm.

Dm

● more active percussion than V1 and V2

6:46-7:06

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

7:07-7:28

N3b

4/4

8 mm.

Dm

7:29-7:45

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

● elides with N3b

7:46-8:04

C

4/4

8 mm.

G

● add solo guitar material in background

8:05-8:54

o

4/4

n/a
(8 mm.)

G

● lead vocals change color to a falsetto

● different lyrics than N3a
● ends on a G triad rather than Dm

● repeat and fade

Instrumentation
set percussion
electronic auxiliary percussion
synthesizer
o crystal glock
o string ensemble
o electric piano
o oboe
o specialized synthesizer sounds
electric guitar
electric bass
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
disproportionally large bridge
disproportionally large B section
disproportionally large A1 section
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Form
AABA1
o A – 2 verses + chorus
o A – 2 verses + chorus
o B – interverse + chorus + bridge + 2 different interverses
o A1 – verse + chorus + interverse 3 + 2 choruses
cumulative technique

Harmony
Introduction 2 = Dm: VI | | N64 | |
B: I | | N64 | |
Verse = Dm: VI | | N64 | | VI | | N64 | | IV | | VII | | I | |
B: I | | N64 | | I | | N64 | | I | | - | | III | |
Chorus = Dm: i | | IV | | i | | VI | |
G: iv | | I | | iv | | I | |
Interverse-1 1st ending = Dm: iv | | VII | | iv | | VII | | III | |
G: i | | IV | | i | | IV | | VII | |
F: ii | | V | | ii | | V | | I | |
Interverse-1 2nd ending = Dm: iv | | VII | | iv | | VII | | I | |
G: i | | IV | | i | | IV | | V | |
F: ii | | V | | ii | | V | | VII | |

modal mixture
o G: VII, iv, i
o F: VII
overlapping keys
o Dm/B - introduction, verse
o Dm/G - chorus
o Dm/G/F – interverse 1
B major sounds tonicized by use of a N64 chord – introduction, verse
Rhythm/Meter
ostinato
o auxiliary percussion – [0:00]-[3:15]
o synthesizer – entire song except: B, N2, N3a, N3b, I
o percussion and synthesizer – bridge
4/4 meter
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Title: ―Turn it on Again‖
Album: Duke, 1980
Duration: 3‘32‖

A

A1

Large-Scale
Tonal
Motion

Time
0:00-0:22

Section
i1

Meter
4/4

Duration
12 mm.

0:23-0:35

i2

4+2+4+3

8 mm.
(2x 4)

B/D

0:36-0:47

V1

4+2+4+3

8 mm.
(2x 4)

B/D

0:48-1:03

R

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

D/F

1:04-1:12

P

4/4

5 mm.

B

1:13-1:34

C

mixed

14 mm.

Bm

1:35-1:45

V2

4+2+4+3

8 mm.
(2x 4)

B/D

1:46-1:57

V3

4+2+4+3

8 mm.
(2x 4)

B/D

1:58-2:13

R

4/4

8 mm.
(2x 4)

D/F

2:14-2:22

P

4/4

5 mm.

B

2:23-2:43

C

mixed

14 mm.

Bm

Comments
● accumulative: drum set and electric
bass + planning in synthesizer
● one measure of 2/4 before
synthesizer. entrance
● same harmonic structure and rhythm
as a verse; without lyrics
● first measure of 2/4 is actually 4/4

● meter: 3+3+2+4+4 3+3+3+4+3
3+3+4+4 (16 beats + 16 beats + 14 beats)
or 11.5 mm. in 4/4 time

● Meter: 3+3+2+4+4 3+3+3+4+3
3+3+4+4 (16 beats + 16 beats + 14 beats)
or 11.5 mm. in 4/4 time
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2:44-2:55

i2

4+2+4+3

8 mm.
(2x 4)

B/D

2:56-3:52

o

4+2+4+3

48 mm.
(8x 4)

B/D

● disproportionally large section
● repeat and Fade
● "Turn it on Again" appears in the
lyrics for the first time

Instrumentation
set percussion
synthesizer – special synthesized sound
electric bass
lead vocals

Duration
asymmetrical amount of measures
o prechorus
o chorus.
symmetrical measures/asymmetrical meter – verse
disproportionally large coda

Form
AA1
o A – 2 verses + prechorus + chorus
o A1 – verse + prechorus + chorus
accumulative introduction
cumulative technique
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Harmony
multiple modulation
electric bass pedal points
o introduction – B
o verse – B
o prechorus a – C
o prechorus b – B
o chorus – C (mm. 4-5)
o coda – B
overlapping keys
o B/D – introduction 2, verse, coda
o D/F – refrain

Rhythm/Meter
mixed meter – introduction 2, verse, chorus
4/4 meter – refrain, prechorus
synthesizer ostinato
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Title: ―Way of the World‖
Album: We Can’t Dance, 1991
Duration: 5‘40‖
Large-Scale
Time
Section
0:00-0:18
i

Meter
12/8

Duration
8 mm.

Tonal
Motion
F / Dm

Comments
● functions in F, but leads into Dm
● set percussion anacrusis

A 0:19-0:55

V1

12/8

16 mm.

Dm

0:56-1:15

P1

12/8

8 mm.

Dm

1:16-1:31

P2

12/8

8 mm.

D - Dm

1:32-2:08

C

12/8

16 mm.

Dm

2:09-2:17

I1

12/8

4 mm.

Dm

A 2:18-2:54

V2

12/8

16 mm.

Dm

2:55-3:12

P1

12/8

8 mm.

Dm

3:13-3:30

P2

12/8

8 mm.

D - Dm

3:31-4:07

C

12/8

16 mm.

Dm

4:08-4:11

I2

12/8

2 mm.

Dm

● sustained F major triad

B 4:12-4:39

B

12/8

12 mm.

Dm

● electric guitar solo
● uses P1 material

A1 4:40-5:16

C

12/8

16 mm.

Dm

● lead vocal melody line embellished

5:17-5:40

o

12/8

n/a

Dm

● repeat C and fade

● sustained Dm chord for most of the section

● modal mixture, begins in D and ends in Dm

● sustained Dm triad
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Instrumentation
set percussion
auxiliary percussion – shaker
synthesizer
o sustained electric piano
o special synthesized sounds
electric guitar
lead vocals
support vocals

Duration
proportional song sections
symmetrical song sections
disproportionally small A1 section

Form
AABA1
o A – verse + 2 prechoruses + chorus
o A – verse + 2 prechoruses + chorus
o B – bridge
o A1 – chorus
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Harmony
Introduction = a
Verse = 3b + c
Prechorus 1 = 2d
Prechorus 2 = 2e
Chorus = 4f
Bridge = 2d + g

a = F: IV | I | IV | V |
Dm: VI | III | VI | VII |
b = Dm: i | | | |
c = Dm: i | | VI VII | i |
d = Dm: VI | i | VI | VII |
e = D: I | vi | III VII | VI
f = Dm: VII | VI | v | iv |
g = Dm: v | VI |

overlapping keys – F/Dm, introduction
electric bass pedal points
o introduction – C
o prechorus 1 – D
o prechorus 2 – D
modal mixture – prechorus 2, D/Dm

Rhythm/Meter
12/8 time
accents on beats 2 and 4
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APPENDIX B: DISCOGRAPHY

Genesis. And Then There Were Three. Atlantic 82691 (1978).
Genesis. Abacab. Atlantic/Rhino R2 128508 (1981).
Genesis. Duke. Atlantic/Rhino R2 128636 (1980).
Genesis. Genesis. Atlantic/Rhino R2 300924 (1983).
Genesis. Invisible Touch. Atlantic/Rhino R2 301244 (1986).
Genesis. We Can’t Dance. Atlantic/Rhino R2 301820 (1991).
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